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Abstract

Great River Wood Dynamics in Northern Canada

Downed wood is a resource easily utilized by plants and animals from the forests to the sea and is essential for many ecosystems. The diverse benefits that wood brings to streams and riparian corridors are well documented by river scientists and wood re-introduction is commonly used as a river restoration tool. However, much of the existing work investigates the short-term impact of wood rather than its variability through time and legacy on the landscape. In this dissertation, I use the Slave River (water discharge=2-7 x10³ m³s⁻¹, channel widths=300-2000 m, drainage area=6x10⁵ km²), and its receiving sedimentary basin, the Great Slave Lake (surface area=27³ km², depths 20-600 m, volume 1000-2000 km³), in northern Canada to better understand wood transport dynamics of a major river basin across varied timescales from minutes to centuries and the influence of driftwood on shoreline landscape evolution. The four primary contributions of this work are: a comprehensive literature review and synthesis of wood transport in rivers worldwide (Chapter 1), new methods for monitoring and quantifying wood flux with timelapse cameras (Chapter 2), description of processes among driftwood, sediment, and vegetation that result in shoreline features that I have coined “driftcretions” (Chapter 3), and expansion of wood transport research into multiple timescales with a focus on how flow history impacts magnitude of wood flux (Chapter 4).

In Chapter 1, I: qualitatively summarize existing transport research around flow, wood and reach characteristics, quantitatively consolidate and analyze wood mobility field data in relation to increasing channel size, identify disconnects between driving processes and how mobility is measured, and constrain and conceptualize thresholds between wood dynamic
regimes. In Chapter 2, I introduce a cheap, useful and fast way to monitor and estimate wood flux with timelapse photography through the use of the metric $\hat{p}$, the probability of seeing wood within a timeframe, and I provide statistical methods to estimate appropriate sampling intervals to minimize bias and variance. In Chapter 3, I describe processes and rates by which pulsed driftwood export are delivered and accreted to shorelines and I discuss how these processes influence rates of carbon sequestration, sediment storage and habitat formation. In Chapter 4, I use a variety of methods centered around repeat photography and anecdotes to assess temporal variability of pulsed driftwood flux through the Slave River in the past century.

Findings in this dissertation provide useful information for understanding pulsed wood flux, shoreline dynamics and landforms in marine and terrestrial water bodies before widespread historical deforestation, damming of rivers, and wood removal along major waterways. I not only synthesize and link existing work on wood mobilization, transport and deposition to an intriguing case study, but challenge existing wood transport premises, provide new conceptual models describing processes of wood transport through drainage networks, and present new approaches and methods for quantifying and analyzing the variability in wood flux and influence of wood deposits on landforms. My descriptions of wood transport and shoreline processes prior to development of river corridors will be an invaluable resource to groups who seek to identify environmental impacts of dams and to scientists who are investigating the impact that past and future development of river corridors has had or will have on ecosystems.
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There is probably no lake in North America which receives anything like the amount of driftwood which is poured into the Great Slave Lake, chiefly through the Slave River - *E.M. Kindle* (1919, pg. 358).
This dissertation is centered around the theme of large wood dynamics in rivers, with field case studies on the Slave River ($Q \sim 10^{3} m^{3}/s$, $10^{5} ft^{3}/s$) and the Great Slave Lake in the Northwest Territories and northern Alberta. Following this Introduction (which includes background material on the influence of wood on landscape morphology, wood dynamics, and the study site), this dissertation is comprised of four chapters of re-printed stand-alone papers. The first chapter is a long review paper on wood transport. Chapters 2-4 are three case study papers on the Slave River and Great Slave Lake that highlight wood dynamic processes at varying timescales. Figure 0.1 locates the geographic focus for each case study paper.

**Figure 0.1. Geographic location of Chapters 2, 3 and 4**

Below, I briefly summarize each chapter and provide the appropriate citation for each of the four articles. Because each paper presented here was either already published or in the review process prior to completion of this dissertation, after this introductory chapter
I use the pronoun “we” rather than I, as published. Rather than a bibliography after each chapter, I have included one bibliography at the end of the dissertation.

**CHAPTER 1.** Kramer, N and Wohl, E. (accepted), *Rules of the Road: A quantitative and qualitative review of driftwood transport through drainage networks*, *Geomorphology*.

In this review paper, we conduct an exhaustive literature search to qualitatively and quantitatively review field-based studies of wood transport.


In this methods paper, we develop new techniques for collecting and computing wood flux from timelapse cameras.


In this research paper, we report the volume and distribution of driftwood along shorelines, the morphological impacts of sustained driftwood delivery throughout the Holocene, and rates of driftwood accretion for the Great Slave Lake.

**CHAPTER 4.** Kramer, N. and Wohl, E., Hess-Homeier, B. and Leisz, S. (in review), *The pulse of driftwood for multiple timescales in a great northern river*, *Water Resources Research*

In this research paper, we use timelapse cameras, remote aerial imagery, and historical accounts to characterize driftwood transport and thresholds on the Slave River over time intervals from days to decades.
BACKGROUND

The following text includes introductory information with literature references on the impact of river driftwood on landscapes and ecology, in-stream wood dynamics and the study location (the Great Slave Lake and Slave River).

0.1. DRIFTWOOD IN THE LANDSCAPE

Driftwood greatly facilitates biogeomorphic plant succession in a dynamic, high-disturbance setting: the interface between land and water. Biogeomorphic succession expands upon the traditional concept of vegetation succession by incorporating physical disturbance and landform development (Corenblit et al., 2007). Figure 0.1 diagrams how driftwood is utilized in ecosystems and Figure 0.1 conceptualizes the feedbacks among driftwood, sedimentation, and plant succession. In landscapes with high amounts of driftwood, these interactions lead to major alteration of physical and ecological states similar to the actions of an engineer species.

For example, high wood loads are shown to play a major role in maintaining: step-pool and multi-thread channels in low gradient mountain alluvial valleys (Polvi and Wohl, 2013); vegetated island-braided rivers (Gurnell and Petts, 2002); large expanses of alluvial old-growth forests on floodplains (Collins et al., 2012); semi-stable multi-thread, wide distributary channels in deltas (Phillips, 2012); stable sand dunes and steeper gravel berms on beaches (Kennedy and Woods, 2012); habitat patchiness and bio-available nutrients in estuaries; mid-ocean food webs (Gonor et al., 1988); and biologic hotspots on the nutrient- and energy-poor deep ocean floor (Knudsen, 1970). Without driftwood, these landscapes revert to a simpler design that supports less life. Mountain channels revert to plane bed with single channels; larger rivers no longer have vegetated islands; alluvial floodplains are narrower without old-growth forest patches; and beach dunes are more mobile and drier. In sum, landscapes that contain driftwood have more habitat patchiness and thus are much more biologically productive than they would be without driftwood.
Driftwood plays a major role distributing water-borne nutrients and organic particulates, including carbon, into broader areas than would otherwise be readily available. For example, wood jams in rivers substantially increase sedimentation of organics within the channel and on the floodplain (Wohl, 2013a; Beckman and Wohl, 2014). There are large amounts of carbon per unit area stored in sediments from pools behind channel-spanning jams in headwater channels, and in floodplains and riparian wetlands (Walter and Merritts, 2008; Cierjacks et al., 2010; Wohl, 2011a). In addition to physically enhancing the deposition of water-borne nutrients and particulates, driftwood is an important food and carbon source in itself (Figure 0.1). For example, fecal pellets from wood-boring crustaceans provide an important food source for near shore environments (Gonor et al., 1988), and the episodic delivery of vast quantities of wood from uplands and river corridors during tropical storms.

**Figure 0.2.** Examples of how driftwood is utilized by plants and animals
provides a highly concentrated flux of carbon and nutrients that represents a significant transfer of terrestrial biomass to oceans (West et al., 2011).

Despite high-profile papers emphasizing the role of rivers in the global carbon cycle (Eglinton, 2008; Battin et al., 2008, 2009; Aufdenkampe et al., 2011), research examining the processes that create and maintain instream and floodplain complexity or facilitate organic carbon storage is just beginning. To date, much of the work has focused on monitoring and quantifying dissolved and particulate organic carbon (e.g., Holmes et al., 2012) or describing the impact that driftwood jams have on sedimentation, hydrology, and/or biogeochemical processing of nutrients (Montgomery and Piégay, 2003; Wohl et al., 2012). Research that investigates the long-term storage and decay of drift piles and their legacy impact on landform, food webs, and carbon cycling is rare. Historical accounts of enormous volumes of wood on rivers in the temperate zone (Triska, 1984; Maser et al., 1988; Wohl, 2014a) describe a scenario that has largely vanished. Deforestation, flow regulation, channelization, levees, snagging (wood removal from rivers), and other activities have removed so much wood that most rivers (Montgomery and Piégay, 2003; Collins et al., 2012; Wohl, 2014a),
and by consequence shorelines (Maser et al., 1988), are severely wood-impoverished relative to their condition prior to intensive human settlement. Thus, stable landforms that we see today along river corridors and lakes may reflect past processes when driftwood was more abundant. In the absence of modern wood, studying these processes, let alone connecting vestige landscapes to driftwood processes, is difficult.

In a state of the science report, Reinhardt et al. (2010) suggest that the co-evolution of landforms and biological communities should be a central theme to motivate future research, and note that identifying rates of biological and geomorphological processes and how they interact to generate landforms is of primary importance. Recently, in the emerging field of biogeomorphology, much focus has been on how, given enough time, small-scale biotic processes can influence the evolution of the landscape and ecosystems (Dietrich and Perron,
2006). Over long time scales, actions by engineer species create unique and patchy ecosystems with high biodiversity by modulating resources to other species (Corenblit et al., 2011). A good example of these processes is the formation of extensive wet meadows in mountain alluvial valleys, which have been dubbed the beaver meadow complex due to the importance of beaver dams in maintaining the wetland ecosystem (Ives, 1942; Westbrook et al., 2011). Gibling and Davies (2012) suggests that the meandering river form is a physical expression of the existence of life because it co-evolved with vascular land plants. Without riparian vegetation and driftwood stabilizing river banks, they postulate that the meandering planform would not exist.

0.2. Wood Dynamics

Wood dynamics refers to the processes governing recruitment, storage and transport of large wood1 through catchments. The main drivers behind research into wood dynamics in rivers are to understand the role that wood plays in the ecology and health of riparian corridors; to understand the influence wood has on shaping the morphology and sediment regime of channels; to better constrain the global biogeochemical cycles by describing how large wood influences nutrient fluxes from the land to the oceans; and to predict and plan for hazards associated with wood clogging of engineered structures during high flows.

The existing framework for conceptualizing large wood dynamics is usually presented as a wood budget in which the change in storage ($\Delta S$) along any given reach ($\Delta x$) for a given time frame ($\Delta t$) is equal to wood inputs minus wood outputs. Below is a wood budget equation by Benda and Sias (2003).

\[
\Delta S = [L_i - L_o + \frac{Q_i}{\Delta x} - \frac{Q_o}{\Delta x} - D] \Delta t
\]

\(^{1}\text{My Note on Terminology: Unless otherwise noted, large wood is defined to be greater than 10 cm in diameter and 1 meter in length. I also use the term “driftwood” in place of “large wood” because I discuss floating wood in a lake and along a very wide river that is about 15 to 30 times wider than the longest pieces of wood. In these situations, wood is drifting through the water and washes up on shorelines, thus the term driftwood is appropriate. “Large wood”, “wood” and “driftwood” are more universally applicable than the commonly used term, “instream wood”, to both rivers and lakes. Thus, I limit my use of “instream wood” to only those scenarios where I am referring specifically to reach-scale locations on a river rather than the drainage basin as a whole.}\]
Figure 0.5. Conceptualization of transport questions and appropriate methods to answer them at varying timescales.

In the above equation, wood inputs are from lateral recruitment and exhumation ($L_i$) and fluvial transport from upstream ($Q_i$). Wood outputs are from lateral deposition and burial ($L_o$), fluvial export downstream ($Q_o$), and decay ($D$). This equation has been used to back-calculate wood flux based on reach-scale field measurements of storage and recruitment Martin and Benda (2001, e.g.). However, recent research monitoring wood flux with video cameras (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012) has shown that wood flux estimates derived from wood budget equations may be underestimating wood flux by as much as four times.

I hypothesize that part of the problem may be from extrapolation of reach-scale metrics on short timescale (<2 yrs) to basin-scale processes that occur over decades. Figure 0.5 is a conceptualization of types of research questions and appropriate methods at varying timescales. Rather than focusing on wood recruitment and storage, this dissertation assesses the variability in wood export ($Q_o$) from the Slave River drainage basin to the Great Slave Lake on varying timescales from days to centuries using a variety of methods including timelapse photography, repeat photography, dating wood deposits and historical anecdotes. By focusing on the outlet of a large basin rather headwater catchments, I can assess the cumulative patterns of wood flux from the entire basin through time.
0.3. The Slave River and Great Slave Lake

The Slave River and Great Slave Lake (GSL) are uniquely situated in the middle of the Mackenzie Basin, effectively dividing the basin in half (Figure 1.3). Water draining the southern Canadian Rockies and the boreal forests to the south makes its way north into the GSL. GSL water eventually becomes the source water for the Mackenzie River, which flows north into the Arctic Ocean.

A recent international report (Vaux, 2013) emphasized that the Mackenzie Basin is still one of the most intact large-scale ecosystems in North America, but it is at risk from a warming climate and development from exploitation of hydrocarbon, minerals, and hydroelectric power. The Basin is recognized as a resource that affects the welfare of people globally, but it is not well monitored and less well studied than other major river basins. The Mackenzie River of Canada exports large amounts of driftwood to the Arctic Ocean that can be found and identified as far away as Scandinavia (Eggertsson, 1994). The Mackenzie River stands out from other circumpolar Arctic rivers as having notably low dissolved organic matter yields to the Arctic Ocean because the GSL efficiently processes and retains constituents transported to the lake from the upper watershed (Holmes et al., 2012; Gibson et al., 2006).

The Slave River has a mean annual flow of 3432 m$^3$s$^{-1}$ and provides 74% of the inflow to the Great Slave Lake. The remaining inflow is from catchments surrounding the lake (21%) and from precipitation (5%) (Gibson et al., 2006). Sediment and wood delivered to the lake mostly originate from catchments on the southern shore. Rivers along the north shore carry negligible amounts of wood and sediment to the lake because they drain the Canadian Shield or low relief wetlands. Yearly influx of wood is associated with rapid rise and fall of river flows from mechanical break up of river ice and freshet high flows that float stranded wood on river banks (Kramer and Wohl, 2014; Brown, 1957). Episodically, vast carpets of wood are delivered when summer freshet flows are much higher than previous years (Kramer et al., in submission).

The GSL has a surface area of 28,568 km$^2$ and a catchment area of 949,000 km$^2$ (Gibson et al., 2006). It is one of the deepest lakes in the world, reaching a maximum depth of 620 m.
in the east arm where subglacial meltwater from the Continental Laurentide ice sheet pooled along faults (Christoffersen et al., 2008). While the east arm was formed underneath the ice, the main body of the lake formed marginal to the retreating ice sheet (Vanderburgh and Smith, 1988; Lemmen, 1990) and is much shallower (10 – 90 m) (León et al., 2007). The lake is underlain by till of mostly limestone boulders and cobbles from Paleozoic sedimentary rocks of the Interior Plains Platform (Lemmen, 1990). Granitic boulders and cobbles increase towards the contact with the Canadian Shield along the eastern margin of the lake (Lemmen, 1990) (Figure 1.3). Originally, the main body of GSL was a part of Glacial Lake McConnell, which also included modern-day Lake Athabasca to the south and Great Bear Lake to the north (Figure 1.3). Due to isostatic rebound and drainage, Glacial Lake McConnell separated into three lakes, and the Slave River was formed connecting Lake Athabasca to the Great Slave Lake around 8300 BP (Smith, 1994). Buried driftwood in Slave River deltaic sediments has been used to estimate progradation of the Slave River Delta into the GSL from 8070
to 1180 BP \((\text{Vanderburgh and Smith, 1988})\), highlighting that wood delivery to the lake has been occurring since de-glaciation. Based on the elevation of dated driftwood from 6960 to the present, an estimate for the modern rate of isostatic rebound is \(0.2 \text{cm/year}\) \((\text{Vanderburgh and Smith, 1988})\).

The GSL is considered hydrologically active, with an average residence time for a water molecule of 16 years \((\text{Gibson et al., 2006})\). Based on data from 2002-2009, GSL is, on average, completely frozen for 186 days per year and has some ice present for 193 days per year \((\text{Kang et al., 2012})\). Ice break up occurs May-June and freeze-up in November-December \((\text{Kang et al., 2012})\). During ice break up in years of high river discharges, wind can push blocks of drift ice up onto exposed shorelines, effectively bulldozing large boulders, cobbles, and wood into raised beach ridges \((\text{Philip, 1990; Lemay and Bégin, 2012})\). During the ice-free
late summer (July and August), seiches (rapid fluctuations in lake levels) develop from high, steady winds stacking surface waters at the downwind shore. Seiches on the Great Slave Lake < 0.15 m in height are common due to long fetch distances and occur on average 10 – 14 times per year (Gardner et al., 2006). The largest seiches (0.15 – 0.40 m), which account for less than 10% of all recorded events from 1938 to 2000, raft driftwood high enough onto the shoreline to be unaffected by smaller events (Gardner et al., 2006). Seiche-forcing winds on the north shore come from the SE and on the south shore from the NW (Gardner et al., 2006).

Mean surficial lake currents flow in a counterclockwise direction (León et al., 2007). When driftwood enters the lake, it circulates in this direction on calm days and is pushed up against shore on windy days (personal observation). Lake currents are weak near the mouth of the Mackenzie River and thus wood entering the lake tends to not be exported downstream, but rather stored permanently along shorelines, in river deltas, and in nearshore lake sediments. This is corroborated by local residents of Fort Providence, who have noted the lack of wood floating down the Mackenzie at that location. The GSL supports a high level of biodiversity of both plants and animals (Condon, 2013). There are two ecological regions mapped on the lake, Taiga Plains and the Taiga Shield, which correspond to underlying geology of sedimentary (Interior Plains Platform) versus crystalline rock (Canadian Shield) (Ecosystem Classification Group, 2007, 2009). Driftwood is primarily stored on shores in the Taiga Plains ecoregion due to its much lower relief along shorelines and erodible boundaries. Shoreline vegetation is composed of mostly sedges (Cyperaceae), willow (Salix)-alder (Alnus) shrublands, balsam poplar (Populus balsamifera), spruce (Picea), quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides), and tamarack (Larix laricina). These species interact with the driftwood to trap fine grained sediment as well as stabilize sand bars, beaches, and ice-pushed gravel and cobble berms (English et al., 1997).

Decaying driftwood is especially important as nurse logs for the germination of spruce (Berger, 2002; Timoney and Robinson, 1996). The GSL contains sustainable populations of high quality commercial fisheries of whitefish, trout, pickerel, northern pike, and inconnu
(Rundle et al., 2005). The GSL serves as a major staging and rearing area for migratory birds because it is located on the Atlantic, Mississippi, and Central flyways (Milburn et al., 1999). Stranded and decaying wood pieces along shorelines are commonly used as perches by both shore and migratory birds. Bird species diversity is declining and is at high risk from climate and up-basin development (Condon, 2013). Moose, muskrat, mink, and beaver are mammals that thrive in the nearshore wetlands and are important culturally for local indigenous communities (Milburn et al., 1999).

Many studies have looked at how the construction of the W.A.C. Bennett Dam > 1500 km upstream (see Figure 1.3) on the Peace River in the late 1960s has impacted the ecology and geomorphology of the Slave River Delta (SRD). The Bennett Dam and nearby Peace Canyon dam together have a hydro capacity of 3400 MW and Williston reservoir behind the Bennett Dam is the ninth-largest man-made lake in the world (Vaux, 2013).

- English et al. (1997) showed that the biological productivity and diversity of the SRD is closely linked to flooding and sediment delivery from the Slave River, which sustains extensive shoreline habitat. They also showed that upstream damming has shifted the delta to a drier environment and growth of the outer delta has slowed or stopped.
- Milburn et al. (1999) investigated aquatic animals that could be used as ecosystem indicators to monitor and predict response to various development scenarios that impact hydrologic regimes. They identified muskrat and mink as the best indicators due to their dependence on changes in hydrology, small geographic range limited to the SRD, and importance for local food and trade.
- Prowse et al. (2006) found that because of the small water surface slope of the SRD, small lake level changes from upstream hydroelectric development have the potential to alter large areas of the main active delta. A reduction of lake levels by 0.05-0.2 m during spring and summer flooding or during seiche activity would likely lead to decreased flooding and drying of wetlands in the delta.
• *Beltaos et al.* (2006) found that the ice jam flood have occurred less frequently on the Peace River (the primary tributary to the Slave River) after construction of the W.A.C Bennett Dam due to supressed water levels in the Spring.

• *Gibson et al.* (2006) related dam regulation to water levels in the GSL. Regulation has increased discharge from the Slave River in the winter and reduced flows during the spring and summer, impacting lake levels in a similar manner. The highest lake level years correspond to wetter than average years that also had large releases from the W.A.C Bennett Dam.

• *Brock et al.* (2010) analyzed flood frequency variability in the SRD for the past 80 years using paleolimnological analysis of perched basins prone to flooding during high water years. They found decadal scale intervals of high and low flood frequency, with the driest years pre-dating construction of Bennett Dam. They emphasize that changes in climate and precipitation in headwater catchments have greater impact on flooding than regulation from the existing dam.

Many communities along lake shores still follow a traditional lifestyle and have a culture that is closely tied to the health of the ecosystem (*Wolfe et al.*, 2007). However, the ecosystem is under threat from climate and development-driven change. During the exceptionally dry summer of 2014, an unprecedented 3.5 million hectares of land burned in the Northwest Territories, much of it near the Great Slave Lake (K. Johnson, pers. comm., September 2014). The hydropower potential for the Mackenzie Basin is thought to equal the rest of Canada combined (*Vaux*, 2013). Although no more dams are currently approved for construction, dam projects are currently proposed on the Peace River (site C), Slave River, and on the Athabasca. Much of the hydropower will be used by oil shale and other mining operations. There is potential for structural failure of tailing ponds from hydrocarbon development to contaminate water and sediment delivered to the Slave River Delta.

In the past decade, community groups have expressed concern over how climate change, fires, land use change, and upstream damming will impact the water quality and health of the
ecosystem. In response, the Slave River and Delta Partnership (SRDP) was formed to coordinate research, monitoring, and planning efforts among communities, government agencies, aboriginal governments, non-governmental organizations, and academic institutions. This study provides baseline data on the importance and quantity of driftwood delivery to the shoreline ecosystem for groups such as the SRDP to use as they plan for the future.
CHAPTER 1

RULES OF THE ROAD: A QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE REVIEW OF DRIFTWOOD TRANSPORT THROUGH DRAINAGE NETWORKS

Summary

To effectively manage wood in rivers, we need a better understanding of how and when wood moves through river networks. Building from an extensive literature search, we qualitatively and quantitatively review field-based studies of wood transport. We distinguish small, medium, large, and great rivers based on wood piece dimensions relative to channel and flow dimensions and dominant controls on wood transport. We suggest that designating wood transport regimes, such as piece-dominated, jam-dominated, high-flow-dominated, and burial-dominated, is a useful way to characterize spatial-temporal network heterogeneity and to conceptualize the primary controls on wood mobility in diverse river segments. We draw analogies between wood and bedload transport, including distinguishing Eulerian and Lagrangian approaches, exploring transport capacity, and quantifying thresholds of wood mobility, which can be expressed as a ratio of flow stage to stage at incipient wood motion, or as a fraction of bankfull flow. We identify mobility envelopes for re-mobilization of wood with relation to increasing peak discharges, stream size, and dimensionless log lengths. Wood transport in natural channels exhibits high spatial and temporal variability, with discontinuities along the channel network at bankfull flow and when log lengths equal channel widths. Although median mobilization rates increase with increasing channel size, maximum mobilization rates are greatest in medium-sized channels. Most wood is transported during relatively infrequent high flows, but flows under bankfull can transport up to 30% of stored wood and the highest flows may not transport any wood. We use a conceptual model of dynamic equilibrium of wood in storage, a conceptual model of spiralling wood transport paths through drainage networks, and a metaphor of traffic on a road to explore how discontinuous
wood movement through a river network reflects the characteristics of river flow, the wood pieces, and the channel boundaries. We note a disconnection between how mobilization is measured and the processes that drive mobilization. The primary limitations to describing wood transport are inappropriate time scales of observation and lack of sufficient data on mobility from diverse rivers and regions. Improving models of wood flux on local and regional scales requires better characterization of average step lengths within the lifetime travel path of a piece of wood. We suggest that future studies focus on: (i) continuous or high-frequency monitoring of wood mobility; (ii) monitoring changes in wood storage at known retention sites at varying time scales; (iii) using wood characteristics to fingerprint wood sources; (iv) quantifying volumes of wood buried within channels and floodplains; (v) using remote sensing to assess changes in wood storage over large spatial scales; (vi) obtaining existing or new data from unconventional sources, such as citizen science initiatives, (vii) creating online interactive data platforms for facilitation of data synthesis, and (viii) further consolidation and review of residence time and basin wood flux.

1.1. Motivation

There is a strong need to understand large wood transport dynamics in the context of flooding hazards (e.g., Mazzorana et al., 2012; Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2013, 2014; Lucía et al., 2015) and global nutrient fluxes (Bilby, 1981; Elosegi et al., 2007; Hilton et al., 2008; West et al., 2011; Wohl et al., 2012). By wood dynamics, we mean the processes associated with the recruitment, storage, and transfer of dead wood through drainage basins. Specifically, we focus on the transport of large wood (≥ 1 m in length and 10 cm in diameter).

Conceptual and quantitative models of river adjustment typically rely on two primary driving variables, water and sediment (Knighton, 1998). However, instream wood can be as important for channel change as sediment (e.g., Massong and Montgomery, 2000; Brooks and Brierley, 2002; Montgomery and Abbe, 2006; Le Lay et al., 2013). Early scientific and historical writings on wood were mainly inspired by awed observations of immense volumes of wood and associated channel change (Kindle, 1919, 1921; Bevan, 1948; Triska,
1984). Reviews of historical accounts document the enormous quantities and landscape-scale impacts of wood from headwater channels to large rivers prior to extensive wood removal (Triska, 1984; Sedell et al., 1988; Wohl, 2014a) and most forested or historically forested catchments have vegetation or wood-driven morphologies (Hickin, 1984; Collins et al., 2012; Gibling and Davies, 2012; Polvi and Wohl, 2013; Gurnell et al., 2015).

Despite this evidence for the importance of wood as a driving geomorphic variable, descriptions of geomorphic effects of wood on channel processes were largely absent in the mid 1900s (Hickin, 1984), when researchers were building foundational conceptual models (Grant et al., 2013; Wohl, 2014b) - such as graded rivers (Mackin, 1948) and Lanes balance (Lane, 1955)), and quantitative understanding of river systems - such as hydraulic geometry relations (Leopold and Maddock Jr, 1953). The large-scale removal of wood from rivers during the 20th century (Montgomery and Piégay, 2003; Wohl, 2014a) likely led to a neglect of the geomorphic effects of wood on river process and form during this formative period of fluvial geomorphology.

As long as rivers are wood-depleted, models of river form adjusting primarily to sediment and water are adequate for managing rivers. However, in order to improve valued ecosystem services such as de-nitrification, sustainable fisheries, improved water quality, and enhanced physical and mental health of human communities (e.g., Wohl et al., 2015), managers now focus on re-introducing wood as engineered structures (Abbe and Brooks, 2011; Gallisdorfer et al., 2014), leaving mobile un-engineered wood in place on the floodplain (Piégay et al., 2005; Wohl et al., 2015), and managing riparian forests to increase the amount of wood that can be recruited (Kail et al., 2007; Wohl et al., 2015).

In Europe, afforestation of river corridors (Liébault and Piégay, 2002) has led to increased wood in transport, resulting in wood impoundments against bridge piers during floods (e.g., Lucía et al., 2015), increasing flood levels, and forcing large-scale channel changes beyond what can be predicted through existing models (Piégay et al., 2005). Inability to plan for the impacts and hazards of large wood on channels is a management concern and stems largely
from the fact that current models of river form and process used by managers do not include wood dynamics.

In the past few years, substantial progress in numerical simulation of wood transport has come from flume studies (Bertoldi et al., 2014; Davidson et al., 2015) and incorporation of wood modules into computer simulations, such as the Reach Scale Channel Simulator for habitat modelling (Eaton et al., 2012; Davidson and Eaton, 2015) and Woody Iber for hydrodynamic modelling of wood transport (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2014, 2015a). Simulations from these models have led to better understanding of wood-related flooding hazards, channel change, and aquatic habitat. However, models are simplified versions of the complex interactions found in the field and they require information from field studies to constrain variables and assess reliability of scenario responses (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2015b). Recent rapid growth in numerical and modelling publications on wood transport is not matched by equivalent growth in field studies (Figure 1.1).

**Figure 1.1.** Comparison of field and modelling publications that report direct measurement of wood transport by year. Bar heights equal total number of articles found.
In this paper, we first qualitatively and then quantitatively summarize, analyze, and synthesize literature on wood transport within the framework of a functional classification of small, medium, large, and great rivers (Table 1.1, Figure 1.2). We focus on presenting a thorough review of case studies that have directly measured wood transport. We examine existing transport premises, present new conceptual frameworks of wood transport through drainage networks, and make suggestions for avenues of further research.

Although other reviews have included wood transport as a subcategory (Keller and Swanson, 1979; Harmon et al., 1986; Sedell et al., 1988; Gurnell, 2003; Le Lay et al., 2013; Wohl, 2016), this is the first review of which we are aware that focuses solely on transport. We intend the review to be a thorough summary to acquaint new wood researchers with the existing literature; a compilation of field-based constraints to compare to future numerical models; and as a collection of thought-provoking ideas intended to push researchers to develop new, testable hypotheses, thus rapidly advancing wood transport research.

Table 1.1: Functional classification of river size based on wood dynamics. Categorization based on characteristic dimensions of wood pieces relative to channel size and patterns of recruitment, storage, and transport of wood.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Small rivers</th>
<th>Medium rivers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size</strong></td>
<td>1st to 2nd order; key piece wood length &gt; channel width; diameter of logs &gt; flow depth</td>
<td>2nd to 4th order; log diameter ~ flow depth; length of key logs &gt; or ~ channel width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recruitment</strong></td>
<td>Characteristics of riparian woodland of overriding importance; hillslope instability, blowdown, snow avalanches, individual riparian tree mortality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Storage</strong></td>
<td>Individual wood pieces form stable features that control sediment deposition, channel morphology, and gradient; pieces typically span and are suspended above the active channel; jams may be present, but most wood stored as individual pieces; distribution of wood close to random and governed by sites of input; wood causes local widening where channel boundaries are erodible; wood condition depends on input mechanisms and forest disturbance history; low mobility can result in high levels of wood decay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transport</strong></td>
<td>Wood not reorganized or transported except during unusual floods or debris flows with recurrence intervals &gt; decadal; large pieces mostly immobile; long residence times regulated by decay and physical breakdown rather than fluvial transport</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Table 1.1 (continued)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recruitment</strong></td>
<td>Hillslope, riparian, and bank source areas; tributary inputs; transport from upstream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Storage</strong></td>
<td>Wood commonly stored in non-random, spatially discontinuous jams that partly or completely span the channel; jams comprised of mixed sizes of wood pieces, with larger key pieces trapping smaller, more mobile pieces; jams form at roughness elements such as boulders and planform irregularities; jams force bank erosion and avulsion, can create multithread planform; high inter-reach variation in wood loads; wood regulates sediment transport</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transport</strong></td>
<td>Hydrologic regime is dominant control; drives periodic transport of stored and newly recruited pieces during high flows; key pieces and jams remain in place during smaller floods, accumulating smaller pieces; larger, more infrequent floods break up and rearrange jams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Large rivers**

| **Size**                  | >5th order; log diameter << depth of flooded channel; all wood lengths < channel width; transition between medium and large rivers at channel widths ~20-50 m wide because longest wood piece lengths are in this range |
| **Recruitment**           | Transport of wood from upstream, lateral channel erosion; exhumation of previously buried wood on floodplains |
| **Storage**               | River morphology dictates wood storage sites; wood generally has less decay because of greater mobility; wood influences bar and channel sedimentation and regulates formation of secondary channels, channel planform, and widening of valley floor; reaches with greater sinuosity, more bars, and lower gradients typically have higher wood loads; wood accumulates within active channel at sites such as apex of bars, outer upstream-facing margins of channel bends, backwaters, bank benches, and as individual pieces along channel margins during flood recession; large proportion of wood may be buried in floodplains and channel bars; wood accumulates on upstream side of living vegetation and influences morphologic evolution of stable vegetated islands and formation of multithread planform; wood does not form channel-spanning jams, but can form channel-spanning, dynamic wood rafts that persist for decades and cause channel avulsions |
| **Transport**             | Wood exported downstream, laterally onto floodplains, or buried; wood exported regularly during high flow; amount of wood transfer highly variable and largely dependent on pattern of antecedent peak flows; high variability in water levels during flooding creates many opportunities for wood sequestration in long-term storage on the floodplain, causing large variability in wood residence time |

**Great rivers**

| **Size**                  | ~10⁶ km² or larger; mean annual discharge > 10³ m³/s; perennial flow; commonly have vast, seasonally inundated floodplains, great hydraulic diversity, large fine sediment loads, and deep channels |
| **Recruitment**           | Mostly via inputs from upstream; local inputs include lateral exchange with floodplain, exhumation of buried wood, inputs from bank failures, and mass recruitment such as during hurricanes (Phillips and Park, 2009) |
Table 1.1 (continued)

| Storage | Pieces stranded along banks during receding flows; larger wood loads downstream from tributary junctions that deliver wood; floodplain accumulations at long lateral distances from channel; accumulations commonly decay in place or are partly buried; rafts that completely plug the channel are rare except where a multithread planform occurs |
| Transport | During most flows, rapid transfer of wood to deposition zones such as deltas, estuaries, or the ocean; lesser fluctuations in discharge than occur in large rivers, creating fewer opportunities for trapping of wood within channel or overbank deposition as a result of fluctuating stage; wood transfer largely controlled by the spatial distribution and timing of wood recruitment from large tributaries; floodplain wood likely transported and redeposited within the floodplain rather than transported to main channel; wood buried within channel bed may be transported downstream annually as part of the bed load |

a. Very little study has been done on wood in great rivers. This summary is based on our current understanding of wood dynamics in great rivers from personal field experience. The ideas presented should be tested and refined with further study.

1.2. Qualitative Summary

Wood in storage is commonly referred to as instream wood. However, once wood becomes mobile, researchers tend to prefer the terms floating wood or drift wood (MacVicar et al., 2009; MacVicar and Piégay, 2012; Kramer and Wohl, 2014; Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2014). Considering wood as floating or drift wood makes sense in the context of drainage networks, especially in scenarios when the same piece of wood is referenced in the context of river networks and non-channelized settings such as lakes, estuaries, or oceans (Kramer and Wohl, 2015). Within rivers, it is useful to investigate the processes that enable instream wood to float and how far the wood is likely to travel downstream.

Wood flux is governed by the unique interactions among hydraulics, wood pieces, and channel morphology, across space and time (Gurnell et al., 2015; Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2015a). Thus, we summarize the existing knowledge of wood transport from field and numerical studies in three categories: flow characteristics (Section 1.2.1, Table 1.2), wood characteristics (Section 1.2.2, Table 1.3) and reach characteristics (Section 1.2.3, Table 1.4). Tables 1.2-1.4 are used to summarize the literature. In the following text, we propose a series of ideas, hypotheses, and suggested future research directions based on the findings from the
Figure 1.2. Stream size with relation to wood storage patterns in a fluvial system. Schematic after Naiman et al. (2002), Keller and Swanson (1979), Le Lay et al. (2013) and Schumm (1977). A. Random distribution of pieces on Ouzel Creek, Colorado through a burned area (≈ 6 m channel width, average piece length is 2.7 m with maximum pieces > width of channel) B. Log jamming on North St. Vrain Creek, Colorado (≈25 m channel width and average piece length is 3.3 m, maximum piece size < channel width). C. Wood accumulations and vegetated island formation in Hyland River, British Columbia (channel width is ≈100 m wide). D. Burial of wood accumulations on side bars of the Yukon River, Alaska. (≈ 500 m channel width at 66.18510 N, -148.11925 E)
papers presented in Tables 1.2-1.4. We summarize some of the main hypotheses presented in the following text in Table 1.5.

1.2.1. FLOW CHARACTERISTICS. The primary flow characteristics that influence wood mobilization and transport include general shape of the hydrograph—magnitude, duration, and rate of rise and fall—and the sequence of flows through time (Table 1.2). Flow magnitude influences the areas inundated and the hydraulic roughness and retention capacity of the flooded area. Although wood discharge generally increases with water discharge on the rising limb, the relationship is nonlinear and highly variable (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012; Kramer and Wohl, 2014; Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2014; Ravazzolo et al., 2015a). This is logical, given the potential for multiple and complex interactions among piece size and shape, hydraulic forces, and channel characteristics such as boundary irregularities that can trap wood.

Table 1.2: Synthesis of main findings and references for influence of flow characteristics on wood transport

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow Characteristics</th>
<th>Magnitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Flow magnitude strongly influences whether wood is in transport because it dictates the flooded cross-sectional area, velocity, and depth of flow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The largest wood fluxes on rivers of all sizes occur during infrequent high flows</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Background wood mobility rates under 30% exist for wood movement initiation in ordinary floods for many rivers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Wood transport responds non-linearly to increases in flow magnitudes and is highly variable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hysteresis in wood transport: flows of equal magnitude transport much less wood on the rising limb than the falling limb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Wood mobilization threshold exists at magnitudes less than bankfull; before this transport is negligible, after this transport is possible and increases linearly with discharge until an upper wood transport threshold associated with overbank flows is reached, at which point wood transport suddenly decreases or levels off</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Most wood is deposited near peak flow magnitude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Floods strand wood at discrete elevations and locations depending on stage height; elevations of stored wood can be used indirectly to assess wood flux for particular flows</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Newly recruited wood can re-organize into jam stable states after only one bankfull flow; jams are re-mobilized and re-organized during exceptional flows</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Wood transport velocity is more significantly related to log volume than magnitude of floods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table continued on next page
Table 1.2 (continued)

Duration
- The amount of time between initiation of wood transport and peak flow is a better predictor of wood displacement downstream than magnitude of flow alone
- Wood recruited during floods moves farther distances downstream than previously recruited wood

Rising and falling limbs
- Mobilization of wood occurs on the rising limb and is comparably negligible on the falling limb
- New wood on the falling limb originates from morphological changes of the channel
- Wood in transport on the falling limb is rapidly retained and entrapped
- Flashier, more steeply rising hydrographs mobilize more wood
- Transport and storage patterns respond nonlinearly to wood input rates (rate of rising limb), with a threshold input rate governing transition between congested and uncongested transport and corresponding depositional pattern as jams or single pieces (high or low wood loads)
- Shorter pieces (i.e., broken pieces and branches) are transported earlier on the rising limb and follow a consistent relation with discharge; larger pieces are mobilized after small pieces and do not correlate well with discharge
- Short pieces are transported on the rising and falling limbs, whereas the largest pieces are mainly transported on the rising limb

Flow History
- The amount of wood available for transport for any flood is a function of past flow history and non-fluvial recruitment since the last wood transporting flow
- Flood peaks of similar magnitude will have varying wood loads based on their position in a sequence of floods
- In small streams, the frequency of extreme events governs wood transfer downstream, with cycling of wood storage related to recurrence intervals of debris flows
- In medium rivers, low recurrence, yearly flows re-organize individual pieces of wood into jam stable states, whereas exceptional floods re-organize jams
- Newly recruited wood is less stable than previously transported wood
- In large rivers, reach-scale wood storage can be highly variable year to year, and depends on flows during prior years

Field References: Keller and Swanson (1979); Lienkaemper and Swanson (1987); Berg et al. (1998); Keim et al. (2000); Haga et al. (2002); Angradi et al. (2004); MacVicar et al. (2009); Angradi et al. (2010); MacVicar and Piégay (2012); Bertoldi et al. (2013); Turowski et al. (2013); Kramer and Wohl (2014); Schenk et al. (2014); Iroumé et al. (2015); Jochner et al. (2015); Ravazzolo et al. (2015a, b)
Modelling References: Braudrick et al. (1997); Bertoldi et al. (2014); Ruiz-Villanueva et al. (2014); Davidson et al. (2015); Ruiz-Villanueva et al. (2015a, 2016a)

The rate of discharge increase may be important for estimating wood transport rates and rapid changes in the hydrograph may account for much of the variability in wood discharge on the rising limb (Braudrick et al., 1997; Angradi et al., 2004; MacVicar et al., 2009). Some of the observed variability in wood transport may reflect wood input rates associated with processes such as bank erosion, floating of previously stable pieces, and piece-to-piece
interactions among wood in transport (Braudrick et al., 1997; Keim et al., 2000; Bertoldi et al., 2014; Wohl, 2016). Thus, we propose that transport distance will be more limited for flashier floods because more wood will be mobilized in shorter amounts of time, leading to congested transport and increased wood deposition, especially as jams (Braudrick et al., 1997; Bertoldi et al., 2014). Higher densities of jams deposited near peak flows then limit transport distance of uncongested single pieces on the falling limb (Davidson et al., 2015).

We hypothesize that the duration of flows near or just under bankfull exerts the greatest influence on wood transport distance in meandering rivers. Transport capacity is likely maximized near bankfull when smaller-scale channel roughness features occupy a smaller proportion of the total flow and overbank roughness and wood trapping are not yet factors. Longer duration floods just under bankfull may also result in greater bank erosion due to maximization of stream power directed at banks during these flows. Catastrophic bank failures during floods mostly occur on the falling limb (Rinaldi et al., 2008) or between long duration moderate floods (Luppi et al., 2009) from erosion of the bank on the outside of a bend (Pizzuto, 2009). Wood that enters the river from these bank collapses falls directly into the thalweg and moves longer distances downstream than previously fluvially deposited instream wood (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012). Consequently, transport distances may also be longer for flows with longer duration of stage just under bankfull on the falling limb.

Although larger wood transport rates have been observed when water levels increase rapidly (MacVicar et al., 2009; Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2016a), not enough studies have focused on wood transport rates in relation to hydrograph characteristics, specifically rates of hydrograph rise and fall, to provide robust constraints, or thresholds for, initial, downstream, or lateral mobility. Thus, uncertainty remains regarding what types of flood hydrographs facilitate the greatest downstream versus lateral movements of wood and whether there are threshold rates of change in water discharge that dictate how and where wood will be deposited for different channel types. Also, more work should be done to characterize the variability in speed of wood transport related to piece type and flow magnitude for diverse rivers. Although MacVicar and Piégay (2012) found that uncongested transport of logs
moved at approximately the surface velocity of the water in a single-thread, meandering channel, Ravazzolo et al. (2015a) found that wood moved at approximately half the celerity of peak flow for a gravel-bed river.

Although higher floods mobilize wood that remains stable during lower floods (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012), the relationship between flood magnitude and large wood flux is highly variable (Kramer and Wohl, 2014; Iroumé et al., 2015) and depends on flow history (Haga et al., 2002). The lack of consistent relations between flow magnitude and large wood flux because of the influence of prior flows is analogous to the lack of consistent correlations between flow magnitude and channel morphologic change (Harvey, 1984; Desloges and Church, 1992; Cenderelli and Wohl, 2003). Because wood deposition mostly occurs near peak water discharge (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012; Ravazzolo et al., 2015a), we suggest that prior patterns of flood peak magnitudes may have high predictive power regarding how much wood is available for downstream transport in future floods. We hypothesize that the frequency of wood redistribution within the channel banks is largely scale-dependent, such that wood is redistributed more frequently with increasing river size. We predict that further research will reveal a discontinuity in transport flux through drainage networks simply because the frequency of re-distribution and delivery is dissimilar between river types and sizes.

Turowski et al. (2013) has shown that for the steep, step-pool headwater Erlenbach river in Switzerland, coarse particulate organic matter (CPOM) transport rates (including finer material such as twigs, leaves, and large wood) consistently scales with discharge. Furthermore, they suggest that consistent power relations exist for transported piece size distributions of all organic matter and that if transport rates of finer fractions of CPOM can be monitored, transport rates of large wood could be estimated and vice versa. This idea holds some promise, as MacVicar and Piégay (2012) found that smaller pieces of large wood followed consistent relations with discharge on the rising limb of a flood, whereas larger pieces did not. Turowski et al. (2013) may have found more consistent relations between wood transport and discharge magnitudes compared to other large wood studies (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012; Kramer and Wohl, 2014) because they included the more abundant finer
fraction of CPOM and/or because a stronger relation between discharge and wood export exists in steep headwater channels with limited floodplains. We suggest further testing the broad applicability of estimating wood discharge based on monitoring subsets of smaller size fractions that have consistent relationships with flood magnitudes, and then back-estimating quantity of larger wood based on known transported size distributions for a particular river.

1.2.2. WOOD CHARACTERISTICS. Five characteristics of wood pieces exert an important influence on wood mobilization and transport: anchoring, length, diameter, orientation, and tree type (species, which governs decay rates, abrasion intensity, density, and branching complexity) (Table 1.3). There is widespread agreement that burial is the most important anchoring mechanism (Berg et al., 1998; Wohl and Goode, 2008; Merten et al., 2011) and that rootwads are substantially less mobile than pieces without rootwads (e.g., Braudrick and Grant, 2000; Bocchiola et al., 2006a; Daniels, 2006; Cadol and Wohl, 2010; Welber et al., 2013; Davidson et al., 2015; Iroumé et al., 2015), but anchoring thresholds are not yet well understood. Information is very limited, for example, on the amount of burial needed to effectively keep pieces stationary for floods of variable magnitude and the stability of different types of rootwads. Surprisingly, Davidson et al. (2015) recently found that small pieces with simplified square rootwads in flumes were actually more stable than longer pieces with rootwads. We suggest further exploring the relative stabilizing effect and likelihood of subsequent jam formation for different types of rootwads from different species with varying levels of complexity and varying bole lengths because rootwads are commonly used in stream restoration projects. Managers could use information on the minimum degree of root complexity and length required to meet stability criteria because of preference for smaller, less complex pieces that can more easily pass built structures if mobilized. Detailed field measurements of rootwads coupled with 3D printing technology could be used to more accurately simulate wood characteristics in future flume experiments to test anchoring processes.
Table 1.3: Synthesis of main findings and references for influence of wood characteristics on wood transport.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wood Characteristics</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anchoring</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How well a piece of wood is anchored is the most important variable governing initial wood mobilization; anchoring types include burial, bracing against other pieces or in-stream obstructions, ramping or bridging onto banks, roots of living vegetation growing from logs, rootwads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The single most important anchoring mechanism for initial mobilization of non-rooted pieces is burial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Bracing by other pieces of wood is more common and more effective at limiting mobilization than bracing against other in-stream elements, such as boulders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Wood loads and jams are related to spacing of mobile ramped pieces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rootwads</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Presence of a rootwad limits travel distance and initial mobilization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Shorter pieces with rootwads may travel the shortest distances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rootwads influence log steering in transport and pivoting during entrainment and entrapment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Length</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A length mobility threshold exists near or above bankfull width; wood less than bankfull width is more easily mobilized and travels farther</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Piece length is a better predictor for whether a piece will move out of a reach than volume or diameter for non-braided rivers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Shorter pieces (i.e., broken pieces and branches) are transported earlier on the rising limb because they are preferentially transported longer distances on the falling limb of previous floods and deposited at lower elevations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Shorter pieces of wood may not always move before longer pieces of wood due to shielding and bracing against larger pieces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In medium rivers, shorter pieces generally travel longer distances than longer pieces but there are instances when the longest pieces travel the longest distances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In large rivers, there is no consistent relation between transport distance and length of wood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In braided rivers, medium sized logs travel the farthest distances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diameter</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A threshold for transport exists when flow depths = a critical floating depth related to the diameter and density; this is 0.5 log diameter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Diameter is important for controlling the timing and elevation of wood deposition, especially in streams where inundated depth contracts rapidly with small changes in discharge, such as in broad braided rivers or floodplains</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There is weak predictive power between log diameter and distance travelled in single thread channels and high predictive power in braided channels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Most instream logs float more than half way under water and are denser than in the forest environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table continued on next page*
### Table 1.3 (continued)

#### Orientation
- Single pieces with rootwads are commonly deposited oriented parallel to flow with the rootwad on the upstream side, which can then entrap more wood.
- Flume studies indicate perpendicular pieces are mobilized sooner than parallel pieces, while field studies indicate the opposite; natural complexities in piece shapes and anchoring are likely the source of the discrepancy.
- Wood travels parallel to flow: unless interacting with other pieces (then perpendicular), ruddering from branches or rootwads, or travelling through velocity heterogeneities.
- Despite smaller forces acting on the parallel pieces, they are more mobile during floods than perpendicular or oblique pieces, which are commonly anchored or braced against other wood or banks.
- Loose unanchored pieces originally stored oriented at an angle to flow travel farther distances, most likely because once mobile they ferry across the current away from snags on the bank and enter the swifter velocities of the thalweg sooner.

#### Species (also Decay, Density and Branching Complexity)
- Tree species is a master variable that governs many other mobility predictors (i.e., length, breakage, density, branching complexity, shape, rate of decay).
- Field studies find species to be the best predictor of variance in transport distances.
- Travel distance decreases with increasing density.
- Density and shape strongly influence travel speed and entrapment during flood recession.
- Newly recruited green wood moves differently than fluvial wood due to differences in abrasion, water absorption, and buoyancy.

#### Field References:
- Harmon et al. (1986); Lienkaemper and Swanson (1987); Gippel et al. (1996); Piégage and Garnell (1997); Berg et al. (1998); Jacobson et al. (1999); Keim et al. (2000); Haga et al. (2002); Lassettre and Kondolf (2003); Daniels (2006); Millington and Sear (2007); Warren and Kraft (2008); Wohl and Goode (2008); MacVicar et al. (2009); Cadol and Wohl (2010); Iroumé et al. (2010); Merten et al. (2011); MacVicar and Piégay (2012); Bertoldi et al. (2013); King et al. (2013); Merten et al. (2013); Beckman and Wohl (2014); Dixon and Sear (2014); Schenk et al. (2014); Shields et al. (2006); Iroumé et al. (2015); Ravazzolo et al. (2015b,a)

#### Modelling References:
- Bocchiola et al. (2006b,a); Braudrick and Grant (2000, 2001); Welber et al. (2013); Bertoldi et al. (2014); Davidson et al. (2015); Ruiz-Villanueva et al. (2015c, 2016b)

Variability in results relating wood size to mobility likely result from: (1) Equal mobility conditions when small pieces are shielded from movement by larger instream structures (such as boulders and larger logs or logjams). This scenario is similar to the concept of armouring in gravel- and cobble-bed streams (Parker and Toro-Escobar, 2002). (2) Local anchoring or bracing of pieces in natural channels exerting greater controls on wood mobilization than size (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012). (3) Smaller pieces preferentially transported earlier on the rising limb of floods because they are transported longer during the falling limb of prior floods and stranded at lower bank heights (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012). (4) Flashy hydrographs mobilizing wood in short time intervals, potentially reducing any significant differences in
initial mobilization between large and small pieces (Ravazzolo et al., 2015a). (5) Variability in piece shapes and densities (Merten et al., 2013). (6) Local and reach scale variability in channel retentiveness and characteristics (Wyżga and Zawiejska, 2005; Wohl and Cadol, 2011).

Flume studies indicate that pieces perpendicular to flow are less stable than those oriented parallel to flow (Bocchiola et al., 2006b), but this relationship is unclear in the field (Iroumé et al., 2015). In natural channels, individual loose pieces of wood are commonly deposited along channel margins parallel to flow, whereas wood oriented perpendicular is usually anchored or braced. This complicates field mobility studies on log orientation. If flow is sufficient to float most loose, un-jammed wood on the channel margins, a greater amount of wood oriented parallel may be floated simply because there are greater amounts of loose, easily transported pieces with this orientation.

The influence of floating wood piece orientation on travel distance is not well characterized in the field. Video monitoring of a large river found that uncongested wood transport is oblique to flow, commonly zig-zagging across the channel (MacVicar et al., 2009). This is in disagreement with flume studies that show uncongested transport parallel to flow (Braudrick and Grant, 2001; Welber et al., 2013). Flume studies typically use smooth dowels, whereas wood pieces in natural channels have irregularities in shape which could work as passive rudders, making parallel travel less likely in natural settings.

We could not find any studies that investigated travel orientation in small to medium channels. We hypothesize that, for these channels, orientation and position of wood in the river are not dominant explanatory variables for travel distance because they are likely to be overshadowed by the influence of flood magnitude and reach-scale roughness elements which can deflect pieces. However, if orientation does play a role in these streams, we hypothesize that wood which spends a longer portion of time oriented parallel to flow will travel longer because the wood is less likely to become lodged or braced en route. This may be one reason why shorter wood travels longer distances; shorter wood pieces are generally more similar
to cylindrical rods and their small size allows them to spend more time travelling parallel to flow and less time being deflected by instream roughness elements.

Species and level of decay dictate how prone driftwood pieces are to breaking en route and can impact travel distances by changing the size and shape of pieces (Lassettre and Kondolf, 2003; Wohl and Goode, 2008; MacVicar and Piégay, 2012; Merten et al., 2013). Preliminary findings from the few studies to explicitly look at influences of density, tree species, and shape on travel distance suggest that tree type is one of the best predictors of downstream transport distance (Merten et al., 2013; Schenk et al., 2014; Ravazzolo et al., 2015a; Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2016b). We hypothesize that tree type is the most important global predictor variable for how wood moves downriver and through drainage networks, explaining variance associated with transport distance, residence times, travel paths, and depositional patterns.

Recent advances have been made in understanding how wood density relates to water content and buoyancy (e.g., Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2015c) and how variation in buoyancy among and within different species relates to travel distance (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2016b). However, more work is needed on how water content of logs changes as they travel through drainage networks and how this relates to depositional patterns such as the probability of becoming buried, which can lead to longer residence times. We hypothesize that, for a particular tree species, increasing density (due to increasing water content) correlates positively with residence time and negatively with travel distance. In relation to wood type, we also hypothesize that wood pieces recruited from tree species that maintain a more complex, branched shape during river transport have lower mobility than pieces that tend to approximate cylinders.

Case studies conducted on small to large rivers have found that longer pieces are either less likely to be moved during floods or are mobilized at higher discharges (Jacobson et al., 1999; King et al., 2013). A threshold for piece mobility exists based on the ratio of piece length to bankfull width, with logs less than bankfull width substantially more mobile than logs greater than bankfull width (Lassettre and Kondolf, 2003; Shields et al., 2006; Warren and Kraft,
2008; Wohl and Goode, 2008; Merten et al., 2011; MacVicar and Piégay, 2012; Dixon and Sear, 2014). Longer pieces are more likely to be braced or buried against channel margins, form key pieces in jams, and be anchored by rootwads, all of which give the longer pieces greater stability (Merten et al., 2011). However, there is much variability. For example, wood shorter than bankfull width does not always move when larger pieces become mobile (Warren and Kraft, 2008), and tracking studies of loose wood in large rivers have noted no relationship between size of wood and whether a piece is mobile during a flood (Schenk et al., 2014) or the timing of mobilization (Ravazzolo et al., 2015a). This lack of relationship between wood size and mobilization in large rivers is matched by observations in the flume that length does not influence threshold movement for logs shorter than bankfull width (Braudrick and Grant, 2000).

Transport distance can be easily assumed to increase with decreasing piece size because, in general, case studies on medium rivers show that wood pieces shorter than bankfull width travel greater distances than longer pieces (e.g., Lienkaemper and Swanson, 1987; Berg et al., 1998; Daniels, 2006; Millington and Sear, 2007; Warren and Kraft, 2008; Iroumé et al., 2010; Dixon and Sear, 2014). However, transport distances are highly variable and the longest logs are capable of travelling the farthest distance despite their size (Dixon and Sear, 2014). Also, this relationship between piece length and travel distance does not consistently hold true for large rivers. Even though bigger pieces are less likely to be moved by floods (Jacobson et al., 1999), once mobilized, there is commonly no consistent relation between transport distance and piece size (Jacobson et al., 1999; MacVicar and Piégay, 2012; Schenk et al., 2014; Ravazzolo et al., 2015a). Confusing matters, a flume study simulating a large river showed that mobilization and travel distance actually increase with length (Davidson et al., 2015). Another flume study showed that travel distance peaks with medium sized logs which are long enough to steer off obstacles and have enough momentum to scrape past shallow depositional zones, but are short enough not to be deflected by banks (Welber et al., 2013).

Existing observations leave several questions unanswered: If larger logs are mobilized later and are trapped sooner than shorter logs (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012), why can they
have equal or longer transport distances? Is this solely because they travel at faster velocities or could this be a result of sampling bias because it is easier to tag, track, and identify larger pieces? Is there a threshold of piece size for which equal downstream mobility arises? Does this threshold vary by stream and wood type? How does piece length impact the effectiveness of hydraulic steering to avoid obstacles and remain in swift current?

Diameter is more easily measured in the field than wood density and thus is commonly used in field studies of mobilization as a surrogate for flotation depth (i.e., buoyant) depth, which flume studies indicate is an important variable in predicting wood mobilization and entrapment (Braudrick and Grant, 2000). For single pieces, diameter controls the timing and elevation of deposition on the falling limb of floods, especially for braided reaches or flood-plains where the inundated depth alters rapidly with small changes in river stage (Bertoldi et al., 2013). As depths decrease, larger diameter pieces are slowed and stopped earlier on the receding limb (Bertoldi et al., 2013).

Although diameter can be the most important variable for mobility in braided channels (Welber et al., 2013), in headwater, single-thread mountain and meandering channels, wood diameter is a good predictor of mobilization only in the absence of other, more primary predictor variables such as anchoring and length (Haga et al., 2002). Field observations of natural wood in medium mountain and meandering channels have found no significant relationship (Iroumé et al., 2010) or weak predictive power (Dixon and Sear, 2014) between log diameter and distance travelled. Thus, although diameter appears to be important as a secondary threshold condition for initial mobilization, its influence on travel distance in these channels may be limited to conditions in which greater proportions of flow depth are similar to log diameter, such as during low flows, and through shallow braided or unconfined reaches.

The importance of diameter during low or average flows is supported by work in headwater rivers of Chile, which shows that pieces that move during average floods are not only shorter than average bankfull width, but also have diameters less than half bankfull depth Iroumé et al. (2015). During braided flume studies, (Welber et al., 2013) also found that
wood mobility decreased at threshold flows equal to half of the diameter. Thus, we hypothesize that diameter is a stronger predictor variable for wood mobility in reaches with high depth variability during wood-transporting flows and that diameter becomes increasingly significant with greater proportion of flow depths near half the diameter. Although half-diameter appears to be equivalent to the flotation depth of wood, recent experiments of relationships between water saturation, density, and buoyancy for instream wood suggest that most logs actually float more than halfway underwater (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2016b). Thus, the half-diameter threshold for wood mobility identified in the field and flume (Welber et al., 2013; Iroumé et al., 2015) may be more closely related to conditions when flow depths are slightly less than flotation depths.

1.2.3. REACH CHARACTERISTICS. Although there are general patterns that relate hydrology (see Section 1.2.1) and wood characteristics (see Section 1.2.2) to wood mobility, these relations are highly variable (Welber et al., 2013; Iroumé et al., 2015) and significant differences in mobility and deposition exist among contrasting channel types, sizes, and forest disturbance regimes (Young, 1994; Wyżga and Zawiejska, 2005). Much of this variability is likely related to local channel and floodplain characteristics that promote reach-scale retention (Braudrick and Grant, 2001; Wyżga and Zawiejska, 2005; Pettit et al., 2006) because, during floods, wood is preferentially deposited and stored in hydraulically rougher (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2015b), unconfined (Dixon and Sear, 2014; Lucía et al., 2015) reaches.

The degree of channel roughness is commonly described using relationships between wood characteristics and channel morphology (Braudrick and Grant, 2001), abundance of dead wood and jams (Beckman and Wohl, 2014), and presence of live-wood within the flow (Jacobson et al., 1999). Forest history governs the recruitment of new wood (King et al., 2013) and catastrophic events can drastically change wood loads, channel morphology, and distribution of live wood (Johnson et al., 2000; Pettit et al., 2006; Oswald and Wohl, 2008). Thus, we have grouped reach-scale characteristics that govern wood transport into five categories: channel morphology, wood abundance and jams, live wood, and forest disturbance history (Table 1.4).
Table 1.4: Synthesis of main findings and references for influence of reach characteristics on wood transport.

**Reach Characteristics**

**Channel Morphology**

- Wood will be routed more quickly and stored for less time in reaches that are confined versus unconfined, multi thread versus single thread, higher slopes versus lower slopes, flow regulated versus unregulated, smaller variability in channel depths of the flooded cross-section
- Best predictors for wood mobility and transport distance change based on channel type; in reaches with high connectivity to floodplains, wood characteristics are better predictors, whereas in channelized reaches, hydrologic variables are better predictors
- Wood transport distances and mobilization are substantially reduced on floodplains versus the main channel
- For steep, coarse substrate, confined channels, roughness during low flows limits transport mobility and distance travelled; as flows overtop roughness elements, transport capacity increases, and wood flux is limited by supply
- For alluvial channels with floodplains where low flow roughness is low, the duration and depth of flow over sand bars and supply of wood limit transport at flows under bankfull, whereas vegetated bars and floodplains limit transport as flows begin to overtop the regularly flooded channel
- Degree of sinuosity may not limit transport distance

**Wood Abundance and Jams**

- Large wood and wood jams are commonly the dominant entrapment site for fluvially deposited wood
- Wood pieces incorporated into jams are harder to mobilize than individual pieces
- Storage frequency of jams decreases overall reach-scale mobility of wood
- Single pieces of wood can travel past jams during moderate and high flow.
- Channel spanning wood jams may have a limited impact on the travel distance of wood because most wood is transported during very high flows when jams are floated, water flows around them or over them, or the jams are transported
- Log jams are frequently mobile and often exchange pieces or are transported and re-form in the same location with new pieces but similar structure
- Most jams are mobilized by channel change during high flows or failure of key pieces due to breakage or decay
- Jam frequency and location are related to long ramped pieces
- Increased wood abundance in storage relates to increased wood recruitment during floods

**Live-Wood**

- Living vegetation within the flow (live-wood) is extremely effective at trapping and anchoring wood, especially key pieces that later form jams
- Floods create heterogeneity in riparian vegetation patterns based on locations of deposited wood piles that re-sprout or provide nursery sites for new live-wood

*Table continued on next page*
Table 1.4(continued)

Forest disturbance history

- Forest disturbance history is closely related to dead and live wood abundance, which in turn influences mobility.
- Extreme floods in channels with high wood loads recruit more wood than floods in channels with low pre-flood wood loads.
- Wood mobilization is lower in old-growth reaches due to associated increase in channel complexity and supply of large key pieces that form jams.
- Wood is more mobile, with higher export rates and greater travel distances, in recently burned versus unburned catchments.
- Large, infrequent, catastrophic disturbances re-set the template for wood distribution patterns and channel change in subsequent years.
- Peak wood loads occur decades after catastrophic forest mortality events.

Field References: Murphy and Koski (1989); Benke and Wallace (1990); Young (1994); Piégay and Gurnell (1997); Berg et al. (1998); Jacobson et al. (1999); Johnson et al. (2000); Gurnell (2003); Wyżga and Zawiejska (2005); Shields et al. (2006); Pettit et al. (2006); Millington and Sear (2007); Oswald and Wohl (2008); Curran (2010); Sear et al. (2010); Iroumé et al. (2010); Wohl and Goode (2008); Wohl and Cadol (2011); Collins et al. (2012); MacVicar and Piégay (2012); King et al. (2013); Le Lay et al. (2013); Beckman and Wohl (2014); Dixon and Sear (2014); Boivin et al. (2015); Jackson and Wohl (2015); Lucía et al. (2015); Wohl (2016).

Model References: Braudrick et al. (1997); Braudrick and Grant (2001); Bertoldi et al. (2014, 2015); Davidson et al. (2015); Ruiz-Villanueva et al. (2015b, 2016a).

Wood pieces that are not travelling in the thalweg, are long compared to bankfull width, or that have a diameter larger than flow depth, are more likely to interact with in-channel obstructions, channel margins, and the floodplain, limiting mobility and transport distances (Braudrick et al., 1997). The proportion of wood carried in the thalweg versus near-bank regions for different levels of flow and diverse river types is unknown. Preliminary studies suggest that, in large and great rivers, wood is predominantly carried in the thalweg for flows less than bankfull (MacVicar et al., 2009; MacVicar and Piégay, 2012; Kramer and Wohl, 2014). However, as water levels reach overbank flows, wood is quickly routed to and trapped on the floodplain (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012). For flows which exceed bar heights on gravel bed braided rivers, GPS tracking of log paths during transport showed that most logs are transported above bars rather than travelling in the thalweg and, as flows begin to recede, wood is quickly deposited (Ravazzolo et al., 2015a).

Reach characteristics contributing to wood retention change as flood magnitude increases (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012; Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2015b) because deposition is dominantly controlled by the availability and type of trapping sites at peak flow (Millington and Sear,
For steep, confined, small to medium sized, mountain channels, retentiveness is highest at lower flows and decreases as flood magnitude increases (Wohl and Goode, 2008; Wohl and Cadol, 2011). However, floods with peak flows greater than bankfull will be more effective at trapping wood than floods below bankfull because wood is more likely to interact with roughness elements such as riparian vegetation and shallow depths in overbank areas (Wohl et al., 2011; MacVicar and Piégay, 2012). For any stream reach, we hypothesize that reach retention capacity is smallest within the range of discharges above wood mobilization thresholds and under bankfull, and retention capacity is greatest for very low and overbank flows.

Retention rates of reaches have been estimated using exponential decay models of transport distances for experimentally introduced leaves (Larrañaga et al., 2003) and small dowels ≤ 1.06 m in length and ≤ .035 m in diameter (e.g., Millington and Sear, 2007). Whether these models can be scaled up to model large wood retention has yet to be tested, but emergent properties such as congested transport (Braudrick et al., 1997) are unlikely to be adequately represented in experimental additions of small materials.

Wood transport dynamics on floodplains are less understood than transport in channels, particularly with respect to the timing and transfer of wood between channels and floodplains. Limited studies suggest that, despite having higher initial mobility, floodplain wood does not move very far and floodplains are a net sink for wood that becomes an important part of the floodplain ecosystem (Benke and Wallace, 1990).

Large wood, channel-spanning jams, and wood rafts can be very efficacious at trapping wood and when present are commonly the dominant entrapment site for fluvially transported wood (Pettit et al., 2006; Millington and Sear, 2007; Warren and Kraft, 2008; Beckman and Wohl, 2014; Dixon and Sear, 2014; Wohl, 2014a; Boivin et al., 2015; Iroumé et al., 2015; Jackson and Wohl, 2015). Higher amounts of wood in storage, especially as jams, have been related to higher amounts of wood recruited during floods (Johnson et al., 2000), lower wood export rates (Bertoldi et al., 2014; Davidson et al., 2015), and longer residence times (Wohl and Goode, 2008). However, several studies highlight that jams are frequently mobilized,
often re-forming in the same locations with new pieces (Piégay and Gurnell, 1997; Gurnell et al., 2002; Wohl and Goode, 2008; Curran, 2010; Sear et al., 2010; Collins et al., 2012; Dixon and Sear, 2014). Pieces that are trapped within and behind jams can be released and replaced by other pieces during high flows, so that the overall architecture of the jam appears similar even though the internal pieces are different (Lienkaemper and Swanson, 1987; Dixon and Sear, 2014). Direct observations indicate that entire logjams can be floated up and then set back down during high flows (S. Gregory, pers. comm., July 2015) or can break apart as individual basal wood pieces break or are dislodged (Wohl and Goode, 2008). Although factors such as proportion of channel cross-sectional area obstructed by the jam, potential for overbank flow and dissipation of hydraulic force (Wohl, 2011b), porosity of the jam, and cause of jam formation likely influence the relative stability of individual jams, little is known of the relative importance of diverse processes by which jams become mobile.

Because the storage frequency of large pieces of in-channel wood has a negative relationship to piece mobilization (Merten et al., 2011; Wohl and Beckman, 2014; Davidson et al., 2015), channels with more stored wood and greater numbers of jams have so far been assumed to have lower overall wood mobility and to transport wood shorter distances (Warren and Kraft, 2008). However, destruction and re-formation of jams in the same location may create the impression that a reach is transport limited because there is a high density of wood in storage, when in fact the site favors repeated formation of jams. Thus, field observations made during low flow of changes in wood storage may not actually reflect how much wood moved during a flood because overall storage values within a reach can remain the same despite high wood flux (Lienkaemper and Swanson, 1987; Keim et al., 2000; Wohl and Goode, 2008; Dixon and Sear, 2014). And, although jams and large key pieces of wood form obstacles, they do not impede the ability of some pieces to flow over, around, or through the jams during high flows (Lassettre and Kondolf, 2003; Millington and Sear, 2007; Warren and Kraft, 2008; Dixon and Sear, 2014; Schenk et al., 2014). Several questions remain, such as: what storage density of wood is needed to greatly impact overall wood mobility within
a reach; what is the impact of removing wood from streams on the downstream transport of other pieces of wood; and can turnover of wood can be estimated based on storage density?

The proportion of the channel cross-sectional area obstructed by a jam, as well as the porosity of the jam, likely influences the ability of individual wood pieces to move downstream past the jam. Jams can also cause avulsion during high flow (Keller and Swanson, 1979; O’Connor et al., 2003; Collins et al., 2012; Phillips, 2012), creating a transport bypass chute for wood. We suggest that presence of jams does not necessarily cap wood transport distances at one to two jam spacing intervals, as previously presumed (Warren and Kraft, 2008) and modelled (Martin and Benda, 2001; Lassettre and Kondolf, 2003). We hypothesize that logjam spacing may only limit transport distances during low flows with limited wood mobility. This is supported by observations by Lassettre and Kondolf (2003), who found that jams only impede wood travel distance for floods with recurrence intervals < 6-15 years. Relationships between transport distance and jam spacing remain unclear for varying flow magnitudes and should be an avenue of future research. Complicating analysis of jam mobility and jam influence on piece transport in the existing literature is that the word jam is used to refer to both 2-3 pieces of wood in contact (e.g., Wohl and Cadol, 2011; Bertoldi et al., 2013), as well as large, channel-spanning structures (e.g., Beckman and Wohl, 2014), and commonly the criteria for designating a jam are not clearly stated.

Of particular importance to trapping efficacy during major floods is the presence of rooted living vegetation (live-wood after Opperman et al. (2008)) within the flow and on banks (Jacobson et al., 1999; Pettit et al., 2006; MacVicar and Piégay, 2012; Bertoldi et al., 2015; Ravazzolo et al., 2015a). Living vegetation is particularly effective at trapping mobile wood in overbank areas (Wohl et al., 2011) and on mid-channel bars (Jacobson et al., 1999). We hypothesize that during infrequent high flows when most wood is transported, the frequency and length of inundation during which living vegetation obstructs flow is a better predictor of wood transport distance than the downstream spacing of logjams. Furthermore, the abundance and distribution of specific live wood species that are singularly effective trappers (Jacobson et al., 1999) may account for most of the variance. If this is the case, then a
large river with flow paths that route wood over vegetated bars and floodplains and through overbank channels may be more transport limited than medium channels with a high density of logjams, even though channel widths on the large river are greater than log lengths.

We also hypothesize that entrapment of wood by living vegetation may be the reason why wood flux peaks before water flux (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012; Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2016a), because live wood can snare dead wood on the rising limb of the hydrograph before deposition during flood recession due to decreasing flow depths. If this is true, then the lag between the wood flux peak and the discharge peak could be used as a measure of overall entrapment efficiency of that channel for a particular flood. Episodic re-organization of wood and mass deposition of wood from exceptional flooding can have lasting effects on channel morphology and overbanks and greatly impact the availability, mobility, and transport paths of wood (Oswald and Wohl, 2008).

Fluvially deposited wood piles create heterogeneity in riparian vegetation patterns by providing nursery sites for new live-wood and by creating hard points, protecting new growth from rapid erosion of banks and bars at lower flows (Hickin, 1984; Collins et al., 2012; Gurnell et al., 2015). Even where input and transfer of fluvial wood are rare and wood piles rapidly decay or burn, their influence on vegetation germination can be substantial (Petit et al., 2006). Thus, flooding disturbance history can have a feedback loop governing forest structure, heterogeneity, and age, which in turn influence wood loading, channel complexity, and wood transport. Flume studies show a threshold response in patterns of wood storage (Bertoldi et al., 2014) and wood transport to input rates of wood (Braudrick et al., 1997). These results suggest the possibility of using estimates of wood input rates from episodic events, such as floods or hillslope failures, to predict different alternate stable states of reach-scale wood transport (congested versus uncongested) and wood storage patterns (single piece versus jam dominated).

Although there is general agreement that channels draining old-growth forests have lower wood mobility than younger forests due to higher wood loads (Gurnell, 2003; Iroumé et al., 2010; Collins et al., 2012; Beckman and Wohl, 2014; Jackson and Wohl, 2015), some field
Table 1.5. Hypotheses regarding controls on wood mobilization and transport drawn from the literature review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses and associated assumptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flow characteristics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The duration of flows near bankfull exerts the greatest influence on wood transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- transport capacity is likely maximized near bankfull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- transport distances may be longer for flows with longer duration of discharge near bankfull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The frequency of wood redistribution within the active channel is scale-dependent, such that wood is redistributed more frequently with increasing river size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wood characteristics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter is a strong predictor variable for wood mobility in reaches with high depth variability during wood-transporting flows. Diameter becomes increasingly significant with greater proportion of flow depths near half the diameter of wood pieces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In small to medium rivers, orientation and position of wood do not strongly influence travel distance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- orientation and position are likely to be overshadowed by the influence of flood magnitude and reach-scale roughness elements that can deflect pieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood that spends a greater portion of time oriented parallel to flow in small to medium rivers will spend more time in transport.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- wood moving parallel to flow is less likely to become lodged or braced en route Tree type is the most important global predictor variable for how wood moves through drainage networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- tree type significantly influences piece size, shape, and wood density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For a particular tree species, increasing density correlates positively with residence time and inversely with travel distance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood pieces recruited from tree species that maintain a more complex, branched shape during river transport have lower mobility than pieces that weather to cylindrical shape.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reach characteristics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach retention capacity is smallest within the range of discharges above a wood mobilization threshold and below bankfull stage. Retention capacity is greatest for very low flows and overbank flows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log jam spacing only limits wood piece transport distance during low flows with limited wood mobility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During infrequent high flows when most wood is transported, the frequency and length of inundation during which living vegetation obstructs flow is a better predictor of wood mobility than the downstream spacing of log jams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrapment of wood by living vegetation may explain why wood flux peaks before water flux.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- live wood can snare dead wood on the rising limb of the hydrograph before deposition at flood recession due to decreasing flow depths</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
studies of transport distances in relation to forest history yield mixed results, with Berg et al. (1998) documenting greater transport distances in an old-growth watershed compared to a logged watershed and Young (1994) and King et al. (2013) documenting greater export in burned watersheds compared to unburned watersheds. Differences between disturbance types and subsequent impact on transport dynamics in channels likely influence these contrasting findings.

 Legacy impacts from past land use also influence contemporary wood transport. Studies from forest ecology indicate that rates of wood recruitment vary on time frames from decades to centuries (Murphy and Koski, 1989; Wohl, 2016). Two centuries or more are commonly required to reach old-growth forest conditions and peak wood loads occur decades after catastrophic forest mortality events such as pine beetle outbreaks (Bragg, 2000). Consequently, observed wood transport could reflect past rather than current conditions of the watershed (Wohl and Cadol, 2011), but the effect on interpretation of wood transport processes remains unclear.

1.3. Quantitative Summary

Field researchers have made advances in understanding wood transfer and transport through natural drainage networks during the last 40 years, but this has been on a case-by-case basis and generalizations have not yet been drawn from the data. In this section, we focus on analyzing and synthesizing field measurements of wood transport in order to highlight general patterns of wood mobility across diverse sizes and types of rivers. This section also provides a summary of field-derived empirical equations.

We conducted a literature search for field studies that measured the mobility of wood via change in storage in a reach (Eulerian) and studies that measured the travel distance of wood pieces (Lagrangian). Henceforth, we use the term “initial mobility” to refer to observations of change in storage, “downstream mobility” to refer to data that record travel distance, and “mobility” to refer generally to both categories. In the literature, the term mobility is used interchangeably when referring to initial mobility of wood in storage and
downstream transport mobility of floating wood. This ambiguity can create confusion. We distinguish between initial and downstream transport mobility because factors that influence initial mobilization may not be as important for transport of the same piece downstream.

We only included studies with direct mobility measurements in the field. We did not include studies that back-calculated mobility from wood budgets or recruitment measurements, or results from numerical models. We located 40 studies with such measurements in a broad range of peer-reviewed publications (17 journals), as well as one technical report and two theses. About 57% of studies came from physical science publications, while about 43% came from ecology- and forestry-related publications. The largest proportion of studies from a single journal was 20% in *Geomorphology*, followed by 10% in both *Earth Surface Processes and Landforms* and *River Resources Research*. Table 1.6 summarizes the studies by continent and by number of data values contributed from each study. Figure 1.3 displays the distribution of the case studies globally with circle size scaled to increasing numbers of data values. We did not conduct a full quantitative analysis on total wood flux because this information was very limited; most flux values were back-calculated rather than directly measured; and reconciling values from different studies proved too difficult because of different reporting metrics. We suggest another review focused on compilation of wood budget fluxes.

Table 1.6: Summary of field studies by location used in the quantitative analysis of wood mobility. \#T_d are the number of downstream travel distances and \#M_i are the number of initial mobility measurements used from each study at each location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>River</th>
<th>#T_d</th>
<th>#M_i</th>
<th>Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Central Sierra Streams</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Berg et al. (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Sacramento River</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>MacVicar et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>5 Rocky Mountain Streams</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Wohl and Goode (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Ogeechee River</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Benke and Wallace (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Poplar Creek</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Daniels (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Upper Mississippi Missouri Ohio Rivers</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Angradi et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table continued on next page*
Wood mobility is typically monitored via tagging pieces or remote sensing of large accumulations along a reach ($\Delta x$) and then noting how much and how far this wood moved within a given time frame ($\Delta t$), typically one year. Consolidating data from many disparate sources on wood mobility proved difficult. Most studies do not report the same values because study questions differ. For example, some studies investigated jam mobility, whereas others looked
at mobility of loose pieces. Some studies analyzed only wood that was exported, whereas others considered only newly recruited wood.

From each initial mobility study, we recorded what was measured (typically # pieces or volume of wood), as well as the following categories (if reported): the starting amount in storage (“start”), the amount that left the reach (“left”), the amount that entered the reach (“came”), the amount that stayed (“stayed”), and the final value in storage (“end”). For comparison with the widely used wood budget equation (Benda and Sias, 2003), “came” is $Q_i$ and/or $L_i$, “left” is $Q_o$ and/or $L_o$. “Start”, “end” and “re-positioned” are all different forms of $S_c$. When possible, the stayed variable was subdivided into an amount that stayed but moved within the reach (“re-positioned”), and the amount that was immobile (“immobile”). When studies did not differentiate between pieces that were re-positioned locally versus pieces that were exported downstream, we assumed that the pieces were exported downstream. When a study differentiated between re-positioned pieces and exported pieces, the authors distinguished two populations of mobile wood, one that moved minimal distances and was locally retained and one that was exported longer distances downstream. In most cases, we were able to back-calculate categories not supplied. Sometimes we calculated values based

Figure 1.3. Location of field data used in the quantitative analysis. Larger circles denote larger numbers of data values used from that region. Table 1.6 lists the studies and rivers used in the analysis.
on a starting value and a reported % mobilized. If we were unable to back-calculate based on given information, the category was left empty.

In addition to these values, we recorded potential explanatory variables: stream width \((w)\), recurrence interval of largest event in \(\Delta t\) \((RI)\), fraction bankfull of largest event in \(\Delta t\) \((F_b)\), maximum log length in storage \((L_{max})\), study time frame \((\Delta t)\), and reach length \((\Delta x)\). We chose not to focus on diameter because the range of flows and channel types would hide any relationships related to diameter. Also, diameter was not as consistently reported as length. When available, we used reported bankfull widths; otherwise, we used reported width, reported mean or median width, or used the center of a given range. We were not overly concerned about the mix of types of width values because the error introduced from this is much smaller than the range of stream widths \((1.5\text{ m- 927 m})\). When possible, we used the fraction bankfull reported for each study. If this value was not reported, we calculated the value based on reported discharge values for floods and bankfull or we estimated the value based on text descriptions, assigning a value of 0.5 for low flows, 1 for near bankfull flows, 1.5 for over bank flows, and 2 for very high flows. In some cases, too little information was given to determine fraction bankfull and this category was left blank. We did not attempt to estimate recurrence intervals and only used values for this category when reported. The final dataset included 36 studies with 229 data entries (Supplemental data file initialmobility.csv).

Channel widths \((w)\) ranged from 1.5-927 m \((\text{median (M) }= 7.2, n=223)\), \(RI\) from 0.29-50 yr \((\text{M}=1.5, n=44)\), \(F_b\) from 0.4-5.4 \((\text{M}=1, n=169)\), \(L_{max}\) from 1-60 m \((\text{M}=20, n=229)\), \(\Delta t\) from 0.01-13 yr \((\text{M}=1, n=211)\) and \(\Delta x\) from 0.04-240 km \((\text{M}=100\text{ m, n}=193)\).

We computed dimensionless wood lengths as \(L_{max}/w\) (henceforth \(L^*\)). \(L^*\) values ranged from 0.02-11 \((\text{M}=3, n=223)\). Based on data availability, we simply used the maximum length of wood found in storage for the river to calculate \(L^*\). When maximum log lengths were not reported, we used maximum log lengths from other wood studies on the same river or from similar regions. We chose not to use average length of wood, because the size of the largest pieces reflects key pieces for jams and accumulations that moderate wood mobility. Another option would have been to use riparian tree heights, but these are commonly larger...
than wood found in the stream because most trunks break during the recruitment process. Maximum wood length might not be the best metric to calculate $L^*$ because maximum length can be highly variable, depending on how many pieces are measured. No studies have thoroughly investigated how $L^*$ should be calculated, so uncertainty remains regarding which log lengths should be used for comparison with stream width to maximize predictive power on wood mobility. Should maximum log length in storage be used, or some other size fraction such as $L_{90}$ or $L_{85}$ (analogous to $D_{90}$ or $D_{85}$ in sediment research)? We recommend that future studies more fully characterize the distribution of log lengths in storage. Additional reporting of other size fractions such as $L_{90}$ and $L_{85}$ might provide better metrics than $L_{\text{max}}$ to use in calculations of $L^*$. Also, channel width is generally assumed to be width at bankfull, but there is no reason to limit $L^*$ to just one width and this metric could be calculated at various stages of flooding.

In order to compare studies, we calculated the % net change in storage ($(\text{end-start})/\text{start}$), re-deposition rate (% end value that came), re-mobilization rate (% start value that left), stability rate (% of start that stayed or was re-positioned), re-position rate (% start value that was re-positioned), and % total mobile pieces (100*(came + left + re-positioned)/(start + came)) in $\Delta t$. We suggest that % total mobile pieces as defined here is the best overall metric for mobility because this includes imported, exported, and locally transported wood as a fraction of all the wood that moved through storage during $\Delta t$. In many studies, it is unclear whether mobilized pieces were locally mobile or left the reach because no differentiation is made between re-positioned pieces and downstream mobile pieces. The most commonly reported mobility variable was the re-mobilization rate because most studies were focused on exploring factors that influenced the relative stability of wood already in storage, not fluvial re-deposition of previously transported or newly recruited wood.

We analyze transport distance by stream size using all reported values for distance travelled: minima, maxima, means, and medians (Supplemental data file distance.csv). We used all reported values in order to assess range of variability within travel and because travel
distance from field data is limited. Although we would have liked to compare transport distance to transported wood lengths and diameters, many studies did not report transported log dimensions separately from stored wood dimensions. Thus, we were unable to extract this information for enough studies to achieve meaningful results.

1.3.1. Results. To obtain an overall sense for initial mobility during varying flows, we plotted % mobility values against fraction bankfull and against recurrence interval (RI) of the highest flow within the study period (Figure 1.4). Most of the data are from flows under twice bankfull. Of the studies that reported RI, most were ≥ 1 yr and < 10 yr. There is a strong stepped threshold for maximum mobility at bankfull discharge or the yearly recurrence interval. Below bankfull or for minor floods with less than yearly RI, the maximum possible mobility of stored wood is ∼30%. For bankfull or higher discharges, maximum possible mobility jumps to ∼80%. These thresholds bound a mobility envelope for stored wood. The outliers not contained within this envelope include mobility measurements after large morphological changes (van der Nat et al., 2003) or measurements of mobilization of newly recruited wood on an actively eroding meander bend (MacVicar et al., 2009) and in a braided river (Bertoldi et al., 2013).

The 30% percent low flow maximum mobility threshold (Figure 1.4) is slightly lower than typical values for % of wood stored as individual pieces and % of wood in the regularly flooded channel (Table 1.7). This is expected because some of the individual pieces are probably above bankfull and some of the pieces below bankfull are probably within stabilizing jams or anchored. Comparing loose, unattached single pieces at varying stage heights to low flow mobility rates would be useful. If a consistent relationship holds, it may be possible to determine yearly, low flow, background wood flux based on wood elevations, akin to base flow on hydrographs.

To relate mobility to change in storage (ΔS), we plotted the % total mobility in relation to net change in storage (Figure 1.5). Our compiled data show that a net change in storage of zero is associated with the widest range in mobility from zero to ∼80-90 %. There appears to be a definable lower threshold for % total mobility based on % net change in
Figure 1.4. Mobility of wood in relation to flow. Left: Mobility related to fraction of bankfull from the highest discharge in the study period. Right: Mobility related to highest recurrence interval flood within study timeframes. Dashed lines annotate possible mobility thresholds outlining a mobility envelope. Marked outliers discussed in the text. Data are provided in the supplemental file initialmobility.csv.

Table 1.7. Case study values for percent pieces in storage that could be potentially mobile in lower flows. %Ind. is the percent of wood surveyed as individual pieces and %ubf is the percent of wood in the regularly flooded channel between low flow and bankfull.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>River (Reference)</th>
<th>% Ind.</th>
<th>%ubf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>East Fork (Berg et al., 1998)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empire (Berg et al., 1998)</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavezolla (Berg et al., 1998)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badenaugh (Berg et al., 1998)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagehen (Berg et al., 1998)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauley (Berg et al., 1998)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veulta de la Zorra (Ulloa et al., 2011)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pichún (Ulloa et al., 2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tres Arroyos (Mao et al., 2013)</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento (MacVicar et al., 2009)</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuisab River (Jacobson et al., 1999)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Roanoke (Schenk et al., 2014)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kochino-tani Creek (Haga et al., 2002)</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crows Creek (Young, 1994)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones Creek (Young, 1994)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Missouri (Angradi et al., 2004)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Missouri (Angradi et al., 2010)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>st.dev</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
storage (Figure 1.5). This lower bound resembles a funnel that meets at a point and is nearly symmetrical for negative and positive net change for lower rates of mobility. This means that, on average, rivers are in equilibrium with wood inputs equal to outputs. This observation is also supported by Figure 1.4, which shows that there is little difference in the ranges of % mobility of wood that “came” or “went”. However, mobility between 30-80% is more commonly related to larger net gains in storage than net loss (Figure 1.5). This probably reflects the influence that high flows have on recruitment of new wood.

![Figure 1.5.](image)

**Figure 1.5.** Total mobility of wood in relation to percent net change in storage. Dashed line defines a mobility envelope, marked outliers are discussed in text. Low and high flow thresholds are from Figure 1.4. Total mobility was calculated as the amount of wood that was mobile (re-deposited, re-mobilized and re-positioned) divided by the total amount of wood in storage within the timeframe (original amount plus the amount that was newly deposited). Data are provided in the supplemental file *initialmobility.csv*.

To understand mobility across stream sizes, we plotted percent initial mobility and transport distance against channel width and $L^*$ ($L_{max}/w$) (Figure 1.6). The explanatory variables $w$ and $L^*$ were plotted on a log scale as well as untransformed to better display the results from the 900-m range in channel widths. Maximum potential wood mobility (drawn as the upper dashed threshold in Figure 1.6) increases as channels become wider up to $\sim 3$
m, at which point maximum mobility stabilizes at ~ 80-90% up to ~ 20 m channel width, then decreases until channels are >100 m wide, beyond which mobility likely stabilizes again, although we lack the data to definitively show this.

If \( L^* \) is used rather than absolute stream widths, this relationship of increasing maximum mobility from small to medium channels \((L^*<5)\), constant maximum mobility for medium channels \((5 \geq L^* \geq 1)\), and then decreasing mobility for large channels \((L^*<1)\) becomes more clear, with fewer outliers (Figure 1.6). Outliers not contained within the mobility envelope (Figure 1.6) are from a study of with re-mobilization of recently recruited wood from a volcanic eruption (Ulloa et al., 2015), mobilization of wood from one actively eroding meander bend (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012), and re-mobilization of wood due to large morphological changes in braided rivers (van der Nat et al., 2003; Bertoldi et al., 2013).

The braided river data may be plotting outside mobility envelopes due to inappropriate values for stream width used in the calculation of \( L^* \). The estimated channel width carrying water was not reported for different flows, so we had to use the channel width of the entire valley bottom. Channel widths change substantially with small changes in stage along braided rivers. As a result, many of these outlier values may actually plot closer to a medium sized river for low flows, large river for high flows, and possibly a great river for extremely high flows. Also, diameter is an important mobility variable in braided systems where depth and width change rapidly with small fluctuations in flow (Welber et al., 2013). Thus, similar graphics as in Figures 1.4 and 1.6 that replace \( L^* \) with a dimensionless log diameter, \( D^* \) (Diam/flow depth), may highlight mobility patterns in braided rivers and on floodplains that we were unable to capture in analysis.

Transport distances plotted against channel width and \( L^* \) fall into two main groups, which are depicted as two separate shaded boxes on Figure 1.6, corresponding to medium and large rivers. There is a discontinuity between these two groups at channel widths between 20-50 m and \( L^* \) between 0.5 and 1 (maximum log lengths \( \geq \) half the channel width and \( \leq \) the channel width). The mean recovery rate from studies for tracked wood was ~ 50-70 % and ranged as low as 0 % for studies that reported transport distance at reach length.
Figure 1.6. Mobility of wood in relation to stream size as width (Left) and dimensionless length, $L^*$ (Right). $L^*$ is maximum wood length in storage divided by channel width. Log scales are used to better show patterns across the wide data range. Top row: Presentation of initial mobility data; dashed lines define mobility envelopes. Middle row: Interpretation of initial mobility data. Bottom: Presentation of downstream mobility data. Solid lines mark the median transport value within each shaded grouping. Marked outliers outside of mobility envelopes are discussed in the text. Data are provided in the supplemental files initialmobility.csv and distance.csv.
Figure 1.7. Re-mobilization rates by stream class. Extent of bars is the range of the data. The shaded grey portion extends from the minimum to the median values.

Even though not all wood was recovered, and thus maxima are not true maxima, transport distances appear to be about two orders of magnitude higher for large rivers than for medium rivers. The median travel distance (calculated from all reported values: max, means and mins) for each group is drawn as a solid black line on Figure 1.6 (bottom row) and is close to 100 m for small-medium rivers and one to two orders of magnitude higher for large rivers. The one outlier is from experimental release and tracking of smaller pieces of wood in a cleaned mountain channel with no obstructions (Haga et al., 2002). Due to the small size of wood pieces, this study plots as a medium river when plotted by channel width, but a large river when considering the size of wood in the experiment in relation to channel width.

One analysis that we would like to conduct is to compare flow (as RI or fraction bankfull) to the ratio: $L_{max}$ of transported wood/$L_{max}$ of wood in storage. Unfortunately, few studies reported both the length characteristics of transported wood and the length characteristics of wood in storage in a manner that facilitated comparison. Or, studies did not include values of flows that transported wood compared to either bankfull or to the gage record. We recommend that future studies of wood mobility report size characteristics of transported wood, size characteristics of the non-transported wood, and recurrence interval or proportion of bankfull for flows.
The transition between medium and large rivers is usually placed at $L^* = 1$. Our plots of % mobility against $L^*$ (Figure 1.6) reveal that most observations of mobilization have been conducted in medium sized rivers with maximum log length between two and five times channel width. Our plots of % mobility and transport distance suggest that the transition between medium and large rivers occurs between $L^*=1$ and $L^*=0.5$. Although maximum initial mobility may be maximized for medium channels (Figure 1.6), median mobility measurements increase with increasing channel size (Figure 1.7), increasing from 9% in small channels ($n=23$) to 14% in medium channels ($n=136$), 32% in large channels ($n=45$), and 80% in braided large rivers (although this sample size is small, $n=5$).

Several field studies have empirically modelled probability of movement and downstream transport and we summarize their approaches and equations in Appendix 1.A. The probability of movement is typically modelled from change in storage using logistic functions with wood characteristics as explanatory variables (Merten et al., 2010; Lassettre and Kondolf, 2003; Wohl and Goode, 2008). Variables typically include length or length related to bankfull width, categorical variables for anchoring or rootwads, and diameter related to flow depth. Numerical simulations of wood flux based on physical modeling of a 10 yr flood on the Czarny Dunajec in Poland present transport ratios (the amount of wood exported divided by the amount imported) as linear functions of wood volume, effective depth, and dimensionless wood length ($L^*$), as well as exponential functions of wood density separately for single- and multi-thread reaches (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2015a). Non-linear functions of transport ratios related to varying discharge are also presented in which Ruiz-Villanueva et al. (2015a) shows that the transport ratio response is different between more (RI $<10$-15 years) and less frequent events. Iroumé et al. (2015) found linear relationships between percent mobility of stored pieces and flow characteristics such as the unit stream power at maximum stage height and the ratio of maximum stage over bankfull stage.

Transport distance has been modelled using exponential functions to reach retention rates (Millington and Sear, 2007) and water depth at peak flow (Haga et al., 2002). Transport distance has also been modelled as a function of jam spacing (Lassettre and Kondolf, 2003;
Martin and Benda, 2001), although this may have limited application to low flow conditions when jams are completely obstructing the channel and are not mobile.

Although there is some overlap in variables modeled in empirical field-derived equations for wood mobility (see Supporting Section 1.A), most of the studies listed modeled different response variables (wood velocity, percent mobile, probability of key piece mobility, travel distance) because each study was focused on different goals. To facilitate comparison of mobility between case studies and between rivers of differing size, we suggest that field scientists focus effort on empirical formulation of % mobility and travel distance. As we have shown in Section 1.3, % mobility can be calculated in many ways (e.g., % start that left, % end that came). We suggest developing equations of mobilization that predict the % of starting value that leave the reach or are re-positioned within the reach because this will facilitate estimation of wood flux from measured storage values. However, we highly recommend always reporting the raw volume or count values of changes in storage so that other researchers can re-calculate mobility in other forms.

1.4. Discussion

1.4.1. Foundational Tenets. The origin of instream wood research as a discipline can be traced back to the Pacific Northwest (Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia) during the mid 1970s to early 1990s, where government foresters and fish ecologists became interested in the role of wood for improving fish habitat. Early research into wood transport was primarily motivated by the desire to understand the stability of wood in streams because investigators thought that the longevity of instream wood influences the quality of fish habitat by creating stable pools that trap bio-available fine material and sediment (Bilby and Ward, 1989), creating more complex channel morphologies through bank erosion (Keller and Swanson, 1979; Hogan, 1984; Nakamura and Swanson, 1993), and providing nutrients through decomposition (Anderson and Sedell, 1979; Harmon et al., 1986). We identified four primary wood transport ideas presented by early papers (e.g., Anderson and Sedell, 1979;
Keller and Swanson, 1979; Harmon et al., 1986; Maser et al., 1988) that have informed the
design and interpretation of subsequent research.

(1) Channels can be classified functionally into small, medium, and large based on wood
dynamics (Keller and Swanson, 1979; Church, 1992; Nakamura and Swanson, 1993).

(2) The pattern of wood stored in river networks reflects input and transport processes
(e.g., Keller et al., 1995; Harmon et al., 1986).

(3) Transport of wood increases as the width of channels increases relative to the length
of wood pieces (Lienkaemper and Swanson, 1987).

(4) Wood transfer is both regular and episodic (Lienkaemper and Swanson, 1987).

These tenets were developed mostly from observations in the headwaters and alluvial
plains of the Pacific Northwest, which is dominated by Douglas-fir stands in a temperate
rain forest with rain and snow melt hydrologic regimes. Although the original investigators
recognized that their observations and inferences might not be universal, many of their
ideas have since been extrapolated to diverse regions. Here, we discuss these foundational
assumptions in the context of the qualitative and quantitative case study synthesis presented
in Sections 1.2 and 1.3.

1.4.1.1. Functional classification from wood dynamics. Keller and Swanson (1979), Church
(1992), and Nakamura and Swanson (1993) introduced the idea that channels can be classi-
fied functionally into small, medium, and large based on wood dynamics. Channels are not
subdivided into these categories based solely on their size, but based on the patterns and
functions of wood within them (Table 1.1, Figure 1.2). Church (1992) makes the point that
a small river could behave like a large river if all the wood being transported is less than
the width of the channel. However, this is not visually intuitive and referring to headwater
reaches as large when they do not carry larger pieces of wood is confusing. Because the
names of these functional categorizations are small, medium, large, and great, there will
always be a propensity to classify them into these categories strictly by channel size rather
than by incorporating wood dynamic process domains as originally intended.
Categorizing channels into functional wood dynamic classifications based on size generally works because, as channel size increases, the behaviour of wood also changes. In channel networks, the behaviour of wood roughly corresponds to a piece-dominated regime with rare episodic movement in steep headwaters, followed by a jam-dominated regime in medium sized, second to fourth order channels. As log lengths become shorter than channel width, channel-spanning jams are rare or non-existent and instead wood accumulates on channel margins, bars, side channels, and floodplains. In the flow-dominated regime of large rivers, wood is more regularly transported downstream or exported to the floodplain and is less dependent on large, episodic events to move wood from stable jams. Many large rivers flow into great rivers, delivering their wood into hydraulic, deposition and/or burial-dominated regimes where wood is either transported long distances downstream, is carried onto the floodplain, or is buried.

Although connecting certain process regimes to sizes of channels enables testing of general network trends, the functional wood dynamic classification fails to capture spatial and temporal network heterogeneity. For example, a small creek may have some reaches that are recruitment-dominated and others that are jam-dominated. In addition to referring to rivers by size class to convey scale, we suggest that researchers begin classifying rivers by process domains related to definable regimes of wood dynamics. Universal, succinct process domain categories are useful to facilitate comparison among studies, to explore the temporal-spatial distribution and heterogeneity within channel networks, and to identify sets of predictive equations that perform better under different regimes.

One option is to designate process domain names that refer to the dominant storage, transport, and recruitment regimes. *Davidson et al.* (2015) describe two storage regimes, a randomly distributed, newly recruited state and a self-organized jam, stable state. *Braudrick et al.* (1997) describe three transport regimes: congested, semi-congested, and uncongested flow. We suggest that primary reach-scale wood process domains are recruitment-dominated regimes, jam-dominated regimes, flow-dominated regimes, and burial/exhumation-dominated regimes. Additional process domains are also possible. For example, flash-flood-dominated
regime might be the best category for desert ephemeral channels. *Jochner et al.* (2015) present a compelling, four end-member conceptual model of wood regimes as event-driven export (continuous recruitment, episodic export), event-driven delivery (episodic recruitment, continuous export), fully episodic (episodic recruitment and export), or fully continuous (continuous recruitment and export).

Reach-scale process domains likely transition through time from one regime to another due to fluctuations in flow and changes in morphology, disturbance, or system-wide trajectories caused by regional drivers such as climate change or alterations of land use. Once a consistent set of process domains is defined, this can be used as a tool to explore and map temporal and spatial transitions between process domains.

1.4.1.2. *Storage patterns and transport processes.* Field case studies support the idea that, in rivers where most dimensionless lengths (log length/channel width or $L^*$) are $< 1$, interactions between wood and reach-scale morphologic characteristics are the dominant controls on storage patterns, whereas hydraulics exert a stronger influence in larger rivers (*Ruiz-Villanueva et al.*, 2015b). However, even if patterns and general trends are distinguishable, there is commonly substantial variability caused by variations in hydro-bio-geomorphic characteristics on the reach scale that increase or decrease channel retentiveness and trapping sites both longitudinally along a river and with changing flow stage (*Bertoldi et al.*, 2013).

Stored wood characteristics have been used to develop wood budgets to infer wood flux and transport distance (e.g., *Martin and Benda*, 2001) because the pattern of wood stored in river networks is assumed to reflect input and transport processes. To a large extent this is true. When wood is clumped in jams, flows are sufficient to re-mobilize wood (*Davidson et al.*, 2015). Channels with randomly distributed wood are commonly small and wood either decays in place or is only moved during extreme events (*Keller and Swanson*, 1979). As we have shown and others have noted (e.g., *van der Nat et al.*, 2003), flows under bankfull generally transport less than 30% of the stored wood, roughly corresponding to available loose wood positioned under bankfull stage (Figure 1.4, Table 1.7). However, the linkages between
wood transport and wood storage are poorly defined and complex and thus the interpretation of wood transport only through patterns in storage is limited. Video monitoring of wood in active transport on the Ain River, a large meandering river in France, has shown that estimates of wood export derived solely from storage and recruitment characteristics may be underestimating actual wood flux by two to ten times (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012).

The main shortcoming is that storage characteristics only provide a snapshot of conditions based on the time interval monitored, limiting inferences regarding short- or long-term temporal fluctuations in transport from seasonal re-surveys of storage. Another problem is the existence of large reach-to-reach variability in wood mobilization. For example, Iroumé et al. (2010) found that, for low order, mountain headwater channels in Chile, wood movement (% pieces mobilized) only occurred in a few reaches. Also, there is a large discontinuity in wood storage and transport processes between flows that access floodplains and those that do not (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012; Dixon and Sear, 2014). Thus, when estimating wood flux from field measurements, results can be highly dependent on design and spatial and temporal extent of sampling.

The largest advances in linking transport processes to wood export and storage characteristics have been made in flumes with simplified wood and mobile banks. These flume experiments have expanded the understanding of linkages between input rates and storage regimes (Braudrick et al., 1997; Bocchiola et al., 2008; Bertoldi et al., 2014), entrapment processes due to the interaction of channel form with wood and flow characteristics (Braudrick and Grant, 2001; Bocchiola et al., 2006b; Welber et al., 2013), and how live wood moderates and controls storage and export (Bertoldi et al., 2015). Although these physical models are useful, they are simplifications of the complex interactions found in the field. The combination of infrequent, complex field observations coupled with frequent yet simplified scaled measurements in flumes and models yields the biggest advances, as in Ruiz-Villanueva et al. (2016a).

1.4.1.3. Wood size, channel size, and transport of wood. The length of wood is arguably the most important control on how wood behaves in rivers. Larger wood is harder to mobilize
than smaller pieces of wood, especially longer pieces, for all stream sizes. This is in part due to piece size, but also because larger pieces of wood are more likely to be anchored in some way. Once in motion, field data suggest that larger pieces are transported shorter distances than smaller pieces of wood in channels where $L^* < 1$ (Berg et al., 1998; Millington and Sear, 2007; Warren and Kraft, 2008; Iroumé et al., 2010; Dixon and Sear, 2014). In larger rivers, log length does not appear to significantly limit transport distance compared to smaller pieces (Jacobson et al., 1999; Schenk et al., 2014; Ravazzolo et al., 2015a). This may result from preferential travel of longer pieces in the channel thalweg (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012).

There is general ignorance of the relative importance of factors influencing downstream transport due to the scarcity of studies that actually track transport of wood during floods. We found 17 studies that tracked wood via tagging, RFID, or tethered GPS boxes. Of these, only two actually tracked all wood regardless of how far each piece travelled (Dixon and Sear, 2014; Ravazzolo et al., 2015a). Two other studies had 100% recovery for a year because they were able to recover the one piece that moved during lower-than-average flows (Pecorari, 2008; Schenk et al., 2014). Most studies only tracked wood within designated study reaches. Thus, for most tracking studies, no absolute maximum distances were measured. Because maximum transport distances were commonly bounded by study reach lengths, reported mean transport distances do not reflect the entire transported population.

Despite the importance of rootwads for limiting both mobility and transport distances (Wohl and Goode, 2008; Davidson et al., 2015), almost no information exists relating rootwad size, type, and shape characteristics to mobility beyond noting presence or absence. One exception is a recent flume study which suggests that shorter bole lengths on pieces with rootwads actually increases stability over longer lengths (Davidson et al., 2015), but this is yet to be corroborated in the field.

In our quantitative analysis, we used $L^*$ (length of wood/channel width) to place channels into woody dynamic size categories of small, medium, large, and great (Figure 1.6). $L^*$ proved to be a useful dimensionless metric that allowed for easy comparison of wood mobility.
metrics across stream type and size. However, as discussed in Section 1.3, more work needs to be done to determine which length of wood should be used in the $L^*$ equation to maximize predictability of wood mobility. Should this be $L_{max}$ or a smaller size fraction like $L_{90}$ or $L_{85}$? Also, MacVicar and Piégay (2012) suggested using $\phi = \log_2(L)$ to define wood size classes, as done by Cadol and Wohl (2010); Iroumé et al. (2010) and as used to define sediment size categories. Although this idea has not thus far garnered much support from field scientists, the base 2 log transform of wood lengths has proven useful when modelling and explaining wood mobility.

Investigators commonly assume that the transport of wood increases as the widths of channels increase relative to the length of wood and therefore larger rivers have greater transport capacity than smaller rivers. Although potential transport distance appears to be two orders of magnitude greater for channels wider than maximum log lengths (Figure 1.6), potential mobilization of wood in storage between channel sizes is nuanced. Median values of mobilization increase with increasing channel size, which suggests that larger channels do transport higher proportions of stored wood more regularly than smaller channels (Figure 1.7). However, event-based turnover of stored wood is maximized in medium channels (Figure 1.6). Lower maximum mobilization rates on large rivers compared to medium rivers seem reasonable because the stored wood in larger rivers is more likely to be partially buried or scattered on floodplains at farther distances from the main channel. Medium-sized channels are typically more confined than large or great rivers, with smaller floodplains and coarser substrate. Consequently, most of the stored wood in medium rivers is closer to the thalweg, where flow velocities are the greatest and there is less opportunity for anchoring via burial or by instream live-wood. We suggest that the live-wood growing on islands, bars, and frequently inundated floodplains likely counterbalances the increased conveyance of wood in larger rivers.

1.4.1.4. Regular and episodic transfer of wood. Wood transfer is both regular and episodic. Jochner et al. (2015) describe a four end-member conceptual model linking combinations of
continuous recruitment and export with episodic recruitment and export. Even in the Pacific Northwest, which is known for more stable logjams, there are high rates of movement, especially for the smaller fractions of large wood, such that wood flux is a constant process (Keim et al., 2000). Juxtaposed on this constant flux is large scale, episodic flux of the biggest jams and largest pieces during floods with long recurrence intervals.

We have conceptualized regular versus episodic flux of wood in storage in Figure 1.8. The stepped profile of wood storage in the diagram relates to small episodic delivery and export of wood and the large steps represent rarer episodic wood fluxes. Small channels have large episodic wood flux but minimal to no yearly regular flux, whereas larger river have more frequent regular flux but smaller scale episodic flux due to the increased sites of deposition on floodplains during large flows. Plots such as Figure 1.8 for different timescales could illuminate links between wood storage and flux through time and help to characterize variability in wood storage as a function of time. Developing such plots would involve continued monitoring of known sites of wood retention via cameras (minutes to days), field re-visits (months to years), and satellite or remote imagery analysis (years to decades). Especially useful would be measuring the flow stage or discharge so that sudden changes in wood storage could be more easily linked to hydrology.

Most studies are yearly re-surveys that include multiple high flows rather than investigating the impact from one flood, which is problematic for relating wood to flow because wood movement is an episodic, flood-driven process. Thus, there is a disconnection between how mobilization is measured and the process that drives mobilization. Some studies have used cameras or GPS trackers to monitor change in storage at finer timescales (Bertoldi et al.,
2014; Ravazzolo et al., 2015a) and others have made efforts to return to field sites during (Schenk et al., 2014) or immediately after floods (Dixon and Sear, 2014). We recommend that more investigators attempt to differentiate wood mobility for each wood-transporting flow, rather than simply finding the yearly averaged change in storage.

Our quantitative analysis shows that when flows are sufficiently high, large amounts of wood are episodically recruited to or exported from reaches, with potential for about 80-90% turnover for re-mobilization of fluvial wood (Figure 1.4). The highest turnover rates are for new recruits and in areas with large morphological changes (see Section 1.3). However, for a typical year, there also appears to be a background flux of wood for low flows that is at maximum ~30% of the total amount of wood in storage (Figure 1.4). Additional data collection focused on the goal of separately measuring smaller-scale yearly flux versus flux from more rare, episodic large flows with potential for high flux would be useful, as would constraining thresholds (both for volume of export and recurrence interval) between the two types of wood transfer. There may be consistent low-flow flux rates related to elevations of loose wood below bankfull that can be used universally to obtain rough estimates of background wood exported from basins. On top of this background rate, episodic flux could be estimated or modelled based on characteristics of flow, wood, and the channel reach.

All mobility rates under maximum thresholds are possible for all flows. The largest flows do not always transport the most wood from a reach and can even have zero mobility (Figure 1.4) because mobility depends not only on absolute flow magnitude but also on deposition patterns set by the sequence of prior high flows (e.g., Haga et al., 2002) and reach-scale biogeomorphic characteristics. Low reach-scale re-mobilization rates can occur alongside high reach-scale re-deposition rates, or vice versa, resulting in increasing or decreasing trends in total reach wood storage. Whether a reach has net increasing or net decreasing trends in stored wood impacts wood export yields for future floods. The asymmetry towards net accumulation of wood in storage for high mobility events (Figure 1.5) could reflect larger scale patterns of global wood accumulation in rivers as a result of afforestation, effects of
disturbances such as fire on wood loads, or decreasing frequency of high peak flows due to increases in flow regulation.

Despite having high interannual variability, most systems appear to be in dynamic equilibrium with regard to wood storage and export (conceptualized in Figure 1.8). Commonly, wood mobilization studies note that wood which is mobilized out of a reach or buried is replaced with new wood so that the total storage volumes remain nearly the same with little net change from year to year (e.g., Benke and Wallace, 1990; Marcus et al., 2002; Wohl and Goode, 2008). In a wood budget for the Roanoke River, Schenk et al. (2014) found that wood flux was in equilibrium, with inputs equaling outputs at close to 5% of the standing stock of wood. They also found that 16% percent of wood in storage was exchanged between temporary storage sites. On the Rio Tagliamento, van der Nat et al. (2003) noticed an apparent near-equilibrium between island formation and island erosion on a scale of a few years. In this setting, most wood is recruited during these erosive events, yet wood transport occurs regularly during much lower flows. Thus, remote sensing studies that only record changes in total volumes within a reach may report low mobility because there was little net change in volume, when in fact there was high mobility in piece exchange (Curran, 2010).

1.4.2. Wood transport capacity. The phrase “transport capacity” is used liberally in wood research to refer to reaches that do not store large amounts of wood. The most general definition of capacity is the original given by Gilbert and Murphy (1914): “the maximum load a stream can carry (35)”. With regard to wood, transport capacity is determined by the effectiveness of a reach at retaining wood for a particular flow (Marcus et al., 2002). At low flows, many reaches are transport limited and cannot pass wood, especially wood of large sizes. At high flows when wood transport occurs, in almost all cases, rivers can pass most of the wood supplied, so that all but small natural rivers are commonly supply limited at peak wood flux. As flood waters recede, transport capacity decreases.

The rate and timing of decreased transport capacity on the falling limb depend not only on the steepness of the falling limb, but also on reach and wood characteristics. Blanket statements that refer to reaches as having low transport capacity are not particularly helpful
because transport capacity is not a fixed quantity (Lisle and Smith, 2003), but is dependent on wood supply, water levels, and channel retentiveness. Much research on sediment dynamics has focused on better understanding the transition between a particle moving as bedload or suspended load, or immobile to mobile during discharge pulses in flumes and natural settings. Similarly, developing relationships between water levels and channel retentiveness for wood pieces of varying sizes as rivers transition from supply limited to transport limited on the falling limbs of floods would be useful. Basically, when and where does wood transition from immobile to mobile and back to immobile?

Borrowing from bedload research, we have constructed two conceptual models showing transport regimes of wood related to water stage. In Figure 1.9 (top), we diagram theoretical thresholds for wood movement regimes for a single log as a function of transport stage (ratio of water stage over stage at incipient motion \(H_t/H_i\)) on the rising limb of a hydrograph. In Figure 1.9 (bottom), we depict hypothetical mobility regimes related to discharge as a fraction of bankfull \(Q_t/Q_{bf}\).

Transport regimes in Figure 1.9 (top) include 1) moving in contact with the channel, 2) deflecting against channel boundaries, and 3) unimpeded floating. Mobility regimes in Figure 1.9 (bottom) include immobile, partially mobile, and fully mobile wood loads. Again borrowing from sediment research, we define immobile, partially mobile, and fully mobile as < 10%, 10 – 90% and > 90% mobilization of wood in storage, respectively. These categories can also be conceptualized based on downstream movement as “not moved”, “locally repositioned”, and “exported downstream”. These conceptual models could easily be tested, developed, and refined. They can also be used for visual display of differences in threshold position as piece sizes change, or for different hydrologic or channel conditions.

The downstream transport distance of a sediment particle is commonly described as path length, which is the total lifetime stream-wise displacement of particles, composed of multiple step lengths separated by rest periods (Haschenburger, 2013). Analogous to this is the spiralling metaphor for wood movement introduced by (Latterell and Naiman, 2007) and revitalized in the recent review by Wohl (2016, this issue). The spiral metaphor describes
the lifetime transport of wood as a series of spirals along a path: The spirals represent rest periods and the width of the spirals depict residence time. The distance between spirals is the step length between resting locations. We have conceptualized the spiral metaphor in the context of a fluvial system in Figure 1.10. The lifetime for a piece of wood from its
starting location in the channel to its final resting place is then the sum of all the residence times and the travel time (most likely very small compared to rest periods). The distance travelled is the sum of all the step lengths. Throughout the lifetime of the wood piece, from source to sea, the piece undergoes vertical, lateral, and downstream exchanges. Along any spiral, a piece of wood may decay in place, ending its path. Quantifying and contrasting the density functions of step lengths and rest periods for different rivers and through basin networks could be a useful manner in which to identify longitudinal and regional patterns in wood mobility.

1.4.3. A DISCONTINUOUS NETWORK - THE TRAFFIC METAPHOR. Wood dynamics are different for differently sized streams and delivery of wood from one part of a stream network
to another is a discontinuous or episodic process, as depicted in Figures 1.8 and 1.10. Thus, we propose that an apt metaphor for wood transport is vehicle traffic. Just as hydrology, wood characteristics, and bio-geomorphic reach characteristics control the movement of wood through stream networks (Gurnell et al., 2015), motivation to travel, type of vehicle, and road conditions govern how people travel through road networks.

If hydrologic conditions do not meet base thresholds, there will be little to no wood flux, which is analogous to the underlying motivations that govern when and how far people will travel (i.e., wood transport mobilization and travel distance) and when and where they are stationary (i.e., wood residence time). Sometimes, special events cause extra, congested traffic. This is similar to high wood congestion due to large disturbances. More commonly, daily routines and work commutes govern traffic conditions. This is similar to regular background wood flux from normal yearly floods. Travelling at night is less common and only under special circumstances will drivers be on the road during this time. This is similar to lack of wood flux during low flows unless wood is newly delivered from a localized bank failure.

Wood characteristics can be thought of as the type of vehicle in which one is travelling. The vehicle governs which paths or road can be taken and the speed of travel. Someone on a motorized scooter will take different paths than other vehicles, just as a small piece without a rootwad may take a different path than larger pieces with rootwads. However, in some conditions, such as a traffic jam, everyone travels the same speed, which equates to fully congested wood transport.

Traffic conditions and movement are not only governed by the motivation (hydrology) and the vehicle (wood characteristics), but the state of the roads, which controls how fast or how slow a destination is reached. Road conditions are similar to how bio-geomorphic characteristics of reaches, such as presence of live-wood, degree of confinement, channel planform complexity, density of logjams, access to floodplains, and other factors that can limit or increase the distance and rate of movement of wood downstream.

We have conceptualized this metaphor in Figure 1.11 as a flow chart of stoplights. Whether a piece of wood will be moved at any given moment can be predicted by whether
the piece meets minimum mobility thresholds that allow it to go forward (green), possibly move or progress slowly (yellow), or stop (red). We first assess hydrologic conditions for transport to determine whether wood meets minimum thresholds for mobility prior to assessing wood or reach characteristics. If a piece of wood has potential to be transported based on hydrology, then the unique interactions between its characteristics and the channel are assessed. Thus, for any moment of time, a snapshot can be used to assess where individual wood pieces are located and whether they are likely to move based on the hydrologic, wood, and channel “traffic conditions” (see Figure 1.11). Assessments made over the course of a flood can be used to provide estimates of the overall efficiency of wood movement for specific floods. We recognize that this model is a simplification of the complex interactions involved. However, we consider the model a useful framework for modeling and exploring temporal variations in wood flux.

**Figure 1.11.** Conceptual model of wood movement through drainage networks as a traffic stop light metaphor. Fully described in Section 1.4.3

1.4.4. **Management Implications.** Research into the ecology of wood in streams originates in the Pacific Northwest, where logs are large and quite stable. Thus, investigators
have assumed that stable wood is beneficial for the ecology of a stream and considerable sums of money are spent to rehabilitate wood in streams by adding anchored, engineered wood structures, even though soft engineering practices that restore natural processes of wood recruitment and transport may be more ecologically effective (Kail et al., 2007). The reality is that even the largest pieces of wood and jams in natural channels move. When engineered structures are anchored in mobile systems, projects are sometimes declared unsuccessful over timeframes of 5+ years because most of the wood structures are destroyed by large floods or bank erosion (e.g., Shields et al., 2006). Also, engineered logjams in Highland Water (small to medium sized meandering alluvial channel in England) were effective at trapping small wood, but did not limit the downstream transport distances of small wood, as expected (Millington and Sear, 2007).

Mobile rivers with high turnover of logjams and instream wood do not negate the ecological significance of wood (Choné and Biron, 2015). In a compelling paper on wood mobility and ecological function, Daniels (2006) found that although wood in a low gradient meandering river was too mobile to have more than a short-term impact on the morphology or hydraulics of the channel, wood did have a direct impact on the storage of organic material in the bed that outlasted the residence of the wood and provided valuable ecosystem services to benthic communities. They argued that wood removal from low-gradient systems substantially reduces the storage of benthic organic matter.

We speculate that high mobility of wood allows patchy deposition of nutrient-rich organic material to cover a greater spatial extent of the stream bed. If wood is always anchored in place, then organic material is limited to only those areas near anchored wood. Although rehabilitation with anchored wood may be appropriate for reaches in which wood is naturally less mobile, anchored wood is inherently flawed for reaches and rivers in which natural processes facilitate the regular and episodic transfer of wood over time periods shorter than those of desired beneficial ecological outcomes. Wood naturally moves downstream or laterally onto floodplains, so the best and most cost effective management practice is to ensure that the stream has a supply of new wood, preferably including some large pieces,
via upstream recruitment from riparian forests, and then allow the river to redistribute and repeatedly mobilize the wood (Kail et al., 2007).

There is great concern that if management strategies are adopted to increase unanchored wood loads, the mobile wood will endanger instream structures and increase flood damage from clogging. This concern has merit because higher wood loads can facilitate more recruitment during floods (Johnson et al., 2000). However, field evidence indicates that increased amount of wood in storage along a reach does not translate to increased wood against bridges, as presumed, but instead may decrease the hazard of wood clogging (Lassettre and Kondolf, 2003; Mao et al., 2013).

In a study in central California, Lassettre and Kondolf (2003) noticed a difference between source and transport reaches: simply removing large wood from transport reaches was costly and had little or negative impact on reducing catastrophic log jamming on infrastructure downstream. Most wood comes from pieces recruited from upslope landslides and bank failures during a flood, not from previously transported fluvial wood (Lassettre and Kondolf, 2003; Lucía et al., 2015). Higher wood loads have the potential to increase the number of instream jams (Bertoldi et al., 2014) and create greater channel complexity, which in turn increases the likelihood that mobile wood will become entrapped. Thus, the common management practice of removing instream wood may actually facilitate the downstream mobility of newly recruited pieces by decreasing the likelihood that the pieces will be trapped before accumulating against structures (Lassettre and Kondolf, 2003; Mao et al., 2013). Rather than removing wood, Lassettre and Kondolf (2003) recommended that the most economical option would be to replace culverts and bridges with structures designed to pass wood typical for a stream.

1.5. Conclusions

We propose that the stop and go, the jamming and unjamming, or the discontinuity of wood flux is the most important aspect of the wood regime for river morphology, dynamics, and biota, rather than wood stability. Therefore, wood transport dynamics need to
be incorporated into conceptual and quantitative models of river systems, riparian ecosystems, and nutrient routing. This requires substantial effort to obtain an equivalent working knowledge of wood transport as currently exists for sediment transport (e.g., Haschenburger, 2013; Kuhnle, 2013). This paper contributes to this effort by summarizing existing transport premises and ideas from prior studies, synthesizing quantitative results on wood transport from field studies, and presenting knowledge gaps, conceptual models, and hypotheses that can be used to design future field, flume, and modelling studies.

The main limitations to describing wood transport are inadequate observation timescales and lack of sufficient mobility data from diverse rivers and regions that also capture variability between reaches. These are similar hurdles to quantifying bedload. Bedload transport equations do not perform well for coarse-grained substrate with poor sorting because they fail to integrate spatial and temporal complexities that influence grain entrainment (Haschenburger, 2013).

In order to improve models of wood flux on local and regional scales, we need better characterization of average step lengths within the lifetime travel path of a piece of wood (see Figure 1.10) and we need a better understanding of how changes in storage through time are related to variability in wood flux and hydrology. Efforts to better define entrainment and entrapment conditions and thresholds will be extremely useful, especially focused on individual flows or patterns over decades. A wider range of flow observations for diverse rivers will help to link reach-scale processes with network-scale processes.

Below, we summarize some specific suggested approaches for acquiring data to achieve broader spatial and temporal coverage of wood dynamics.

(1) **Monitor wood in action.** This can be done at a station by monitoring passage via automatic video monitoring (e.g., MacVicar and Piégay, 2012), coarse interval timelapse cameras (e.g., Kramer and Wohl, 2014), or radio tags (e.g., Schenk et al., 2014). The downstream movement of logs can by tracked with GPS (e.g., Ravazzolo et al., 2015a) or by actively following radio tags during flooding via boat or aircraft (e.g., Schenk et al., 2014).
Monitor change in storage at known retention sites at varying timescales (e.g., Wohl and Goode, 2008; Moulin et al., 2011; Bertoldi et al., 2013; Schenk et al., 2014; Boivin et al., 2015).

Use wood characteristics to fingerprint wood source. This can help identify wood-contributing subbasins and travel distances. Moulin and Piégay (2004) were very successful in making inferences about wood flux at basin scales based on the characteristics of wood trapped in a reservoir.

Quantify the amount of buried wood. There has been some success identifying buried wood using acoustic bathymetry (White and Hodges, 2003) and ground penetrating radar (Kramer et al., 2012), but values of wood buried in stream beds are largely unquantified. Buried wood is an important component of wood flux because, in rivers with sediment loads capable of easily burying wood, at least the same amount or more that is exported may be buried. For example, three-quarters of the wood exported from the Lower Roanoke River to the ocean in North Carolina was buried or decomposed en route Schenk et al. (2014).

Use remote sensing techniques to assess change on larger spatial and longer temporal scales (e.g., Bertoldi et al., 2013; Atha, 2014; Ulloa et al., 2015; Kramer and Wohl, in review)

Conduct stratigraphic and/or other analysis of wood deposited in basins and floodplains to obtain long term (decade to millennial scale) records of wood flux from watersheds (Seo et al., 2008; Guyette et al., 2008; Seo and Nakamura, 2009; Fremier et al., 2010; Boivin et al., 2015; Kramer and Wohl, 2015)

Use already existing data from unconventional sources. There are hidden data within government agencies, individual scientists, or private companies that
have never been published or otherwise made easily available but that can be acquired if requested. (Heidorn, 2008) calls these "dark data". For example, Moulin and Piéguy (2004); Seo et al. (2008); Fremier et al. (2010) successfully used reservoir debris extraction records to indirectly estimate basin wood flux. In addition to finding and using dark data, a vast amount of unconventionally collected data is freely available on the internet. Wood researchers have yet to take advantage of this. There are numerous photos and videos of rivers worldwide that include wood and that could be utilized to expand the geographic extent of studies. There are many videos of wood transport, especially wood transport from ice-jam flooding, flash flooding in deserts, and catastrophic flooding. These videos could be analyzed to estimate wood flux during rare events. Some internet contributors have YouTube (www.YouTube.com) channels devoted to chasing flash floods. Also, with the increased use of small waterproof action cameras, outdoor recreation enthusiasts are posting to the internet continuous footage of their excursions down sections of rivers in remote regions. Reports of changes in wood are commonly and regularly posted to online whitewater kayaking forum boards on sections of rivers that are commonly navigated. Finding ways to automatically and easily curate and utilize these data is a worthy research endeavour.

(8) Participate and use Web 2.0 and create and utilize citizen science initiatives. Web 2.0 refers to the part of the internet that is interactive, such as social media and citizen science platforms (e.g., www.citsci.org, www.crowcrafting.org). Citizen science refers to the use of non-scientists to help collect, process, or analyze data. Although citizen science initiatives have been utilized in ecology, medicine, and astronomy (e.g., bird surveys, gene mapping, star classification), they have been underutilized by large instream wood researchers (we came across none). In a short review of the use of citizen science, (Silvertown, 2009) made the point that "Almost any project that seeks to collect large volumes of field data over a wide geographical area can only succeed with the help of citizen scientists (469)." Citizen science could
be used, not only to collect data from diverse regions, but also to validate and train automatic image processing routines.

Web 2.0 not only opens up real-time interaction between scientists and non-scientists, but can facilitate data collection and curation from diverse individual scientists globally to reduce the amount of "dark data" and facilitate synthesis between studies. This has already been done in medical fields to advance treatment for particular diseases by synthesizing and collecting information on case studies from doctors practicing independently (e.g., Butzkueven et al., 2006). A large but highly rewarding project would be to develop an online interactive river wood data platform where field scientists and managers could add and contribute their data while interacting with each other. This would facilitate better curation of metadata, common reporting of metrics, access to dark data, and international collaborations across disciplines.

(9) **Compile quantitative reviews** that integrate case study information for basin- and reach-scale wood flux, wood recruitment rates, residence times, and storage patterns.

A general approach that will lead to efficient quantification of wood transport is to design studies to constrain thresholds between transport regimes for different channel sizes, channel morphologies, hydrology, and wood characteristics. Until recently, most field studies that included wood transport data treated wood transport as a secondary study goal after description of wood storage, wood recruitment, or ecological impact. As more researchers make wood movement their primary focus, these thresholds will be rapidly identified. We have presented several conceptual frameworks that may prove useful to guide such work (Figures 1.9-1.11).

In an era in which new remote technologies and new sources of data are increasingly accessible and applicable to research on wood in river corridors, we anticipate that studies
of wood transport in rivers are poised to yield significant insights on wood dynamics and river ecosystem management.
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1.A. Field Equations of Wood Mobility

Transport distance based on exponential scaling by reach retention rates (Millington and Sear, 2007).

\[ P_d = P_0 e^{-kd} \]

where, \( P_d \) = # pieces that moved distance \( d \) in meters, \( P_0 \) = initial # of pieces introduced, \( k \) = per meter retention rate. \( 1/k \) represents the mean travel distance in m. Equation used in experimental addition of small dowels (\( \leq 1.06 \) m in length and \( \leq 0.035 \) m in diameter) were released in Highland Water, a small, meandering, natural channel in England.

Transport distance as an exponential function of water depth at peak flow (Haga et al., 2002).

\[ y_1 = 0.52e^{12.75x}, R^2 = 0.58(n = 60) \]
\[ y_2 = 0.45e^{13.01x}, R^2 = 0.65(n = 37) \]
\[ y_3 = 0.26e^{13.97x}, R^2 = 0.71(n = 9) \]
\[ y_4 = 3.84e^{8.32x}, R^2 = 0.61(n = 15) \]

where \( y_i \) is travel distance for a series of flow events and \( x \) is an estimate of water depth at peak flow. Equations derived from experimental release of logs (Length=1.7 m ± 0.4 Diam=14 cm ± 4) stripped of irregularities in a 5500-m-long section of the gravel-cobble bedded Oyabu Creek in Japan with no boulders or instream wood to block travel; bankfull width= 9 m; gradient= 4.0; size of released logs not representative of maximum riparian
Transport distance as a function of jam spacing (Martin and Benda, 2001).

\[
\xi = L_j \frac{T_p}{T_j} \beta^{-1}
\]

where, \(\xi\) is the transport distance over a lifetime of a piece of wood, \(L_j\) is the distance between transport obstructing jams, \(T_p/T_j\) is the longevity of wood over longevity of jams and \(\beta\) is the transport-obstructing effectiveness of jams. Theoretical quantitative equation based on inter-jam spacing and degree of channel obstruction for 28 reaches ranging from 3.3 to 23 m in width within the Game Creek watershed in southeast Alaska; assumed that transport distance is limited to interjam spacing, did not directly measure distance; tree species are western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla), Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis), Sitka alder (Alnus sinuate), and salmonberry (Rubus spectabilis)

Stochastic models of travel distance and mobility of individual pieces (Lassettre and Kondolf, 2003).

\[
T_d = L_j MF[\ln(\text{RI})]
\]

\[
P_m = m_1 + m_2 MF + m_3 [\ln(\text{RI})]
\]

\[
MF = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-m_1 + m_2 \frac{L}{w_{bkf}} + m_3 \bar{D} + C_1 + C_2 + C_3 + C_4 + C_5}}
\]

where, \(MF\) is a mobility factor with values between 0 and 1, \(P_m\) is probability of movement and \(T_d\) is travel distance. \(RI\) is recurrence interval, \(m_1, m_2\) and \(m_3\) are constants, \(L\) is the length of a piece of wood, \(\bar{D}\) is average diameter of a piece of wood, \(w_{bkf}\) is the channel width at bankfull, and \(C_i\) are categorical variables of decay class by species, species, stability by type, rootwad presence, and cut. Empirical equations developed for individual pieces of wood in central California in meandering sections of Amaya Creek (\(w_{bkf} = 6m\)) and East Branch Soquel Creek (\(w_{bkf} = 12m\)) characterized by channel-spanning log jams; stream
wood included big leaf maple (*A. macrophyllum*), red alder (*A. rubra*), tanoak (*Lithocarpus densiflora*), coast redwood (*S. sempervirens*), and Douglas-fir (*Pseudotsuga menziesii*); maximum log length was 60 m; assumed wood moved only the average jam spacing (*L_j*) for yearly occurring floods; travel distance was adjusted upwards for more mobile pieces and to account for the fact that wood could pass jams by a multiple of MF and the natural log of the return period (RI)

**Empirical logistic model of key piece mobility based on wood characteristics** (*Wohl and Goode*, 2008).

\[
P_m = 1/(1 + e^{-x})
\]

\[
x = 1.4 + 0.52L^* + 0.05D^* - 0.02C_1 - 0.13C_2 + 0.20C_3, R^2 = 0.47
\]

Where \(P_m\) is probability of key piece mobility, \(L^*\) is the piece length divided by average reference channel width and \(D^*\) is the dimensionless annual peak flow depth divided by piece diameter. Categorical variables \(C_1\), \(C_2\) and \(C_3\) are whether a key piece is a bridge, unattached or ramped, respectively. Developed using five high elevation streams of the Rocky Mountains in Colorado after 10 years of repeat surveys; channel widths ranged from 4.3 to 6.5 m, maximum wood length was 18 m and in-stream wood was mostly conifers: Engelmann spruce (*Picea engelmannii*), subalpine fir (*Abies lasiocarpa*), and lodgepole pine (*Pinus contorta*).

**Empirical linear relationships for percent mobility based on flow characteristics** (*Iroumé et al.*, 2015).

\[
M_{\%} = -4.2 + 0.0065\omega[H_{max}], R = 0.62 (n = 17)
\]

\[
M_{\%} = -14.514 + 20(H_{max}/H_{Bk}), R = 0.60, (n = 17)
\]

Where \(M_{\%}\) is percent mobility, \(\omega[H_{max}]\) is unit stream power for maximum stage height in \(N/m^3\), and \(H_{max}/H_{Bk}\) is ratio of maximum stage height over stage height at bankfull. Fitted for forested mountainous headwater rivers in Chile; channel widths range from 5 to
13 m, maximum length of instream wood was 25 m, and wood type is dominated by native coihue (*Nathofagus dombeyi* and *nervosa*) and tepa (*Laureliopsis philippiana*), as well as plantations of eucalyptus (*Eucalyptus globulus* and pine (*Pinus sp.*); results showed wide scatter, with increasing variance among higher values of the explanatory variable.

**Empirical exponential relationship between wood volume and wood velocity** (*Ravazzolo et al., 2015a*).

\[
v_w = 0.71 V_w^{0.22}, R^2 = 0.87 (n = 5)
\]

where \(v_w\) is wood velocity in m/s and \(V_w\) in m\(^3\) is wood volume. Equation were developed using data from five logs with GPS tags and tracked during a flood in the large, 800 m wide, bar-braided Rio Tagliamento in northeastern Italy; in-stream wood is at maximum 25 m in length and primarily alder (*Alnus incana*), poplar (*Popoulas nigra*), and willow (*Salix Alba*).

**Logistic model of mobilization based on wood characteristics** (*Merten et al., 2010*).

\[
P_{mob} = \frac{e^x}{1 + e^x}
\]

\[
x = 0.39 - 2.64\beta_1 + 0.86\beta_2 - 1.52\beta_3 - 0.77\beta_4 - 0.80\beta_5 - 0.09\beta_6 - 1.59\beta_7
\]

\[
n = 865, P < 0.001, Nagelkerkes R^2 = 0.39
\]

where \(P_{mob}\) is the probability of mobilization, \(\beta_1=\)burial, \(\beta_2=\)effective depth, \(\beta_3=\)length ratio, \(\beta_4=\)bracing, \(\beta_5=\)rootwad presence, \(\beta_6=\)downstream force ratio, \(\beta_7=\)draft ratio. Developed using data from instream large wood within the channel from nine forested streams draining into the north shore of Lake Superior, Minnesota; piece lengths 3.8 ± 3 m and diameters 0.18 ± .13 m; no tree species specified; flow depths ranged from .53-2.48 m, velocity from .86-1.92, stream power from 15-252 N/m\(^*\)s, slopes from .001-.02, bankfull widths from 3.4-24 and peak flow from 2.1-54.7 m\(^3\)/s; data collected during year of extreme drought.
Transport ratio as a function of wood characteristics and discharge for single thread ($T_{rS}$) versus multi-thread ($T_{rM}$) reach (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2015a).

as a function of wood Volume ($V_w$);

$$T_{rS} = 0.31V_w^{-0.29}, R^2 = 0.56$$

$$T_{rM} = 0.03V_w^{-1.25}, R^2 = 0.33$$

as a function of wood diameter ($D_w$) and mean water depth ($W_{depth}$);

$$T_{rS} = -0.18(D_w/W_{depth}) + 0.32, R^2 = 0.93$$

$$T_{rM} = -0.49(D_w/W_{depth}) + 0.58, R^2 = 0.94$$

as a function of wood length ($L_w$) and channel width ($w$);

$$T_{rS} = -2.19(L_w/w) + 0.92, R^2 = 0.91$$

$$T_{rM} = 2.40(L_w/w) + 0.12, R^2 = 0.82 \text{ for } L_w/w < 0.12$$

$$T_{rM} = -2.91(L_w/w) + 0.77, R^2 = 0.73 \text{ for } L_w/w > 0.12$$

as a function of wood density ($\rho_w$);

$$T_{rS} = 3.278e^{-3.89}\rho_w, R^2 = 0.98, n = 4$$

$$T_{rM} = 1.036^{-1.83}\rho_w, R^2 = 0.84, n = 5$$

as a function of discharge ($Q$);

$$T_{rS} = -0.12 + 0.004Q, R^2 = 0.91, \text{ for } Q < 100, RI = 10$$

$$T_{rS} = -0.25 + 0.001Q, R^2 = 0.44, \text{ for } Q > 100, RI > 10$$

OR

$$T_{rS} = -1.96 + .35Q^{0.11}, R^2 = 0.91$$
\[ T_{rM} = -0.17 + 0.005Q, R^2 = 0.97, \text{ for } Q < 110, RI < 15 \]

\[ T_{rM} = 0.3 + 0.001Q, R^2 = 0.55, \text{ for } Q > 110, RI > 15 \]

\[ \text{OR} \]

\[ T_{rM} = -2.12 + 1.32Q^{0.13}, R^2 = 0.95 \]

The transport ratio, \( T \), is the amount exported divided by the total amount imported to the reach. These series of equations developed from numerical simulation using Woody Iber computer model and simulating wood and channel characteristics from field data collected from the Czarny Dunajec River in the Polish Carpathians; simulated both multi and single thread reaches; tree species included large alders (\textit{Alnus incana}), large willows (\textit{Salix fragilis} and \textit{S. alba}) and young willows (\textit{S. purpurea} and \textit{S. eleagnos}); wood lengths ranged from 1-18m, mean=12.5, widths from .05-.8 m, mean=0.23 and density from 0.4-0.95 g cm\(^{-1}\), mean=0.56; results from equations from simulation of 10 yr flood (Q=105 m\(^3\)/s) and using mean values except for the variable for which the relationship was modelled.

1.B. Datasets

These datasets can be accessed via the Colorado State Digital data repository under Research Project “Big River Driftwood in Northern Canada” (http://hdl.handle.net/10217/100436)
Data Set S1 `changeinstorage.csv`. These data provides a compilation of wood mobility from change in storage measurements from previous studies around the world. Presented in Section 1.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Full citation provided in bibliography of dissertation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>River</td>
<td>River name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lmax</td>
<td>Maximum Length of wood found in stream in meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Width of stream. If range given, median was used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Interval</td>
<td>Length of time between monitoring storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReachL</td>
<td>Length of reach under investigation in meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FbankfulpeakQ</td>
<td>fraction bankful of peak discharge between site visits. Either reported, estimated based on text descriptions or calculated based on reported discharges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>Recurrence Interval of highest discharge between site visits. Reported or estimated based on text descriptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units</td>
<td>Specifies what was measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
<td>value for amount at beginning of time interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Came</td>
<td>imported wood into reach during time interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Went</td>
<td>exported wood from reach during time interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stayed</td>
<td>wood that Remained within reach -includes internally mobile pieces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External</td>
<td>wood that moved through reach in time interval- imported and exported with little to no residence time in storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>Wood that was repositioned within the reach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End Value</td>
<td>The final value of wood in the reach at end of time interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%EndthatCame</td>
<td>Reported or Calculated as came/end*100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%StartthatLeft</td>
<td>Reported or Calculated as left/start*100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%StartthatRepositioned</td>
<td>Reported or Calculated as internal/start*100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%TotalMobility</td>
<td>Calculated as (came+left)/(came+left+stayed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data Set S2: transportdistance.csv. These data provide a compilation of travel distance of wood from previous studies around the world. Presented in Section 1.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Citation for study. Full Reference in dissertation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>river location</td>
<td>Name of river</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
<td>Start year or date when wood was monitored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>End year or date when wood was monitored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval</td>
<td>Time interval as year(s) or fraction year that the distance measurement covers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OneFlood</td>
<td>Factor “Y/N” indicating that the measured travel distance is due to one high flow (Y) or undifferentiated multiple (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FloodLevel</td>
<td>Factor w/3 levels “low”, “moderate” or “high” indicates qualitatively whether transporting flows were likely below bankful (low), about bankful (moderate) or above bankful (high) based on descriptions in reporting article.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transported</td>
<td>reports the number of pieces in study that monitored and transported.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recovered</td>
<td>reports the number of pieces that were recovered and distances estimated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recoveryrate</td>
<td>fraction of wood moved that was also recovered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamwidth</td>
<td>reported stream width in m. When ranges were given this was estimated to be the median.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmin</td>
<td>Minimum travel distance (m) reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmed</td>
<td>Median travel distance (m) reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmean</td>
<td>Mean travel distance (m) reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsd</td>
<td>reported standard deviation (m) on mean travel distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmax</td>
<td>reported maximum travel distance or maximum monitoring reach size when pieces were transported longer distances than contained within the study area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrueMax</td>
<td>Factor w/2 levels “Y/N” which specifies if the maximum reported is a true max or if it simply the bounds of the study reach.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 2

ESTIMATING FLUVIAL WOOD DISCHARGE USING TIMELAPSE PHOTOGRAPHY WITH VARYING SAMPLING INTERVALS

SUMMARY

Monitoring large wood (LW: width > 10 cm, length > 1 m) in transport within rivers is a necessary next step in the development and refinement of wood budgets and is essential to a better understanding of basin-wide controls and patterns of LW flux and loads. Monitoring LW transport with coarse interval (≥ 1 min) timelapse photography enables the deployment of monitoring cameras at large spatial and long temporal scales. Although less precise than continuous sampling with video, it allows investigators to answer broad questions about basin connectivity, compare drainages and years, and identify transport relationships and thresholds. This paper describes methods to: (i) construct fluvial wood flux curves, (ii) analyze the effects of sample interval lengths on transport estimates, and (iii) estimate total wood loads within a specified time period using coarse interval timelapse photography. Applying these methods to the Slave River, a large volume (10^3 cms), low gradient (10^{-2} m/km) river in the subarctic (60° N), yielded the following results. A threshold relationship for wood mobility was located around 4500 cms. More wood is transported on the rising limb of the hydrograph because wood flux rapidly declines on the falling limb. Five- and 10-minute sampling intervals provided unbiased equal variance estimates of 1-minute sampling, whereas 15-minute intervals were biased towards underestimation by 5 – 6%, possibly due to periodicity in wood flux. Total LW loads estimated from the 1-minute dataset and adjusted for a 15% mis-detection rate from July 13th through Aug 13th are: 1600 ± 200 # pieces, 600 ± 200 m^3 and on the order of 1.3 × 10^5 kg carbon. The total wood load for the entire summer season is probably at least double this estimate because only the second half of the summer flows were monitored and a large early summer peak freshet was missed.
2.1. Introduction

In-stream large wood plays an important and necessary role in the geo-eco-socio functioning of river corridors, coastlines and depositional basins. The presence of wood within channels is increasingly recognized as a contributing factor to large scale change in fluvial forms and processes (Corenblit et al., 2011; Collins et al., 2012; Polvi and Wohl, 2013). In-channel wood facilitates complex channel flow, enhances hyporeic flow and creates more pool and backwater areas; thus its presence enhances the biogeochemical cycling of carbon by increasing residence times of particulate organic matter and dissolved organic carbon (Battin et al., 2008; Wohl et al., 2012; Skalak and Pizzuto, 2010). Export of wood to the oceans and storage of wood along riparian corridors, lake shores, in basins are important for food webs and biodiversity (Gonor et al., 1988; Everett and Ruiz, 1993; Naiman et al., 2002; Gurnell et al., 2005). Artificial introduction of wood for stream rehabilitation projects is a common management strategy (Beechie et al., 2010). Large wood accumulations deposited during floods are considered when designing in-stream structures such as dams, weirs and bridges (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2014). Coastlines are stabilized from erosion by the presence of wood (Heathfield and Walker, 2011). And lastly, human communities often depend on driftwood as a fuel to heat their homes. (Jones et al., 2013).

Although many studies quantify, either in the field or via remote sensing, the potential stock of wood available for transport along streams and rivers (Abbe and Montgomery, 2003; Moulin et al., 2011; West et al., 2011), little effort has been employed in monitoring and quantifying wood in transport as it happens. The buoyancy of wood makes the use of imagery ideal for monitoring wood transport. Just as sediment gages are integral for developing basin-wide sediment budgets, wood gages, in the form of cameras, could be used alongside stream gages to generate wood transport data to inform basin-wide wood budgets. At the most basic level, a wood budget is a change in wood storage along a reach equal to the inputs (from the hillside, bank and upstream) minus the outputs (export downstream or to long term permanent storage on the floodplain). Previous attempts at generating wood budgets have focused on estimating recruitment volumes and changes in storage and then back-calculating
wood export (Benda and Sias, 2003). However, this approach may be underestimating actual wood export by as much as a factor of ten (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012). Recently, Schenk et al. (2014) tracked individual logs in transport using radio telemetry and combined those results with data from aerial photographs and on-site wood surveys to develop the first basin-wide wood budget on the low gradient Roanoke River in North Carolina.

A first attempt at creating a wood transport curve used video monitoring of floods on the Ain River in France in 2011 (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012). The study focused on high temporal resolution (continuous recording at 5 fps) video data over hydrograph peaks and then analyzed subsamples via an automated MatLab program. Three major conclusions were: wood transport begins at a threshold value of two thirds bankfull discharge, wood discharge increases linearly with water discharge up to the bankfull discharge, after which it becomes much more variable as the flood plain is inundated, and wood transport rates are four times higher on the rising limb than the falling limb (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012).

Whilst video monitoring provides high temporal resolution data useful for computing rates of transport and fine scale relationships between wood and water discharges, timelapse photography allows a researcher to sample at broad spatial and long temporal scales. Investigations at broad scales that answer questions about basin connectivity are integral as river scientists attempt to quantify system resilience and make recommendations for managers in an increasingly uncertain future. Sampling at long intervals (minutes) is also extremely advantageous for studies with small budgets which seek to install networks of cameras to be left up for months. This is especially true for remote areas where access, travel costs, or project costs limit the practicality of video monitoring.

This study is part of a larger study investigating wood transport in large rivers and export of LW to the Arctic from the Mackenzie Basin, Canada. Part of the larger study involves basin-wide questions of wood connectivity, differences in transport thresholds between tributaries and relationships between wood export and ice jam processes. Prior to installing a network of eight remote cameras to be left up for months in a basin which drains 20% of Canada, this study was conducted to develop procedures to: estimate LW fluxes and
total loads during high flows with non-continuous coarse data and; identify unbiased, equal variance coarse sampling intervals with the overall goal to select the coarsest sampling interval possible in order to minimize post-processing time, on-site power usage, and memory storage.

2.2. The Slave River Study Site

The Slave River begins at the confluence of the Peace River with the Athabasca Delta and flows north for 430 km, providing 74% of the inflow to the Great Slave Lake (Gibson et al., 2006), one of the world’s deepest lakes and the origin of the Mackenzie River. The Slave River drains approximately $6 \times 10^5$ km$^2$, with much of its water originating from the melting of mountain glaciers and snowpack in the Canadian Rockies in Southern Alberta. The Slave River freezes every winter and there are generally two hydrograph peaks: the first corresponds to ice break-up and the second is a freshet peak related to runoff from snowmelt. However, not all years have a large ice break-up flooding event because it is dependent on river flows and the formation and location of ice jams (Beltaos et al., 2006). In some years, large releases from the W.A.C Bennet Dam (built 1963-1968, filled by 1971) on the Peace River and/or large summer rain events can cause late summer secondary peaks.

The Slave River flows through boreal forest and recruitable trees along the river corridor are predominantly fairly small ($< 30$ cm diameter) aspens and white spruce. However, it is common to find driftwood tree boles of poplars and conifers $30 – 80$ cm in diameter (without bark) and $10 – 20$ m in length (many snapped) in the vicinity of the field site (unpublished data). This suggests long ($10^2 – 10^3$ km) travel distances of in-stream wood recruited from the Northern Alberta plains and mountainous forests of the Southern Canadian Rockies where trees are larger. Although not addressed in this study, ice processes likely play a large role controlling annual flux of wood from the Slave and other Northern rivers. Trees which fall into the river via bank failure or are stranded by high flows are routinely transported by ice jams and associated floods.
A camera was installed next to the ‘Slave River at Fitzgerald’ gage 7NB001 operated by Water Survey Canada (1921-present). Based on a cross-section surveyed on May 12, 2011 by Water Survey Canada, the cross-sectional area is around 400,000 m$^2$ with bottom depths from 8 – 12 m and a surface width of 400 m. The upstream gradient is 10$^{-2}$ m/km and the gross drainage area is 6.06 × 10$^5$ km$^2$. Summer flows generally range from 2000 – 6000 cms and the highest recorded flow was 11200 cms on May 5th in 1974 during an ice break-up event. The 1.5 year flood is 5700 cms based on 45 years of data from 1966 to 2011. Ice break-up occurs in May, freshet peaks occur in June and July, baseflows are reached by September and freeze-up occurs in November.

The 10 cm in diameter and 1 m in length cutoff for LW commonly used in instream wood studies (Naiman et al., 2002), and the 20 cm in diameter and 3 m cutoff used by Schenk et al. (2014) are both reasonable approximate size thresholds for the Slave River based on analysis of size distributions of logs measured in downstream jams (Fig. 2.1). For this site, the upper threshold was adjusted to 0.23 m in diameter based on a natural break in the data (Fig. 2.1). Following convention, all pieces greater 10 cm in diameter and 1 m in length are considered as LW with pieces smaller than this identified as small wood. An extension to this categorization is that LW pieces less than 0.23 cm and 3 m are considered medium LW and pieces greater than 0.23 cm, 3 m are considered large LW. The point jam ratio of small:medium:large was 25:4:1. Using a simple formula for a cylinder (tree boles are usually stripped of branches are fairly straight) and ignoring rootwads, the average LW piece volume was 0.35 m$^3$, $s^2 = 0.31$ for $n = 127$. Most of the variance in LW volumes comes from the variance of large LW which had a mean volume of 1.01 m$^3$, $s^2 = 0.52$ for $n = 35$. In comparison, the mean volume for medium LW was 0.09 m$^3$, $s^2 = 0.01$ for $n = 92$. These are minimum estimates because they do not include rootwad volumes. Approximately one third of the LW logs measured from point jams had rootwads. More work needs to be conducted to develop rootwad volume relationships with easily measured metrics.
Figure 2.1. LW size thresholds from point jams. Wood pieces were measured along transects using the line intersect method in jams within 20 km downstream of the camera location in 2012. Transects were laid along the entire length of the jam perpendicular to piece orientation. Any piece crossing the line was measured for its length and two end diameters. The $x$-axis in this plot is the average of the two end diameters. For two transects, lines were drawn with spray paint and any piece with paint on it, no matter how small, was counted. These two surveys are represented as filled circles, black denotes sticks or logs while grey denotes bark (B). The grey plus signs represent logs from transects from which only logs $> 10$ cm in diameter ($d$) and $> 1$ m in length ($l$) were measured. The dashed lines are drawn at two thresholds dividing the log pieces into three categories: small (S) $< d = 10$ cm, $l = 1$ m $\leq$ medium (M) $< d = 23$ cm, $l = 3$ m $\leq$ large (L). Using these thresholds, the point jam piece size ratio was 6(B):25(S):4(M):1(L).

2.3. Data Collection

In the summer of 2012, an Olympus X560WP camera connected to an intervalometer captured photos at one minute intervals for 32 days from July 13th through August 13th. Not all days were monitored within the study period. The camera was not functioning July 18th, July 23th through the 27th and from August 1st through August 8th. The camera was placed on the outside of a bend constricted by a bedrock point and looked out across the river ($59°51'48"N, 111°35'28", 120°$ azimuth).

For the majority of the channel and the majority of the flows, it took close to, or longer than, one minute for a log to traverse the field of view. Therefore, the 1-minute dataset is assumed to represent the true count of logs during the sampled periods. The thalweg
transported most wood (90% based on an hour of on-site observation) closer than 100 m to the bank with downstream transport distances of 20 – 100 m in the field of view. The channel length captured by the camera for the far shore is around 400 m. The average velocity calculated by dividing discharge by cross-sectional area ranged from 40 – 60 m/min throughout the study period. Surface velocities measured by Water Survey Canada on May 12, 2011 during a discharge of 4700 cms ranged from 12 – 150 m/min. The peak flow during the study period was 5000 cms, the average flow was 4000 cms, and the minimum flow was 3400 cms.

A total of 12,761 photos were manually analyzed for presence/absence and number of easily identifiable pieces of LW such as tree boles, rootwads, and larger branches. If present, the number of pieces in each photo were tallied. If a log was circulating in the eddy near the shore or if it was at the top of one frame and the bottom of the next, it was not counted more than once. In total, 652 logs were counted and 7% of them had rootwads. This task was not automated because the human eye performs better than automated object identification schemes and the goal of the study is to analyze the effects of sampling at coarser intervals, not the detection of error rates for automated techniques.

In order to obtain an idea of error associated with mis-counted logs in images, an hour was spent on-site viewing and recording logs in transport in 2013. When wood floated by the camera, the time, distance from shore (close < 60 m or far > 60 m), and approximate size (small, medium or large) were noted. Small pieces included sticks and branches estimated to be under the 10 cm in diameter and 1 m in length cutoff for LW. Medium and large pieces were tree boles or large branches. Large pieces were estimated to be greater than 23 cm in diameter and 3 m in length based on piece size distributions measured from downstream jams (Fig. 2.1). During the hour, a total of 102 pieces were counted and the ratio of small:medium:large pieces was 20:3:1. This ratio is similar to the ratio of 25:4:1 obtained from jams, thus the average piece size on point jams is likely a good approximation of average piece size for logs in transport. Counted logs were then compared to wood identified on photos taken during the same time period at intervals of 30 seconds. Small pieces were
generally not seen in the images. Twenty LW pieces (medium or large) were counted with an success rate of 85% (17/20). Thirteen of the 20 logs were correctly counted while 4 of 17 logs were made-up. All of the logs that were missed were medium sized logs marked as far from shore. There was 100% recognition of large logs and medium logs close to shore. From on-site field observations of floating wood, most logs were not waterlogged and floated high on the surface, thus error rates due to sunken logs are assumed to be negligible.

2.4. WOOD FLUX AS A PROBABILITY

2.4.1. STATISTICAL METHODS. Calculating wood flux as probability of occurrence (proportions of photos) is very advantageous because it does not depend on wood size or count, effectively eliminating large uncertainties with calculating these metrics. It also allows for easy comparison across drainages with different wood sizes and facilitates quick post processing of photos. In order to calculate a wood flux as a probability, only presence/absence needs to be noted. An additional level would be to include several quick categorizations (e.g. absent, single, sparse, clumped, congested or carpet) and the probabilities of each. During this study, there was only sparse wood transport so categories were not utilized.

Unlike monitoring water discharge, it is impossible to ever obtain complete absolute values of wood flux because there will always be data gaps at night when it is too dark to capture good imagery. Additionally, there are often data gaps when equipment is not working or not installed. Stratification of proportion estimates (by time, by discharge, or by any other scheme) allows comparison between strata categories with unequal number of photos and extrapolation of data into unsampled time periods. Precision will always be increased when stratification is used if variance within strata is minimized while variance between strata is maximized (Scheaffer et al., 2012).

For the Slave River case study, both stratification by day and stratification by discharge were utilized. Daily proportions are the probabilities, for any given moment, in any given day, of seeing wood in transport. Discharge proportions are the probabilities of seeing wood in transport for specified ranges of flows. Stratification by day was used to obtain insights
into how LW flux relates to water discharge. Stratification by discharge was used to estimate total LW loads despite data gaps of more than one day.

Proportions, $\hat{p}$, and variances, $\hat{V}(\hat{p})$, were estimated based on systematic sampling of a finite population (Scheaffer et al. (2012), pg. 228).

\begin{equation}
\hat{p} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i}{n} \quad \hat{V}(\hat{p}) = \frac{\hat{p}\hat{q}}{n-1} fpc
\end{equation}

Where $\sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i$ is the total number of photos with logs present, $n$ is the total number of photos sampled (sample size), $\hat{q} = 1 - \hat{p}$, $fpc$ is the finite population correction factor $\frac{(N-n)}{N}$, and $N$ is the finite population, the total minimum number of frames needed to uniquely capture the entire wood load within a period of interest. If the entire period of interest was sampled at intervals equal to the amount of time for a log to travel across the frame, then you would be calculating the proportion exactly ($\hat{V}(\hat{p}) = 0$). For $n << N$ the $fpc$ approaches 1 and $\hat{V}(\hat{p})$ approaches the equation for an infinite population. For this study, 1-minute intervals were used to estimate $N$ since this was the approximate amount of time that it took a log to traverse the field of view during sampling periods (see Data Collection).

If stratification was desired, $\hat{p}$ and $\hat{V}(\hat{p})$ were estimated using double sampling for stratification.

\begin{equation}
\hat{p}_{st} = \sum_{i=1}^{L} \hat{w}_i \hat{p}_i \quad \hat{V}(\hat{p}_{st}) = \frac{fpc}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{L} \hat{w}_i \hat{p}_i \hat{q}_i + \frac{1}{n^2} \sum_{i=1}^{L} (1 - \hat{w}_i) \hat{p}_i \hat{q}_i
\end{equation}

Where $L$ is the number of strata and $\hat{w}_i = N_i/N$, the weight for each stratum. Weights were calculated post sampling as the proportion of the population (total # of intervals) in each stratum. $\hat{p}_i$ was calculated using Eqn 1 for each stratum and 95% confidence intervals were constructed using a bound of $2\sqrt{\hat{V}(\hat{p}_{st})}$. $\hat{V}(\hat{p})$ is the sum of two terms. The first term is the variance of the sampling, while the second term penalizes for choosing strata after the fact (the number of samples within each stratum was not known prior to sampling). In most cases, the second term rapidly approaches zero as $n$ increases and can be considered negligible (this study included).
2.4.2. Slave River Results. Within this 32 day study (July 13th-Aug 13th), LW flux ($\hat{p}$) ranged from zero to just under 20% and peak values corresponded well with a freshet peak in mid July (Fig. 2.1, top). The estimated probability from sampled images over the entire study period was near 4% (Table 2.1). Precision on this estimate was increased by 6% and 9% if stratification by day and by discharge were utilized (Table 2.1). Strata by discharge included two groups: $Q < 4500$ cms and $Q > 4500$ cms based a transport threshold identified by comparing daily water discharges to daily wood fluxes (Fig. 2.1, bottom).

![Figure 2.1. Wood flux and transport thresholds, Summer 2012. Top: Comparison of wood flux as daily probabilities (as bars) to water discharge ($Q$) over the study period. The horizontal line segment at top of graph shows the time period (July 13-Aug 13) over which the total wood loads were estimated. Sampled periods are depicted as thicker bars. Unfortunately due to a camera malfunction, data were not gathered over the apex of the humped peak in late August. For this year, ice-off occurred May 8th without ice jam flooding. However there were two prominent freshet peaks. Camera installation occurred after the first peak, but captured the second. Bottom: daily probabilities of seeing wood in transport versus discharge. A transport threshold of $Q = 4500$ cms is identified and shown in both graphs.](image-url)
Table 2.1. Comparison of stratification versus nonstratification on $\hat{p}$ and its precision for the complete 1-minute dataset from July 13th through August 13th. The finite population total was estimated to be the number of possible frames taken at 1-minute intervals within these 32 days ($N = 46,080$). Q was stratified based on a 4500 cms threshold for transport (Fig. 2.1). Refer to Eqn. 1 for the calculations of $\hat{p}$, $\hat{V}($$\hat{p}$$)$, and $\text{Bound}$. $\%\Delta \text{ Precision}$ were calculated as change in $1/\hat{V}(\hat{p})$ from no stratification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\hat{p}$</th>
<th>$\hat{V}(\hat{p})$</th>
<th>Bound</th>
<th>$%\Delta \text{ Precision}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no stratification</td>
<td>$4.14E^{-2}$</td>
<td>$2.23E^{-6}$</td>
<td>$3.00E^{-3}$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stratified by Q</td>
<td>$4.14E^{-2}$</td>
<td>$2.11E^{-6}$</td>
<td>$2.91E^{-3}$</td>
<td>$+6.25$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stratified by Day</td>
<td>$4.14E^{-2}$</td>
<td>$2.06E^{-6}$</td>
<td>$2.87E^{-3}$</td>
<td>$+9.10$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5. Analysis of Sampling Intervals

2.5.1. Statistical Methods. In order to examine the effects of sampling interval on LW flux and load estimates, the data were split into sub datasets at fixed 5-, 10- and 15-minute intervals. Because the intervals are fixed, there were five 5-minute datasets, ten 10-minute datasets and fifteen 15-minute datasets. Henceforth, each dataset within a sampling period will be referred to as a trial. Variances were calculated with the population total $N$ equal to the 1-minute dataset rather than total number of 1-minute photos possible over the entire study period (see Eqn. 1 and Table 2.1). This was done to use the collected 1-minute data as the known true population, $p$, when comparing the effects of sampling at coarser intervals. Errors of estimation were calculated daily and for the whole time period as $\hat{p} - p$, where $\hat{p}$ is the estimate of $p$ obtained from the 5-, 10- and 15-minute trials. When the error of estimation is negative, $\hat{p}$ underestimates and visa versa.

To compare variances and bias between sampling intervals, it is necessary to make the sample size of each trial over all sampling intervals equal via bootstrapping. A simple random sample of size $n = 100$ for each 5-, 10- and 15-minute trial was repeatedly sampled 10,000 times. The mean $\hat{p}$ and $\hat{V}(\hat{p})$ were calculated for each trial, and the average of all the trials within each time interval $\hat{p}$ was compared to the population value $p$ from the 1-minute data.

2.5.2. Slave River Results. Non-stratified proportions of photos with wood present were calculated for each trial using Eqn. 1. While the 5- and 10-minute intervals provided
unbiased estimates of the 1-minute proportion \((+10^{-4}\%\))
the 15-minute dataset was biased towards underestimating the actual value by about 5% (Fig. 2.1 and Table 2.1).

**Figure 2.1.** Error of estimations for all trials. Open circles represent errors from the 1-minute data calculated for each trial, closed circles are the average error of all trials for each interval and the dashed. Circles plotted on the dashed line show very little to no difference relative to the 1-minute dataset.

**Table 2.1.** Mean errors over all trials for each interval. \(\hat{p}\) is the estimated proportion of photos with wood over the entire sampling period for each interval and \(p\) was estimated from the 1-minute data to be \(4.14E^{-2}\).


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>5 min</th>
<th>10 min</th>
<th>15 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\hat{p} - p)</td>
<td>(2.34E^{-1})</td>
<td>(3.58E^{-1})</td>
<td>(-2.20E^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%difference</td>
<td>(5.67E^{-4})</td>
<td>(8.66E^{-4})</td>
<td>(-5.30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All daily estimates of proportions for 5-, 10- and 15-minute trials in relation to the 1-minute data are shown in Figure 2.2 for the freshet peak mid July. Proportions have much more variability on the rising limb than the falling limb for all trials. Most trials capture the peak in the 1-minute data, but the 15-minute trials appear to consistently underestimate peak values and do a poor job characterizing the steep falling limb. The daily errors of estimations confirm this pattern. While the 5- and 10-minute datasets appear to be evenly split between under and overestimating the true proportion, the 15-minute data consistently underestimate. In addition, the errors are 2-3 orders of magnitude larger for the 15-minute data compared to the 5- or 10-minute data, most notably near peak wood transport.
Figure 2.2. Timeseries of each trial over the freshet peak with daily errors. Solid bars show $p$ from the 1-minute data while grey lines are the $\hat{p}$ estimates from each trial. Solid error bars were calculated by averaging the errors from each trial and then by subtracting from the 1-minute dataset.

Although the 15-minute trials are biased towards underestimation, bootstrap sampling clearly demonstrates that the variance is stable across all sample intervals (Fig. 2.3). Although not shown, the data were unbiased up to 14 minutes. This sudden bias at 15 minutes suggests that there may be some periodicity in the data. This idea is somewhat supported by a slight jump in the number of instances corresponding with a 15-18 minute lag between wood presence in images (Fig. 2.4).

2.6. Calculating Total Wood Loads

2.6.1. Statistical Methods. The following equations calculate, in steps, the estimates for total wood loads (count and volume) within a period of interest. By calculating in steps, imprecision for each component can be clearly compared to other components. Sampling strategies can be employed to focus efforts on reducing variability in the most efficient manner by addressing components with the most imprecision.

For each stratum of interest, estimate:

1. total number of frames that logs are present

2. estimates for total wood loads (count and volume) within a period of interest.

For each stratum of interest, estimate:

\[ \hat{T}_f = N\hat{p} \quad \hat{V}(\hat{T}) = N^2\hat{V}(\hat{p}) \]
Figure 2.3. Comparison of proportions and variance across sample intervals using bootstrap sampling to achieve equal \( n \). Each trial was sampled for \( n = 100, 10,000 \) times and averaged. All trials were then averaged to obtain an estimate for each sample interval. Dashed lines represent values from the 1-minute dataset.

Figure 2.4. Frequencies of lag times between LW presence in images. Time between presence decays fairly rapidly and evenly from 1 minute to about 14 minutes. This is expected since most wood is transported within 4 days of the 32 day study period (Fig. 2.1). After the curve decays to near zero at 14 minutes, there appears to be secondary jump in the number of instances corresponding with a 15-18 minute lag between wood transport. A second, yet more gradual, peak occurs between 20 and 25 minutes.

Where \( N \) is the number of frames within a set time interval it takes a log to traverse the field of view and \( \hat{p} \) and \( \hat{V}(\hat{p}) \) are computed using Eqn. 1. \( N \) is essentially the minimum number of frames (moments in time) needed to capture the entire
LW population within a stratum in a study period. For the Slave River, \( N \) was estimated to be the number of one minute intervals within each stratum for the 32 day study period (see the Data Collection section for justification). However, \( N \) could be adjusted to account for changing velocities. This may be useful for rivers with rapidly varying flows or narrower rivers with shorter transport distances.

(2) total count of logs

\[
\hat{T}_c = \hat{T}_f \bar{c} \\
\hat{V}(\hat{T}_c) = \hat{T}_f^2 \hat{V}(\bar{c}) + \bar{c}^2 \hat{V}(T_f)
\]

Where \( \bar{c} \) is the average number of logs in a photo when logs are present, \( s \) is the sample standard deviation, and \( \hat{V}(\bar{c}) = s^2/n \text{ fpc} \). For this study, the entire sample was used, but \( \bar{c} \) could also be computed using a subsample, which could greatly increase processing efficiency. Within any population smaller subsamples will be less precise than larger ones. If a population has high variance, more samples will need to be included to achieve the same precision as a population with low variance.

(3) total volume of logs

\[
\hat{T}_v = \hat{T}_c \bar{v} \\
\hat{V}(\hat{T}_v) = \hat{T}_c^2 \hat{V}(\bar{v}) + \bar{v}^2 \hat{V}(\bar{c})
\]

Where \( \bar{v} \) is the average volume per log and \( \hat{V}(\bar{v}) = s^2/n \). The average volume per log could be calculated from a sample of the captured images, estimated, or measured from jams downstream. If \( \bar{v} \) is measured directly from the sampled images, a finite population correction factor should be applied to the variance, as in Eqn. 1.

To compute total LW loads over an entire period of interest sum over all strata and compute a bound. For the equation below, \( T_i \) denotes any of the above totals from a single stratum.

\[
\hat{T} = \sum_{i=1}^{L} \hat{T}_i \\
\hat{V}(\hat{T}) = \sum_{i=1}^{L} \hat{V}(\hat{T}_i) \\
Bnd_{0.95\%CI} = 2\sqrt{\hat{V}(\hat{T}_v)}
\]

A carbon load can be calculated by multiplying the total volume estimate by an average density and then multiplying by the of fraction carbon.
2.6.2. Slave River Results. Three main assumptions were made during the calculation of wood loads for the Slave River: (i) the sampled periods are good representations of the unsampled flows, (ii) a log traverses the field of view at about 1-minute intervals for the duration of the study, and (iii) logs measured in jams are representative of the size distributions of large logs captured on the images. The first assumption is reasonable because most of the unsampled flows occurred beneath the 4500 cms transport threshold and wood transport under this threshold had low variance (Fig. 2.1, bottom). Based on on-site observation, the unsampled peak in late August transported wood at similar rates as sampled periods under 4500. Wood available for transport is likely stored along banks higher than the bankheight for flows < 4500 cms.

The second assumption that a log traverses the field of view at about 1-minute intervals for the duration of the study is reasonable based on image analysis and an analysis of velocity ranges (see Data Collection). Although more rigorous estimation of the total number of frames needed to uniquely characterize the wood load is possible by accounting for changes in velocity, using an approximation based on one minute intervals was deemed acceptable for the goals of this study: outline methods for using timelapse photography to investigate the effects of sampling at coarser resolutions and to obtain first order estimates of wood flux and loads. Uncertainty due to this factor was not included in the estimate of total wood loads. An improvement to the techniques presented here would be to rigorously estimate the minimum number of theoretical frames needed to capture the entire population of drift logs by incorporating changes of velocity. Due to variability in velocities in wood transport paths, uncertainty in river cross-sections, and variability in channel length in the field of view this is actually quite challenging to do. Future work comparing timelapse at short time intervals to continuous video monitoring may help to constrain these estimates.

The third assumption that logs measured in jams are representative of logs captured in images is also reasonable. The size ratio of small:medium:large logs from jams (25:4:1), is similar to the ratio derived from on-site monitoring of wood in transport (20:3:1) (see Data Collection). Jams were measured the first season after a large wood flood in 2011.
deposited them and were positioned above the high water level for 2012. Thus, little to no winnowing of smaller pieces had occurred prior to measurement. Jams were also not re-organized by ice because no ice jamming events were recorded by the upstream gage in 2012. Measuring logs directly from images has large uncertainties given distortion from oblique viewing, submergence of parts of logs, and uncertainties of widths. The characterization of distribution volumes of large logs in temporary storage may provide a valuable proxy to measuring logs directly from images.

Wood loads from July 13th through August 13th were calculated based on proportion estimates stratified by discharge (Table 2.1). 28% of the study period was sampled. During peak transport ($Q > 4500$ cms), 53% was sampled. Although stratifying by day increased precision more than stratifying by discharge, it was not used to estimate total LW loads because not all days were monitored (Fig. 2.1). Ice break-up and the first major freshet peak were not monitored, thus the wood loads presented are not the total estimate for the year, just for the second half of the summer. Because the majority of wood transport likely occurred during the first freshet peak mid June (Fig. 2.1), the total yearly wood load for 2012 is probably more than double the values summarized below.

The total LW loads, estimated from the 1-minute data, are $1406 \pm 119$ # pieces ($\hat{T}_c$), $492 \pm 120$ m$^3$ ($\hat{T}_v$) and on the order of 1.15 kg carbon. The mis-detection analysis presented in the Data Collection section suggests a detection rate of 85%, meaning that these estimates are underestimating actual load by about 15%. The wood loads, adjusted to take this mis-detection into account and rounded so that more precision than present is not implied, are: $1600 \pm 200$ # pieces ($\hat{T}_c$), $600 \pm 200 m^3$ ($\hat{T}_v$) and on the order of 1.3E5 kg carbon. The bounds for $\hat{T}_c$ and $\hat{T}_v$ were both rounded up instead of down in order to include any additional unaccounted for uncertainties. For this study, amount carbon was estimated assuming an average density of 450 kg/m$^3$ (the main tree species are: poplar, aspen, white spruce, birch and larch) and a 0.50 fraction of carbon. The carbon estimate does not include a bound because uncertainties associated with the density or fraction of carbon were not included.
Table 2.1. LW load estimates for the study period (July 13th through Aug 13). Estimates were calculated from the 1-minute data using Eqns. 1-6. Estimates include a 95% confidence interval of $\pm 2\sqrt{\text{variance}}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$Q \leq 4500$</th>
<th>$Q &gt; 4500$</th>
<th>$Q = All$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>$n/N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8643</td>
<td>38322</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4118</td>
<td>7758</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12761</td>
<td>46080</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$n$ is the total number of frames sampled.

$N$ is the total number frames needed to uniquely characterize the wood load.

$n/N$ is the proportion of the population sampled.

$\hat{\rho}$ is the estimated proportion of time LW was present (Eqn.1 or 2).

$\hat{T}_f$ is the total estimated population of frames with LW present (Eqns.3 & 6).

$\bar{c}$ is the average number of LW pieces per frame.

$\hat{T}_c$ is the total estimated count of LW (Eqns.4 & 6).

$\hat{T}_v$ is the total estimated volume of LW in $m^3$ (Eqns.5 & 6). An estimated average piece volume of $\bar{v} = 0.35 m^3, V(\bar{v}) = 2.4E^{-3}$ was used (See Data Collection and Fig. 2.1).

The total count of logs, $\hat{T}_c$, from the 1-minute data is more precise than the total volume, $\hat{T}_v$ (Table 2.2). After comparing variance contributions in Eqns. 3-6 it was determined that the imprecision in the $\hat{T}_v$ estimate is largely due to imprecision in average volume per log ($\bar{v}$). Most of the variance in $\hat{T}_v$ originates from variance in $\bar{v}$ (86%) rather than the variance in $\hat{T}_c$. The variance in $\hat{T}_c$ mostly originates from variance in $\hat{\rho}$ (92%) rather than variance in the average number of pieces per frame ($\bar{c}$).

Table 2.2. Comparison of LW load estimates between sampling intervals. Estimates for each sample interval were computed by averaging the results for for the trials within that sampling interval (see Fig. 2.1). Load estimates were obtained stratifying by $Q$, as shown in Table 2.1. $\%Error = (\text{bound/estimate}) \times 100$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 min</th>
<th>5 min</th>
<th>10 min</th>
<th>15 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Count</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{T}_c$ ($m^3$)</td>
<td>1406 ± 119</td>
<td>1406 ± 287</td>
<td>1406 ± 409</td>
<td>1314 ± 482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$%Error$</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Volume</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{T}_v$ ($m^3$)</td>
<td>492 ± 120</td>
<td>492 ± 151</td>
<td>492 ± 183</td>
<td>460 ± 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$%Error$</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Precision and accuracy of LW load estimates are compared across sampling intervals in Table 2.2 and Figure 2.1. While the 5- and 10-minute data are unbiased compared to the 1-minute data, the 15-minute data underestimates by about 6.5%. When bounds are compared to the 1-minute data, the 5-, 10- and 15-minute data are 2.4, 3.4 and 4 times less precise for the total count and are 1.3, 1.5 and 1.7 less precise for the total volume, respectively. By comparing % error between count and volume, the 1-, 5-, 10- and 15-minute count estimates are 2.7, 1.5, 1.3, and 1.2 times as precise as volume, respectively. Figure 2.1 shows the 95% confidence intervals about the total count estimate for each trial. All trials for the 5- and 10-minute data plot within the confidence interval of the 1-minute data while 13% of the 15-minute trials plot outside the 1-minute confidence band (dashed lines).

Based on these results, a network of 8 cameras were installed in 2013 on major tributaries of the Mackenzie River, Canada and set to take pictures every 10 minutes. The Olympus X560WP camera connected to an intervalometer was not used. Although the pictures were excellent, it was found that this set-up used too much power to be practical without regular
access. Instead, a Brinno TLC200 timelapse camera ($150) with waterproof housing was connected to a 6V Energizer battery. Although this set-up captured lower resolution photographs, wood could still be reliably seen on images. Photographs captured at 10 minute intervals from March 17th to July 9th in 2013 used 0.15V and only 1G of memory. Images with this camera are stored as a movie file with a user-defined framerate. During periods of wood transport, individual frames can be exported from the movie for detailed analysis.

2.7. Discussion

The methods presented are a good way to gather broad spatial and long temporal wood transport data. Although imprecise, these methods can be very useful to examine trends along a drainage network and trends through time, to help constrain wood and carbon budgets, and to show general relationships between water flux and wood flux. Sampling at coarse intervals extends the amount of time cameras can be left without maintenance by saving memory space and battery usage. When project budgets are too tight to install fully equipped monitoring stations with solar panels and automatic downloads, the use of coarse resolution timelapse photography sampling provides a cost-effective way to monitor and estimate wood loads. Coarse interval sample also greatly reduces the amount of post-processing time by reducing the number of photos to analyze.

For the Slave River, timelapse sampling at less than fifteen minute intervals provides imprecise, unbiased, equal variance estimates of 1-minute data (Tables 2.1 & 2.2). Periodicity in wood flux will bias results for regular interval sampling if sampling interval is close to the wavelength of the periodic flux. There may a slight periodicity in flux for the this site around 15-18 minutes (Fig. 2.4) which may be the cause of the underestimation bias in the 15-minute dataset. Future work should focus on analyzing wood flux periodicity and relating it to drivers such as water and/or recruitment fluxes.

Appropriate sampling intervals to achieve unbiased estimates may be related to hydrograph and wood recruitment regimes. For rivers similar to the Slave River, characterized
by less variable hydrographs (rise and fall of a peak flow takes many days) and wood recruitment driven by hydrology rather than upslope processes, sampling at 5 or 10 minute intervals should be adequate to achieve unbiased estimates of wood load. For drainages with short event durations, it is likely that 5-10 minute sampling intervals may no longer provide unbiased estimates due to undersampling compared to rates of change.

Although caution should be used when applying results from this study to drainages with flashier hydrographs and/or more episodic wood recruitment dominated by landslides, the statistical and estimation methods discussed here can be used to determine appropriate sampling intervals. Additional analyses from many basins need to be conducted to determine if there exist universal thresholds or predictable relationships for sampling intervals which yield unbiased, equal variance estimates of finer sampling intervals and to illuminate processes and patterns of wood flux across regions. Analysis of wood flux, sampling interval, and rates of change in water discharge between locations, events, and years would be an interesting future endeavor.

A valuable outcome of monitoring wood fluxes using timelapse cameras is the rapid identification of transport thresholds. MacVicar and Piégay (2012) identified a threshold for transport near 2/3 bankfull. The 1.5 year flood event (a proxy for bankfull) for the Slave River is 5700 cms and two thirds of that is 3800 cms. A 3800 cms LW transport threshold seems to be a tad high for the Slave River (Fig. 2.1, bottom), but is close since there was less than 1% probability of transport for flows less than 4500 cms (Table 2.1). The 4500 cms threshold identified in this study is interesting for its similarity to a 4000 cms threshold for ice jam flooding on the Slave River’s primary tributary, the Peace River (Beltaos et al., 2006).

Estimates of total LW loads are useful for refining and computing LW or carbon budgets. After a 15% upwards adjustment for mis-detection errors, the total loads for the Slave River between July 13th through August 13th were estimated to be 1600 ± 200 # pieces, 600 ± 200 m³ and on the order of 1.3 × 10⁵ kg carbon. These estimates of total load depend on how well unsampled flows are represented by sampled flows, estimation of the total number of frames
required to uniquely capture wood load, and the estimation for average volume per log. To help refine the methods presented in this paper, future work should focus on analyzing the impacts of data gaps, comparing video monitoring to timelapse photography in order constrain estimates of population totals, and comparing log size measurements from imagery to jams downstream. These wood load estimates are minimum estimates for the time period because they do not include sunken logs or rootwad volumes. Rootwad volumes were not calculated due to difficulties in estimating volumes and because only a small (7%) of LW monitored had rootwads. Future work that focused on developing relationships to easily estimate drift rootwad volumes would be valuable for estimating total LW volumes and carbon mass from drift logs.

Precision decreased as sampling interval length increased due to smaller sample sizes (Table 2.2). For example, the percent error for total wood count increased from 9% for 1-minute data to 37% for 15-minute data. Thus, determining an interval at which to sample becomes a balance between precision desired and equipment, access and post-processing time constraints. Precision can be increased by computing estimates using stratification schemes such as stratifying by day or discharge (Table 2.1). Total count estimates are more precise than total volume estimates (Table 2.2) due to large uncertainties in the average volume per log. The most gain in precision will be achieved by future work that focuses on reducing the variance in average volume per log. This can be done by experimenting with sampling strategies and increasing the sample size.

It is important to reiterate that the total loads presented here are not estimates of the total seasonal load for the Slave River in 2012 because only the second half of the summer was monitored. Actual wood loads are likely more than twice these values since the larger first freshet peak of the season was not monitored. In 2012 there was no ice-jam flood event. In years with ice-jam flooding, wood transport is likely much higher due to the bulldozing effect of ice and sudden failure of ice jams that release waves of water downstream. Multi-year analysis needs to be conducted to determine if these values are typical for any given year.
2.8. Conclusion

This study is part of a larger study investigating wood transport dynamic in large rivers and export of large wood to the Arctic from the Mackenzie Basin, Canada. Prior to the installation of the network of cameras, this study was initiated to determine the longest sampling interval that achieved unbiased equal variance results and to develop methods to compute wood fluxes and loads from the data. Specifically, this study developed methods to: (i) construct fluvial wood flux curves, (ii) analyze the effects of sample interval lengths on transport estimates (both flux and load), and (iii) estimate total wood loads within a specified time period from coarse interval (≥ 1 minute) timelapse photography.

There are many strengths to using timelapse photography to monitor wood fluxes and loads. It is a low cost, low maintenance, power efficient method. It can be used to extrapolate into data gaps, such as night time. It produces conservative, first order estimates of minimum wood loads. And, it allows easy comparisons of wood flux to hydrographs on long spatial and broad temporal scales. However, it is good to keep in mind its limitations. Estimates are imprecise. In order to obtain wood loads, it relies on making several assumptions about representative sampling, log travel times, and average log size. And, it is limited to large pieces and has a limited range (approximately < 60 m for logs > 10 cm in width and 1 m in length; and < 300 m for logs greater than > 20 cm in width and 3 m in length). As mentioned in the Discussion, future work should focus on improving precision, analyzing the effects of data gaps, estimating rootwad volumes, estimating sunken log transport, comparing timelapse to video monitoring, and identifying intervals that produce unbiased estimates for a variety of drainage sizes, hydrograph regimes, and recruitment processes.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 2

2.A. Dataset

This dataset can also be accessed via the Colorado State Digital data repository under Research Project “Big River Driftwood in Northern Canada” (http://hdl.handle.net/10217/100436)

Data Set S1 FF2012_wood.csv. This dataset is a compilation of presence and number of wood pieces in each minute timeframe moving past the Fort Fitzgerald Gauge on the Slave River, Alberta from July 13th 2012 to August 10th 2012. Gauge and camera located at 59.872222 N, 111.583333 W. Data were used to analyze appropriate sampling intervals to monitor wood flux in Chapter 2 "Estimating fluvial wood discharge using time-lapse photography with varying sampling intervals" (Kramer and Wohl, 2014- DOI: 10.1002/esp.3540).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>time</th>
<th>(year-month-day H:M:S), year is 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rootwads</td>
<td>integer specifying # of rootwads in photo frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logs</td>
<td>integer specifying # of logs in photo frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qwood</td>
<td>integer specifying estimated interpolated discharge at time of photo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 3

DRIFTCRETIONS: THE LEGACY IMPACTS OF DRIFTWOOD ON SHORELINE MORPHOLOGY

Summary

This research demonstrates how biotic communities interact with physical processes to govern landscape development, with multiple feedbacks among biota and landforms. We quantify and describe interactions between driftwood, sedimentation and vegetation for Canada’s Great Slave Lake, which is used as proxy for shoreline dynamics and landforms before deforestation and wood removal along major waterways. We introduce the term driftcretion to describe large, persistent concentrations of driftwood that interact with vegetation and sedimentation to influence shoreline evolution. We report the volume and distribution of driftwood along shorelines, the morphological impacts of sustained driftwood delivery throughout the Holocene and rates of driftwood accretion. We conclude that driftcretions facilitate the formation of complex and diverse morphologies that increase biological productivity and organic carbon capture, and buffer against erosion. Driftcretions and associated landforms should be common on shorelines which receive a large wood supply and have processes which store wood permanently.

3.1. Introduction

Interactions between wood, sediment and vegetation in rivers lead to major alterations of physical and ecological states (Corenblit et al., 2011; Dietrich and Perron, 2006). One of the most striking examples of this is the co-evolution of vascular plants with river meandering in the Carboniferous (Gibling and Davies, 2012). Other examples include wood jams forcing multi-thread channels in low gradient mountain valleys (Polvi and Wohl, 2013), beaver dams controlling sedimentation and sustaining meadow wetlands (Westbrook et al., 2011), in-stream wood on gravel bars initiating stable vegetated islands in anabranching rivers (Gurnell and Petts, 2002), large in-stream wood facilitating the expansion of alluvial old
growth forests on floodplains (Collins et al., 2012), log rafts forcing avulsions and forming semi-stable, multi-thread distributary channels in deltas (Phillips, 2012), sunken logs on the deep ocean sustaining biological hotspots (Knudsen, 1970), and shoreline driftwood supplying a steady food source and creating habitat patchiness in coastal and mid-ocean ecosystems (Maser et al., 1988).

Driftwood plays a major role in distributing water-borne nutrients and organic particulates, including carbon, into broader areas than would otherwise be reached (Wipfli et al., 2007). However, research that investigates the long term storage and decay of drift piles and their legacy impact on landforms, trophic cascades and carbon cycling is limited. Global shorelines, especially in the temperate zone, are severely wood-impoverished relative to their condition prior to intensive human settlement (Wohl, 2014a). Thus, landforms along recently wood-impoverished river corridors and lakes may reflect past processes when driftwood was more abundant. Studying these processes and connecting vestige landscapes to driftwood are difficult in the absence of contemporary wood recruitment to shorelines.

A few large river catchments remain largely forested and unregulated. The Mackenzie River of Canada still exports large amounts of driftwood to the Arctic Ocean (Eggertsson, 1994). We use Great Slave Lake as a natural, wood-rich laboratory to study the legacy of driftwood over time scales of $10^1 - 10^3$ years, including: the morphological impacts of high wood loads along shorelines, rates of landscape change, and rates of fluvial driftwood export. This site provides a proxy for shoreline dynamics and landforms for marine and terrestrial depositional basins before widespread historical deforestation and wood removal along major waterways.

3.2. Methods

We used a combination of field and remote sensing techniques to investigate driftwood processes in Great Slave Lake. We circumnavigated the lake margin in a small aircraft, taking oblique air photos to record the distribution and type of driftcretions. Ground-based field visits facilitated process observations, topographic surveys, driftwood measurements,
and tree coring. Knowledge of current onshore driftcretion processes from these methods was used, along with satellite imagery of lake margins in Google Earth and results from scientific literature, to infer the large spatial and long temporal impact and shoreline processes associated with high wood loads on shorelines. Expanded methods and links to data are provided in the supporting information document.

3.3. Driftcretions

We use the term driftcretion to refer to large concentrations of driftwood that promote sedimentation and interact with vegetation to influence shoreline morphology and evolution. Driftcretions are persistent rather than transitory landscape elements, and over time interact with vegetation and sediment to influence landscape form and function. Large log accumulations can become driftcretions if they become stabilized and vegetated until they are buried or decay in situ. We argue that driftcretions and their geomorphological impacts have three main broad-reaching implications. Driftcretions 1) increase the biological productivity of shorelines by facilitating habitat patchiness and by providing a base food source to food webs, 2) provide shoreline protection from erosion by waves, and 3) facilitate the long term capture and storage of carbon, both as buried wood and by increasing the amount of stable offshore standing water bodies which can capture carbon from the atmosphere (Tranvik et al., 2009).

We classify driftcretions into three types: berms, mats and a piecewise matrix. Berms are raised ridges of driftwood that form parallel to the shoreline when waves or ice push driftwood into linear piles. Mats are large, relatively flat, imbricated accumulations of driftwood composed of a mix of large and small pieces. A piece-wise matrix is driftwood interspersed or layered in sediment. More detailed descriptions of berms, mats and matrices are in the Supporting Information. Figure 3.1 shows photographs of these three forms of driftcretions as well as shoreline morphologies facilitated by driftcretion. Figure 3.2 illustrates typical deposition of driftcretions along idealized transects for protected and exposed shorelines. These
idealized transects are useful for understanding how driftcreations influence the appearance and evolution of the lakeshore.

**Figure 3.1.** Conceptualization of processes which retain and facilitate driftwood to form driftcreations with examples of types and resulting shoreline morphologies. The three main impacts of driftcreations on shores are increased biological productivity and diversity due to increased habitat patchiness and food availability for trophic cascades; carbon capture in onshore water bodies and wetlands; and protection of shorelines from wave, ice and flood disturbances.
In the Great Slave Lake, driftcreations impact progradation rates of shorelines and facilitate the infilling of the lake. This occurs through the successive and continued accretion of drift piles and their subsequent decay and vegetation. The mechanisms for accretion are caused by lake level changes on timescales spanning days to thousands of years. Driftwood
is episodically delivered to the lake with ice break-up and river high flows and distributed by surface currents. Driftwood becomes a driftcretion after it is hydrologically disconnected and vegetated. Hydrologic disconnection occurs mechanically when lake level fluctuations from ice, storm waves or large seiches (lake tsunamis, see (Gardner et al., 2006)), push or strand large piles of driftwood farther inland than can be reworked by lake processes before vegetation establishment. Hydrologic disconnection can also occur when driftwood and shoreline grasses facilitate increased local sedimentation, eventually decreasing local lake depth enough that pioneer species like willow, alder and poplar can grow. These pioneer species then act as nets which capture and retain large drift piles floated or pushed into them by waves and ice, further facilitating land progradation. In addition to episodic delivery and storage, yearly flux of driftwood is buried in bottom sediments. If there is a regional drop in lake level, large expanses of driftwood-laden sediments become exposed and vegetated. Regional lake level may drop due to hydrologic alterations from human development of the river corridor, climate change or isostatic rebound.

Figure 3.3 conceptualizes relationships between time scales, amount of land accretion, driftcretion types and shoreline morphologies for various mechanisms that change shoreline positions. Additional descriptions, photos and analyses that were used to develop and constrain and this conceptual model are provided in the Supporting Information. The next sections further discuss shoreline morphologies, distribution and amount of stored driftwood, rates of driftwood accretion and implications.

3.4. SHORELINE MORPHOLOGIES

Berms, mats, and piece-wise matrices work in concert and in succession to build large scale landscape elements, such as truncated channels, banded vegetation, islands and spits, scalloped shores and captured bays (Figure 3.1, also Supporting Information). Morphological features similar to those on modern shorelines, especially vegetative bands and enclosed bays, are visible on satellite imagery up to about 70 km inland. Lake levels have changed over the last 8000 years due to draining of Glacial Lake McConnell, isostatic rebound, and
Figure 3.3. Conceptualization of driftcretion formation driven by changes in lake level at local and regional scales and on short and long timescales. Note the feedback between driftcretion and shoreline morphology. For example, if driftcreations facilitate bay capture, this will impact local lake levels by hydrologically disconnecting part of the lake, which in turn facilitates more driftcreations as large events float wood into these bays and buried matrices are uncovered.

infilling of the Slave River Delta in a now buried southern arm of the lake (Smith, 1994; Vanderburgh and Smith, 1988). Given driftwood supplies to the lake basin throughout this time period (Vanderburgh and Smith, 1988), it is not surprising that the morphological impacts of driftcreations are still evident so far inland.

3.4.1. TRUNCATED CHANNELS. Distributary channels can be cut-off at their mouths by mats of driftwood originating, not from the channel, but from drift along shorelines. If the influx of shoreline wood and associated sedimentation is greater than the ability of the distributary channel to keep its path to the lake clear, the wood effectively truncates the channel, forming a bridge across the mouth. This facilitates sedimentation and vegetation
establishment. If more wood comes down the channel, it is jammed behind the bridge. Eventually, new shoreline builds outward in front of the channel and the channel starts to fill.

3.4.2. Banded Vegetation. Vegetation banding along shorelines reflects the episodic delivery of large amounts of driftwood. During a year of exceptional driftwood delivery (about every 20-50 y), large deposits of driftwood become permanently stored and converted into driftcretions linear to the shore. Vegetation preferentially establishes on decaying logs. Thus, sequential bands of vegetation parallel to the shore not only reflect past shoreline locations, but the recurrence interval of large driftwood inputs.

3.4.3. Islands and Spits. Shallow shoals that become vegetated commonly create linear islands, spits and peninsulas that protect the main shore from large waves and other disturbances. Behind the protection of these woody shoals, sedimentation, capture of smaller floating wood and pulp, and accumulation of piece-wise matrices occur at increased rates. On shores with extensive land spurs and islands, the amount of shoreline (distance of land in contact with the main body of the lake) is increased by an average 2.7 times. In one location, the amount of shoreline increased by a factor of 8.

3.4.4. Scalloped Shores. Scalloping develops on shorelines with high wood loads that are positioned perpendicular to wind direction. The average sinuosity of scalloped shores is 1.5 m/m. These shorelines have increased potential for biological productivity due to the increased length of land-water interface.

3.4.5. Captured Bays. When scalloped shorelines and spits expand, they can enclose shoreline embayments. In regions with many bay enclosures, a mottled offshore landscape of standing water bodies and clearings is created that resembles a karst landscape with a high density of sinkholes.
3.5. Amount and Distribution

Based on an analysis of stratified random sampling of oblique aerial photos from imagery covering the circumference of the lake (link to dataset), the average visible surface area of wood in mats or berms per meter of linear shoreline distance is $0.20 - 13 \text{ m}^2/\text{m}$ for eleven shoreline regions (Figure 3.1). Wood-rich shorelines average $10 - 13 \text{ m}^2/\text{m}$ of wood, but as much as $50 \text{ m}^2/\text{m}$ of wood can be present locally (see Supporting Information for methods and calculations). Mats are present along all shoreline regions, but berms are only present along steeper shorelines that are approximately perpendicular to the predominant wind direction. Visible individual wood pieces were included in the total area estimation, but form less than 2% of the total area calculated. Piece-wise matrices are not visible on photographs and were not included in the analysis.

The largest amount of wood accumulates on the southern shore due to proximity of major wood-supplying tributaries (Slave and Hay Rivers) and perpendicular orientation to wind. Negligible amounts of wood are supplied by northern and eastern tributaries because these areas either drain channels that flow through Canadian Shield bedrock or small basins of very low relief with disconnected, lake-rich channel networks that retain wood. Surface currents distribute wood entering from the major wood-supplying southern tributaries to the northern shore. Northern shorelines with the most wood are either perpendicular to wind direction and/or parallel with stronger currents. The eastern shorelines do not accumulate wood due to high relief, rocky shorelines (Supporting Information). Surface currents bypass the lake outlet to the Mackenzie River, where almost no wood is found. Great Slave Lake is a wood sink and does not source appreciable amounts of wood to the Mackenzie River, as corroborated by timelapse photography of the Mackenzie River at Fort Providence and local knowledge.

We estimate the total surface area of visible wood stored along the lake margins to be $4.6 \times 10^6 \pm 0.7 \times 10^6 \text{ m}^2$ (see Supporting Information for calculations). Estimating volumes for drift piles can be imprecise due to large uncertainties and variances in the fraction of wood in jams and heights of jams. Thus, we report wood volumes and mass of carbon as a reasonable
Figure 3.1. Driftcretion distribution around the Lake. The colored bars show high to low driftcretion volumes stored along lake margins based on estimated driftcretion area divided by shoreline length as displayed in the bar graph in the upper right. Numbers in bar graph relate to numbers drawn on the map. Seiche rose diagrams (Gardner et al., 2006), lake surface currents (León et al., 2007) and Slave River delta progradation positions (Vanderburgh and Smith, 1988) were adapted from previous literature.

range rather than a bounded estimate. If we use conservative ranges of values for average height ($0.5 - 1.5$ m), fraction of wood ($0.20 - 0.80$), fraction of carbon (0.5) (Lamlom and Savidge, 2003), and density of wood ($450$ kg C m$^{-3}$), then the average volume per shoreline distance is on the order of $10^{-1}$ to $10^9$ m$^3$/m and the average mass carbon per shoreline distance is on the order of $10^2$ to $10^3$ Mg C/m. These estimates are minima since the buried wood in piece-wise matrices was not included. These volume and mass estimates reflect 50 years of accumulation, after which driftcretions become vegetated and unrecognizable by air.
3.6. Rates

There is currently much interest in quantifying 1) rates of landscape change due to biotic-physical interactions (Dietrich and Perron, 2006; Reinhardt et al., 2010), 2) instream wood budgets (Benda and Sias, 2003; Boivin et al., 2015; Schenk et al., 2014), and 3) the amount of carbon, as wood, recruited and exported from river networks to the oceans (West et al., 2011; Eglinton, 2008). In most field areas, calculation of only one or two of these metrics is possible due to the episodic and transitory nature of wood movement in channels and/or due to the depletion of wood from human activities. Great Slave Lake is unique in preserving a long record of transport volumes for discrete events.

Wood input into the lake today is similar to that in the historic past due to minimal development of the $6.8 \times 10^6 \text{ km}^2$ wood-contributing drainage basin. Flow regulation impacts only around 10% of this area and most of the riparian corridor remains intact. Driftwood decays slowly because it is frozen for more than half the year, thus it is still recognizable as wood 100 years after deposition. Vegetative bands record wood depositional events up to the typical age of old-growth white spruce, around 300 years (Timoney and Robinson, 1996). Rates of export can be calculated by coring living trees growing from wood piles in various stages of decay and distances inland (see Supporting Information for details).

Table 3.1 summarizes and compares rates of land accretion, and wood storage, recruitment and transport metrics from this and other studies. Wood recruitment values over the basin are 1-2 orders of magnitude less than reported values for headwater channels, basins in Japan and steep tropical catchments. This seems appropriate, because this study averages recruitment over an entire drainage in which large areas likely are not directly supplying wood to the channel. The average transport rates for this site are very similar to or slightly higher than rates reported in Japan and Québec. Wood delivered to oceans from tropical storms may deliver more wood than an average wood transport event on the Slave River.

We used the distribution of germination ages derived from a tree-ring analysis of cores to compare driftcretion deposition rates to rates of driving processes such as ice-push, river discharge and seiches (Figure 3.1). More of the trees germinated after 1950, especially on
Table 3.1. Summary of landscape metrics, storage, recruitment and transport of driftwood.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Landscape Metrics</th>
<th>This Study</th>
<th>Other Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accretion per event</td>
<td>berms&amp;mats: 4 – 10 m/event, matrices: 14 – 23 m/event</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accretion per year</td>
<td>berms&amp;mats: 0.1 – 0.4 m/y, matrices: 0.6 – 1.4 m/y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event recurrence</td>
<td>20 – 40 y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storage Metrics</th>
<th>This Study</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>time period (t)</td>
<td>50 y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>events (n)</td>
<td>2 – 3 events</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shore distance (X)</td>
<td>6x10^5 m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (A)</td>
<td>4.6x10^6 ± 0.7x10^6 m²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume (V)</td>
<td>10^5-10^6 m³</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon (C)</td>
<td>10^8-10^9 Kg C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recruitment Metrics</th>
<th>This Study</th>
<th>Other Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drainage area (DA)</td>
<td>6.8x10^5 km²</td>
<td>2.4x10^4 Kg C/km² as wood, vegetation and soil from the Rio Chagres Panama during a tropical storm (Wohl and Ogden, 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream length (L)</td>
<td>1.7x10⁵ km (&gt; 3rd order)</td>
<td>0.2-5.1x10⁻¹ m³/km/yr (King et al., 2013) Upland headwater streams in British Columbia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/DA/n</td>
<td>10¹-10² Kg C/km²</td>
<td>82 – 5168 Kg C/km²/y from reservoir storage of wood from drainages of varying sizes in Japan (Seo et al., 2012).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transport Metrics</th>
<th>This Study</th>
<th>Other Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C/n</td>
<td>10⁵-10⁶ Kg C/event</td>
<td>3.8-8.4 x 10⁹ Kg C as wood soil and vegetation delivered to oceans from coarse wood during a tropical storm that triggered landslides in Taiwan (West et al., 2011).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V/t</td>
<td>10³-10⁵ m³/y</td>
<td>1.93x10³ m³/y based on 25,000 m³ of wood trapped as rafts in the Saint-Jean River, Gaspé (Québec, Canada) over 50 yrs from 1963-2013 (Boivin et al., 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/t</td>
<td>10⁶-10⁷ Kg C/y</td>
<td>10⁵-10⁹ Kg C/yr measured from wood removed from reservoirs in Japan (Seo et al., 2008)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. wood-contributing drainage area and stream length. Sections of basin on the Canadian Shield that do not contribute driftwood were not included.

mats and matrices. This bias towards more recent events is because older mats and exposed matrices are located farther inland than the length of sampling transects and, unlike berms, decayed mats and vegetated matrices with wood no longer visible or buried lack topographic expression to distinguish discrete events.
Driftcretions accumulate episodically, generally coinciding with or lagging years of high river flows (Figure 3.1). This pattern is expected because high flows deliver a supply of wood that can later be pushed into berms. Large ice-push events occur along exposed shores during years of high Spring river flows simultaneous with lake ice-off (Bégin, 2000; Philip, 1990). Large seiche events typically occur in the late summer (Gardner et al., 2006). Mat deposition is more closely tied to the timing of high wood delivery than is formation of berms because
berm formation may not coincide directly with high flow but rather large ice or seiche events. This lag between high flow and berm germination is apparent for the 1974 and 1990 peak flows (3.1). Spruce germination around 1950 probably correlates with unrecorded high flows in the late 1940s or with a period of multiple large seiches during 1930-1950. Development of an ice-push event chronology using ice-scar chronologies on lakeshore trees and shrubs, as done for large northern lakes in Quebec (Bégin, 2000; Lemay and Bégin, 2012), would greatly augment understanding of relationships between flow, ice-push and berm formation.

After construction of the W.A.C. Bennett Dam in 1967, Great Slave Lake levels decreased during the summer months (Gibson et al., 2006). The high density of germination on piece-wise matrices during construction of the dam reflects vegetation establishment on newly exposed sunken wood (Figure 3.1).

Large scale wood export is episodic and associated with peak river flows that follow periods of low flows during which driftwood accumulates along river corridors. On the Slave River, a very high peak flow in 1990 followed 16 years of lower flows (Figure 3.1). Germination on driftcretions peaked a few years after 1990, especially on mats. The lack of germination on driftcretions following the subsequent 1996 event may reflect the fact that the 1990 flow had already cleared much of the standing stock of wood on river banks and much less wood was delivered in 1996. In midsummer 2011, very large amounts of wood were delivered to the lake with flows just above 7000 cubic meters per second. During our 2013 and 2014 sampling, new spruce had not yet germinated on the newly deposited driftcretions from 2011. This suggests at least a three-year lag between driftcretion deposition and vegetation establishment.

3.7. Implications

A complex mosaic of habitats and sinuous shorelines exists along Great Slave Lake because of the length of time over which abundant driftwood has been supplied to the lake. Enclosed bays, land spurs and wind-protected shores support large expanses of marsh that trap additional driftwood and sediment and provide valuable habitat for fish, migratory
birds and mammals. Offshore standing water bodies resulting from bay capture and channel truncation are important sites of carbon capture (Tranvik et al., 2009; Mongeon, 2008). Driftcretions protect shorelines from wave and ice processes and facilitate backshore sedimentation which promotes shoreline progradation into the lake.

Driftcretions and their resulting landforms should be common on shorelines which receive a large wood supply and store wood permanently. Descriptions strikingly similar to driftcretions were reported on the coastal shores of Graham Island, British Columbia where they were noted as an important component of the beach-dune system that facilitated vegetation, impacted shoreline morphology and limited erosion (Walker and Barrie, 2006). Using Google Earth, we found evidence of driftcretion in: 1) protected embayments along marine coastlines (e.g., Montague Island south of Anchorage, Alaska), 2) portions of freshwater lakes at high latitudes (e.g., Great Bear Lake; ozero Keta and ozero Khantayskoye in Siberia east of the Yenisei River, Lake Ladoga and Lake Onega in the Karelian portion of Russia), 3) portions of reservoirs (e.g., Vilyuyskoye Vodokhranilishche in the Sakha region of Russia), and 4) marine deltas (e.g. Yukon River delta). Steep shoreline topography, removal of wood by humans, no substantial point source of wood, and locations above treeline limit driftcretion elsewhere. Abundant preserved wood accumulations in Pliocene sediments along the Arctic coast were deposited when global climate was 2−3° warmer and boreal forests grew within 10° latitude of the North Pole (Davies et al., 2014). These deposits suggest that as modern tree-lines migrate northward, driftcretions may increase along Arctic shores barring intensive deforestation of river corridors in Siberia and northern Canada or loss of boreal forest during fires.

The Arctic coast is now recognized as being at risk of erosion due to increased wave action, melting permafrost, and rising sea levels (Forbes, 2011). If river basins draining to the Arctic are extensively developed for hydropower and/or old growth forests along riparian corridors disappear to land use change, driftwood supply will drastically decrease. Our study suggests that if driftwood supply to shorelines decreases, Arctic coasts may lose buffering capacity offered by driftwood and related landforms, exacerbating coastal erosion.
Most instream wood research has focused on zones of wood production (mostly headwater channels) or wood transfer rather than zones of wood deposition. This study demonstrates that driftwood in depositional zones can profoundly impact the landscape as well as record long histories of wood export. We encourage others to investigate these landscapes. Of particular interest is understanding how driftwood-based landscapes are utilized by biota and how depletion of wood from river corridors by humans reduces ecosystem functions in formerly wood-rich depositional basins.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 3

**Introduction.** This supporting information contains four parts. S1 is a description of data collection. S2 (pg 128) provides detailed descriptions of driftcreations along with eight figures of field and oblique aerial photo compilations. S3 (pg 139) describes the methods and calculations used to map wood distribution and estimate wood storage. S4 (pg 155) describes methods associated with tree coring and estimating year of germination from the cores. Each section of text has figures and datasets associated with them. Explanation of accompanying digital datasets are provided at the end.

### 3.A. S1. Data Collection


On August 29, 2014, oblique aerial photographs were taken of shorelines from a small Husky 2-seater float plane. Figure 3.A.1 shows the flight path. Three cameras were used: a Nikon D7000 DSLR camera with either a Nikor 35mm f1.8 fixed lens or a Nikor 80-200 f2.8 zoom lens; a wide angle Contour 2+ action camera attached to the wing of the aircraft; and a wide angle GoPro HD2 action camera hung inside the plane looking out the window. All photos from the flight and a datasheet with their coordinates can be downloaded from the Colorado State University Digital Data Repository (http://hdl.handle.net/10217/172976).


In 2013 and 2014, eighteen sites were visited on the southern shore of the lake. At these sites, driftwood size was measured, observations were made along transects from the shore inland, and spruce trees growing out of driftcreations (or along linear features associated with past driftcreations) were sampled by collecting a section (entire slice of the trunk of the tree) for small trees or cores for large trees. Driftwood size was measured for each piece larger than 1 m in length and 10cm in diameter for every piece that crossed a line laid on the ground with a measuring tape. Figure 3.A.2 shows the locations of each transect and Table 3.C.1 summarizes the coordinates, the number of wood pieces measured, and the number of cores from each site used for analysis.
Figure 3.A.1. The flightpath is shown as the blue line. North is to the top of the page.

Figure 3.A.2. The location of field transects. Information about each transect is located in Table 3.C.1.

3.B. Driftcretion

In this section, we first describe driftcretions and how they are formed and then present a photo tour of driftcretions and landforms from around the lake that highlight relationships between sediment, wood and vegetation. Figures 3.B.1 to 3.B.7 show compilations of both
field and oblique aerial photos highlighting relationships between sediment, wood and vegetation from various locations around the lake. The large scale landscape features that these interactions produce are quite impressive.

3.B.1. TYPES.

3.B.1.1. berms. Berms are raised ridges of driftwood that form parallel to the shoreline when seiches or ice push wind-imbricated driftwood along shorelines into linear piles. Berms form on high energy windy shores with gravel or cobble beaches and higher topographic relief (2+ m). Berms can be fairly small (< 0.5 m in height) to quite large (> 2 m in height). A berm can be either predominantly gravel and cobbles with a driftwood drape, or driftwood intermixed with gravel, cobbles and boulders. A berm with a driftwood drape forms when ice or waves create a linear beach ridge and wood is rafted and draped by waves on the top and shoreward side. Similar wood-draped gravel berms occur in New Zealand Kennedy and Woods (2012). Wave-formed berms are typically 0 − 1 m of relief with driftwood oriented parallel to shore. In contrast, a berm with intermixed gravel, cobbles and boulders forms when ice bulldozes shoreline wood, along with shoreline substrates into a poorly sorted ridge with driftwood randomly oriented with respect to the shore. These berms can reach heights that exceed 2 m.

Cobble beach ridges are present up to the maximum extent of the lake during the last de-glaciation Lemmen (1990) about 70 km inland. These cobble ridges likely also had driftwood either on top or within them when they formed because driftwood 1,000 − 8,000 y in age is abundant in buried Slave River deltaic sediments Vanderburgh and Smith (1988), implying that driftwood has remained an important flux into the lakeshore system throughout the Holocene.

Berms are stacked in parallel lines such that the newest berm is closest to the shore. The wood on each successive berm inland is progressively more decayed. Spruce, alder, and poplar germinate on berms with decaying wood, but no trees germinate on berms that lack wood. Even-aged lines of spruce correspond to topographic expression of old berms so that
an inland progression across these berms crosses successively older lines of spruce trees up to a mature forest (> 300 y) or fire-impacted terrain (50 – 100 m inland).

Within the mature forest, the forest floor is covered by thick springy moss, but topographic undulations corresponding to linear berms remain apparent. Lichen-covered boulder erratics, similar to those offshore on wave cut platforms and within modern ice-pushed berms, dot the forest floor. Underneath the moss, mineral soil is absent, with only cobbles similar to those found on the modern beach.

3.B.1.2. mats. Mats are large, relatively flat accumulations of driftwood composed of a mix of large and small pieces, usually imbricated against each other parallel to the lake shore. Mats can be quite large (20+ m wide and 2+ m thick) or fairly small (< 5 m wide and < 0.5 m thick). Pieces of bark, smaller twigs and branches drape on top or are layered between larger logs. Mats are generally found on shorelines with low relief, sand to silt substrate, and low exposure to wind or ice push. On windy, exposed shores, mats are found in protected bays or trapped on low-lying proto islands. The largest mats are located near river deltas or in large bays. Smaller mats are found in small pocket bays along irregularly shaped shorelines or trapped in reeds.

Most mats are deposited when large seiches strand driftwood mats higher onto shores and farther into reeds and bays than can be removed with normal variations in lake level. Mats also form during periods of large riverine wood inputs when floating rafts become lodged along shorelines near deltas and then stranded as high flows recede. Mats on sandy shorelines are common and can continually accumulate as waves transport driftwood onto beaches, where the wood becomes trapped in sediment on top of, or next to, previously deposited wood.

Driftwood mats effectively raise the vertical elevation of the land. In places, large mats that appear to be underlain by solid, dry ground are in fact wood suspended above shallow water. Bands or clumps of shrubs and trees are commonly associated with decaying mats. In some areas, shoreline growth is more rapid than mat decay and large expanses of decaying mats are visible tens of meters inland.
3.B.1.3. *piece-wise matrix.* A piece-wise matrix forms when driftwood is interspersed or layered in sediment, providing structural support in an otherwise unstructured medium. Large and small driftwood can become part of a piece-wise matrix. On both protected and exposed shores, rootwads anchor large driftwood boles into shallow shoals and sand bars, pioneering new areas for increased sedimentation and establishment of plants. Protected shores are ideal sites for trapping driftwood. In areas with abundant reeds and sedges, driftwood sinks to the bottom, thus forming an underwater carpet of wood that facilitates more reed growth, sedimentation and capture of more wood, eventually leading to establishment of shrubs and trees *English et al.* (1997).

When shallows with underwater wood carpets become disconnected from lake hydrology, exposure of previously sunken logs supply nutrients and dry germination sites in saturated environments.

On sandy shores, piece-wise matrices accumulate when wood is delivered and subsequently buried by sediment transport from longshore drift and wind. Driftwood near the surface stabilizes sand, provides germination sites for seeds and protects emerging vegetation from burial. Buried driftwood promotes vegetative growth long after vegetation establishment by supplying nutrients to roots and retaining moisture, similar to the role of driftwood in creating moist, organic-rich microhabitats in large ephemeral rivers *Jacobson et al.* (1999). Discrete, long lines of trees parallel to the shoreline resulting from this process correspond to prior shoreline positions.

3.B.2. FORMATION. Formation of drifcretions is intertwined with sedimentation and vegetation establishment. Sedimentation creates depths shallow enough for colonization by marsh grasses such as horsetails and sedges. Grasses then facilitate further sediment deposition and capture floating smaller pieces of wood, which sink and join a sediment-wood matrix. Over time the lake bottom builds up, until pioneer species such as willows and alders establish. Large mats of driftwood become captured by the emergent vegetation and provide a substrate for the establishment of poplar and spruce. Drift logs are then caught up on vegetated shores. On high exposure shores (shores with high exposure to wind), ice
Figure 3.B.1. Index figure showing the locations of the next six figures (boxes) as well as some photos from locations with little to no driftwood (a-e). The boxes labelled 1 through 6 correspond with Figures 3.B.2 through 3.B.7 and are locations with lots of driftwood. Due to abrupt shoreline relief, little to no wood is stored along shores of Canadian Shield bedrock (a,d,e). Although hard to see, along bedrock shores near the Slave River Delta, small pockets of wood can be stored in bedrock crevices (a). There is an abrupt transition to little to no wood near the start of the Mackenzie river (b). Little to no wood is delivered from streams draining the Canadian Shield as evidenced by no wood high in the North Arm of the lake (c).
Inset 1

Figure 3.B.2. The Slave River delta stores large amounts of driftwood on its shorelines. In front of the active main distributary channel, large logs become lodged, pioneering new sandbars that will later turn into vegetated land (a). Logs are also crucial for extending and stabilizing off-shore spits and bars (b, c, e) that play a role in enclosing bays. Wood accumulates along linear shorelines, truncating old distributary channels that no longer have the power to flush the wood from their outlets (d). These channels eventually become vegetated. Linear lines of trees are associated with old decaying drift piles (e).
During calm spells of no wind, driftwood that is not yet pushed high onto the land from ice or wind floats back into the lake and drifts along shorelines on surface currents (a). Along windy cobble beach shorelines, driftwood is pushed away from the waters edge and piled in ridges by ice (b) and in thick wood pulp accumulates in protected pockets and fills the interstices between cobbles (c). Along sandy, protected shores, driftwood is not clearly visible by air (e) but upon visiting these sites on the ground (d) it is apparent that there are large amounts of buried driftwood (d lower inset) and pockets of driftwood pulp (d upper with inset). Lines of shrubs and trees correspond to driftpiles (e) and inland meadows are underlain by carpets of wood (d lower with inset).
Figure 3.B.4. Shores approximately obliquely perpendicular to the predominant wind direction develop elongate islands and spits that enclose bays (a). Before total enclosure, bays collect wood and fill with sediment. Linear lines of trees corresponding to drift piles in these bays record the progression of infilling (b). Spits are expanded when large logs with rootwads become lodged in shallow areas, pioneering new proto islands that eventually become connected to larger spits and islands. These proto islands capture large wood mats on their windward side that increase the elevation of the islands just enough to facilitate the establishment of willow, alder and poplars (c). Along the windward side of large islands and the mainland, ice pushes driftwood mixed with cobbles and boulders into large piles parallel to the shore (d) that then decay, providing nursery sites for spruce germination (e). On the leeward side of islands reeds and sedges trap driftwood both at the surface and under the water. Willows and alders take root near trapped piles (e).
Wood-rich shorelines are often scalloped with small enclosed embayments (a and inset). Over time as the land progrades into the lake, a zone of enclosed bays creates a mottled offshore landscape of standing waterbodies and clearings resembling a karst landscape (a and overview image). Along linear shorelines, driftwood is easily discernable as a constant grey strip, generally between 15 and 30 meters wide (b). On windy shores, heavy wave action can create gravel cobble berms that are draped with driftwood on their backslopes (c inset). Shoreline expansion rates are much slower for shorelines exposed to high winds than along protected shores. Spruce trees grow in closely spaced linear lines on shores positioned perpendicular to high winds (c) while they grow in more widely spaced linear lines along shorelines that are protected from the wind (d). The lines of trees correspond with decaying driftwood piles.
The south shore in the vicinity of Hay River is much sandier and shallower than the rest of the lakeshores due to the high sand loads that this river deposits. As a result, instead of tall berms driftwood is jammed against the shore and subsequently buried. Vegetation bands grow on bands of buried wood in the sand (a,b,c,d) which can be seen kilometers inland on satellite imagery (overview map). Larger driftlogs appear to be positioned at the beach (c) while smaller branches and logs are piled on the back shore where they become incorporated into a piece-wise matrix. The buried logs help to retain moisture in the beach sands and provide nutrients and germination sites.
**Figure 3.B.7.** The north shores derive all their wood from lake currents transporting wood from rivers draining into the south shore. Even though overall there is less wood on the north shores, there is still an appreciable amount. Large embayments on this shore align with glacial features and can become filled with mats of wood (a) however, many large embayments are oriented such that they are protected from the wind and receive little to no wood (inset c). On shores that do receive wood, smaller scale scalloped shores and land spurs are superimposed on top of the glacial embayment template (c,d) and sometimes capture mini-bays (d). It is quite common to see wood-rich scalloped shores on the windward side of peninsulas and calm shallow bays lacking wood on the leeward (c). On shorelines aligned approximately perpendicular to heavy winds, berms and associated lines of trees are common (b). In 2014, there were extensive stand replacing forest fires in the Northwest Territories. One of the regions hit hard was the north shore of the Great Slave Lake. In many places the fires burned all the way to the shore (inset b, taken in 2014, matches the location in b, taken in 2013). The severity and extent of these fires was unprecedented in historic memory. Shoreline trees and forest characteristics prior to the 2014 fires, showed no evidence of previous fires at the lakeshore.
and large waves push drifted logs into piles which later decay and support establishment of more woody vegetation.

Shoals that become vegetated often create linear spits and peninsulas, thus forming strings of islands that protect the main shore from large waves and other disturbances. They also grow outwards from the land creating a scalloped shoreline that protects mini bays and pockets. Behind the protection of these woody shoals, sedimentation of fines and capture of smaller floating wood and pulp occurs at increased rates. Eventually, backwater areas fill in with woody sediment and the shoreline expands outward to join the string of protecting islands or shoals. The emergent backshore is rich in nutrients and is quickly established by plants. The windward side of coastlines continue to grow when ice-pushed drift berms and seiche rafted driftwood mats provide additional substrate for plant colonization. At this point, new shoals form a new line of protection and the process begins anew.

3.C. S3. WOOD DISTRIBUTION METHODS AND ANALYSIS

Figure 3.C.1 is a synthesis schematic showing the sampling and analysis of driftcretions around the Great Slave Lake.

3.C.1. SAMPLING. In order to estimate the amount and distribution of driftwood around the Great Slave Lake, lake shores with appreciable amounts of driftwood were stratified into 11 shoreline regions based on observed differences in shoreline appearance or known differences in processes impacting the shore. Almost the entire shoreline of interest was photographed with overlapping wide-angle photos taken during the flight described on page 127. The complete dataset of all photos can be accessed via the Colorado State University Data Repository ([http://hdl.handle.net/10217/172976](http://hdl.handle.net/10217/172976)). Data were gathered by randomly selecting and analyzing 10 non-overlapping oblique aerial photos from each of the 11 regions (Figure 3.C.1). If a photo was randomly selected that overlapped with a previously analyzed photo, that photo was discarded and another photo was randomly chosen.

3.C.2. IMAGE ANALYSIS. Photo distortion from the wide angle lens was corrected using software PTLens ([http://epaperpress.com/ptlens/](http://epaperpress.com/ptlens/)). The horizon was used as a guide for
Figure 3.C.1. Sampling scheme and process for the estimation of driftcretion from oblique aerial photos

Correction (Figure 3.C.2). After distortion was corrected, photos were cropped and loaded into ImageJ, an open source software platform for image analysis (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). The horizontal scale and pixel ratio were set using distances between identifiable landscape features.
features measured on Google Earth. Only correcting for scale distortion in two directions (width and height of pixels) was sufficient because most photos were taken so that the shoreline, and thus drift piles, were aligned with the image width. Polygons were drawn around areas of visible wood and lines were drawn over each individual log distinct from driftwood piles. The curved shoreline distance and the linear shoreline distance were also measured on each photo.

Total area of land covered by driftwood was calculated for berms, mats and individual logs. The area of land covered by individual logs was calculated by multiplying the total log length per photo by 0.23 m. This value is the mean diameter logs measured in the field which had lengths that were within one standard deviation of the average length of logs measured on the photos (Figure 3.C.3). Field measured data of log length and width is included in Supporting Information Data Set (explanation of variables on page 143).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TranID</th>
<th>Date Visited</th>
<th>Start Coord (WGS84)</th>
<th>X(m)</th>
<th>#logs</th>
<th>#cores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t01</td>
<td>7/13/2013</td>
<td>60.97863 -114.0576</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t02</td>
<td>7/13/2013</td>
<td>60.98483 -113.9883</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t03</td>
<td>7/14/2013</td>
<td>60.98416 -114.0018</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t04</td>
<td>7/15/2013</td>
<td>60.98413 -114.0048</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t05</td>
<td>7/16/2013</td>
<td>61.19497 -113.7748</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t06</td>
<td>7/16/2013</td>
<td>61.19076 -113.7555</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t07</td>
<td>7/16/2013</td>
<td>61.18597 -113.7169</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t08</td>
<td>7/17/2013</td>
<td>60.96742 -114.0461</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t09</td>
<td>7/17/2013</td>
<td>60.97661 -114.0440</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t10</td>
<td>8/17/2014</td>
<td>61.18677 -113.7167</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t11</td>
<td>8/17/2014</td>
<td>61.18858 -113.7103</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t12</td>
<td>8/17/2014</td>
<td>61.18865 -113.7096</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t13</td>
<td>8/18/2014</td>
<td>61.16502 -113.7464</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t14</td>
<td>8/18/2014</td>
<td>61.17243 -113.7709</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t15</td>
<td>8/18/2014</td>
<td>61.14939 -113.6422</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t16</td>
<td>8/19/2014</td>
<td>60.96727 -114.4001</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t17</td>
<td>9/15/2012</td>
<td>60.84083 -115.8822</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t18</td>
<td>9/15/2012</td>
<td>60.84121 -115.8808</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. All transects are located in Figure 3.A.2 except for t17 and t18 which are located just west of the Hay River Delta.
b. X is the length of the transect in meters.
c. The number of driftwood logs measured for size.
d. The number of trees cored or sampled for age.
Each driftwood area was normalized by the measured linear distance of the shoreline in the photo and reported as a ratio. This was done to minimize error comparing values between photos based on uncertainty in setting the photo scale. This metric also makes intuitive sense because it is the average distance inland that driftwood covers (width of driftpiles) per meter of shoreline. A measure of shoreline irregularity was calculated by taking the shoreline distance and dividing it by the linear distance. The derived data for each photo is included in Supporting Data Set, S2 (explanation of variables on page 154). Table 3.C.2 briefly describes each shoreline region and summarizes the results by region.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 3.C.2.** Photo on the left shows the original fish-eye distortion and the photo on the right shows the photo corrected for distortion, cropped and ready for analysis.
3.C.3. ESTIMATION.

3.C.3.1. areas. The total area of visible driftcretions for the lake was calculated by multiplying the total shoreline distance \((X_s)\) by the mean driftcretion ratio \((R_s)\) for each region and then summing the regions (Table 3.C.2 and Figure 3.C.1). The variance each region was calculated using the standard equation of variance for total estimates from ratio estimators. The variance for the lake total was calculated from the sum of the variances for the regions. Bounds were estimated as two times the square root of the variances. The total estimate for area covered by non-vegetated, non-buried driftwood is \(4.6 \pm 0.7 \times 10^6\) m\(^2\).

3.C.3.2. volumes and mass carbon. A volume of wood on the order of \(10^6\) to \(10^7\) m\(^3\) is estimated for the Lake. This value was calculated by multiplying the total area by a reasonable range for average accumulation heights (0.5 – 1.5 m) and a reasonable range for accumulation porosity (0.5 to 0.8 fraction of wood). Porosity was highly variable in Great Slave Lake drift piles, depending on the degree of imbrication and amount of smaller branches, twigs and wood pulp draped on top. To estimate mass carbon, volume of wood

![Figure 3.C.3](image-url)
Table 3.C.2. Description of shoreline regions and results. View concurrently with Figure 3.C.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region Descriptions</th>
<th>$X_s$ $^a$</th>
<th>$R_s$ $^b$</th>
<th>$C$ $^c$</th>
<th>bfrac $^d$</th>
<th>mfrac</th>
<th>pfrac</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Inactive Slave River Delta</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>12.4 ± 4.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Active Slave River Delta</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>10.2 ± 2.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Chain of windy exposed islands</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>12.2 ± 3.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Protected curved shore near Fort Resolution</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>3.5 ± 1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>&gt;0.99</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Windy shore with many elongate land spurs near Paulette Island</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>10.0± 4.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Very windy arcuate shores near Pine Point</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>11.8 ± 5.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Straight sandy shores near Hay River</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>11.5 ± 5.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>&gt;0.99</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. North-south trending North Shore</td>
<td>103.7</td>
<td>6.8 ± 2.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Protected large bay on North Shore</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. East-west trending North Shore</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>9.6 ± 6.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. West shore in the North Arm</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. $X_s$ is the total shoreline distance within each region in kilometers.
b. $R_s$ is ratio of driftwood area over linear shoreline distance.
c. $C$ (for Complexity) is a measure of the small scale ($10^1$ m) irregularity of the shoreline. It is calculated like a sinuosity, but also includes distances around islands and spits close to shore Complexity and $R_s$ are average values from ten randomly sampled photos from each region.
d. bfrac, mfrac, and pfrac report the fraction of area within each region covered by berms, mats or individual logs, respectively.

was multiplied by 450 kg/m$^3$ (which is a reasonable estimate of the density of wood for the tree species present: poplar, aspen, birch, white spruce and larch), and then divided by two (wood is only about one half carbon Lamplom and Savidge (2003)). The error on the volume and carbon estimates are reported as ranges that are based on the small and large end members corresponding to the ranges of probable heights and porosities.

In order to facilitate comparison of values across regions, volume or mass carbon are often normalized by contributing drainage area (which is useful for basins with wood recruitment dominated by upslope mass wasting), total basin stream length (which useful for basins with wood recruitment dominated by bank failures), or total length of shoreline (which is useful for thinking about wood storage). For this site, contributing basin area is $6.8 \times 10^5$ km$^2$, total stream length (3rd order or higher) is $1.7 \times 10^5$ km, and length of shoreline is $6 \times 10^5$ m. These values were to normalize results for comparison to other studies in other regions.
Currently, there is no consistent reporting protocol for large wood rates and volumes. To facilitate broader synthesis of wood and carbon budgets, we propose that studies reporting metrics related to driftwood or instream wood include: contributing drainage area and stream length, length of shore or bank surveyed, total volume (with explanation of methodology and assumptions for porosity and height), total carbon (with assumptions for fraction carbon and density), time frame, and sampling situation. Not included in this list is the total surface area of logs within jams, which is of particular interest for ecologists (Wallace and Benke, 1984), but not a practical field measurement for large scale spatial studies. Surface area of wood can be calculated based on relationships developed between wood volume and surface area (Manners et al., 2007). Consistently reporting these values will allow researchers to synthesize field data from across disciplines and spatial scales to help constrain wood and carbon budgets in fluvial networks, which is needed to refine global carbon fluxes (Aufdenkampe et al., 2011).

3.D. S4. TREE CORE METHODS AND ANALYSIS

A dataset of the cores used in this analysis is provided as Supporting Information datafile DS3 and Table 3.E describes the variables in the dataset. In addition to the height of the core and the distance inland, the decay class (see Figure 3.D.4) of the drifcretion upon which the tree is growing and the number of drifcretion between the location of the tree and the shoreline were noted. For berms and mats, the term drifcretion event is used to describe discrete driftwood piles in varying levels of decay that were probably deposited during or within a few years of a year of high wood delivery to the lake. For piece-wise matrices, an drifcretion event relates to when a large segment of woody sediment was exposed and vegetated.

3.D.1. ESTIMATING GERMINATION YEAR. The age of each sampled tree was calculated by counting rings and then adding the number of years missed if the core was off-center and the number of years missed by coring at some height off of the ground. Germination year was calculated by subtracting the estimated age from the year the sample was collected.
3.D.1.1. estimating years on cores by counting rings. Core and cross-section samples were mounted, sanded and rings were counted under a microscope. The quality of the cores ranged from excellent to poor. In 2013, many cores were twisted and broken. In 2014, a new corer was bought and most cores were of excellent quality. The poorer quality cores from 2013 were still used since it was still possible to count rings for a minimum age and this study was interested in general decadal scale trends in germination rather than a precise analysis of year to year tree widths and growth. Conservative errors were assigned to each core ranging from 1-10 years based the quality.

3.D.1.2. estimating years missing on off-center cores. Some cores did not go through the exact center of the tree. The number of rings missing due to missing the center was estimated by aligning a transparency of concentric circles with the curvature of rings near the middle of each core and then measuring the distance from the edge of the core to the center and multiplying it by the average ring width near the center of the core. Measurement error associated with the distance to the center and with the average center ring widths were estimated and used to estimate error.

3.D.1.3. estimating years missing from germination to core height. Age-height relationships were developed by slicing twelve juvenile white spruce trees into cross-sections every 5 centimeters from the top of the root to 20-60 cm up. Years since germination were recorded by subtracting the number of rings counted at each interval by the number of rings counted at interval 0 (the section just above the roots). This analysis was done to obtain prediction estimates for the number of years missed by coring larger trees at some height above ground level, usually between 20 and 40 cm off of the ground. Data from this analysis in included as Supporting Information data file "ageheight.csv", and Table 3.E describes the the variables in this dataset.

Age-height relationships were developed for three categories of ring widths (rw): small (< 0.07cm), medium ( 0.07 cm ≥ rw < 0.14 cm ), and large (rw≥ 0.14 cm). For each tree the average ring width for the cross section at height=0 was classified into one of the three categories. Figure 3.D.1 shows the age-height relationships for each of the three categories.
the y axis, "years", corresponds to the variable yrsbf in Table 3.E and represents the number of years elapsed, or age, before a tree grows to a particular height. The resulting models for the three categories of ring widths are:

Figure 3.D.1. Regressions to determine years since germination at some height for three categories of ring widths (rw). Ring width values are in centimeters. Model coefficients and fit are reported on page 147.

(1) small rings: rw < 0.07 cm

\[ Years = 0.24 * \text{Height(cm)}, \text{RMSE} = 3, R^2 = 0.87 \]

(2) med rings: 0.07 cm ≤ rw < 0.14 cm

\[ Years = 0.15 * \text{Height(cm)}, \text{RMSE} = 1, R^2 = 0.98 \]

(3) large rings: rw ≤ 0.14 cm

\[ Years = 0.05 * \text{Height(cm)}, \text{RMSE} = 0.3, R^2 = 0.95 \]

Average ringwidths near the center of each core in the main dataset (described on page 155) were measured then grouped into the three categories of ring widths. The regression equations on page 147 were applied to the core height to obtain an estimate of years from germination to core height. 95% Prediction confidence on the years from germination to core height were estimated by ±2 * RMSE. In the cases where the lower confidence limit
extended below zero, values were truncated to zero since a tree can never be negative years old.

The years and their errors estimated from this step were then added to the estimated age at the height of the core as described previously. The resulting ranges of germination for each core are shown in Figure 3.D.2. Uncertainty increased with age and with the quality of cores. Most of the cross-sections with germination year after 1950 are cross-sections rather than cores and are much better constrained.

![Figure 3.D.2](image)

**Figure 3.D.2.** Estimated ranges of germination year for each core. Cores are ordered along the x axis by their index, which is the order that they appear on "cores.csv". The vertical bars represent the uncertainty in the germination age for each core.

### 3.D.2. Results.

#### 3.D.2.1. decay rates. We estimated decay rates by subtracting the median ages of trees sprouting out of driftcreations for each decay class. Figure 3.D.4 shows photographs of each decay class. Rounding values to the nearest tens place, it takes approximately 20 years to decay from class 2 to 3, 40 years from class 3 to 4 and 60 years from class 4 to 5 (Figure 3.D.3 Driftwood piles take just over 50 years to become fully vegetated (class 4 is fully vegetated) and thus unrecognizable as wood in aerial photographs.

#### 3.D.2.2. driftcretion rates. Rates were computed by calculating the rates between each individual core along a transect, as shown in Figure 3.D.5. This was done in order to capture
Figure 3.D.3. Age of spruce trees growing out of driftcretions at varying states of decay. Each decay class is very significantly greater (p-values < 0.01 at \( \alpha = 0.05 \)) than the class before it using two sample t-tests. The approximate time between classes noted were calculated by substracting the means of each class and rounding to the nearest ten.

the variability of rates through time. In addition to calculating an average rate as a distance over time, we also calculated rates per event. It is useful to think about rates per event since driftcretions are deposited episodially rather than continually. Cores collected in the field were excluded from the Data Set S3 and the rate analysis if it was determined that the tree germinated within a mature forest rather than coincident with driftcretion deposition. This was detected by plotting age versus distance inland and looking for age reversals. An example of this is shown in Figure 3.D.5.

A total of 50 paired cores growing out of berms, mats and piece-wise matrices were used to estimate rates. The Supporting Information Data Set S5 contains the rate data and page 155 describes the variables in this dataset. Figure 3.D.6 graphically shows the data in a scatterplot shaded by driftcretion type and Figure 3.D.7 compares boxplots between the three driftcretion types.

Generally, more time passes and less land is accreted for berm events and the most land is accreted in the shortest amount of time for piece-wise matrices. Mats are somewhere in-between, but more closely align with berm than matrices. However, for all driftcretion types,
mean years between events are similar (pvalue > 0.05). Based on a rounded interquartile range for all the data, driftwood accumulates episodically about every 20-40 years (rounded to the
Figure 3.D.5. Computing rates from cores ages along transects. The top figure shows dashed lines representing rates between cores sampled along the profile ”t03” (Refer to Figure 3.A.2 for the location). This transect was on a high exposure shore with a sequence of parallel berms. Due to age reversal after c2 and because c2 is near 300 years old, a recognized upper limit for the age of white spruce in forests (Timoney and Robinson, 1996), c3 and c4, shown in red, were discarded from the dataset. It is likely that c3 and c4 germinated within a mature forest rather than on a driftcretion. The numbers along the bottom count the number of discrete driftcretion events identified in the field based on wood or topography. The segmented bar at the bottom annotates regions of discrete decay classes (see Figure 3.D.4 for a visual guide to decay classes). The average rates between cores for this transect ranged from 0.16 m/yr (s5 to c1) to 0.34 m/yr (s4 to s5). The number of years between events ranged from 15 yrs (s1 to s2) to 52 years (s5 to c1). The distance of land accreted per event ranged from 4 m (s1 to s2) to 10 m (c1 to c2).
nearest ten). Berms and mats accrete similar amounts of wood per event, between 4-10 m, while matrices accrete between 14-23 m. Average rates of accretion for berms and mats are lower than for matrices (0.1-0.4 m/yr compared to 0.6-1.4 m/yr).

Berms are formed with ice pushes shoreline wood up into compact linear ridges. This is a spatially and temporally discontinuous process that may not align with wood delivery, thus the time between events could be large and quite variable, which is what is shown in both Figures 3.D.6 and 3.D.7 (left). Most piece-wise matrices form in shallow embayments or between actively growing spits and the main body of land. If the embayment accumulates...
enough sediment or becomes hydrologically disconnected from the main lake body, then a vast area of formerly buried driftcretions (10-50 m) may become exposed and vegetated in a short period of time, which is supported by our data.

3.D.2.3. germination timing and variability in growth. Most white spruce seedlings in boreal forests germinate early to mid July in hummocky litter and decaying logs Berger (2002). Survival through winter is greatest for seedlings rooted in logs because they provide a stable moisture supply and water temperatures and because roots become easily established in the porous structure of log. Logs also provide protections from smothering by leaf litter. Thus, the shoreline wood provide prime conditions for the establishment and survival of spruce seedlings on new driftwood mats and berms. The mature forest within 20-50m of the shoreline provides a steady source or viable seeds. Thus it is likely that a new band of spruce becomes established within 3-10 years of wood deposition.

![Figure 3.D.8. Growth trends of White Spruce on high exposure versus low exposure shorelines](image)

We used the data from Data Set S4 (155) to investigate the impact that site exposure has on growth trends of spruce. Figure 3.D.8 plots height versus years of growth. Height is plotted on the y axis so that the growth curves easily interpretable; the steeper the curve the more height was gained per year, the flatter the curve the more stunted the upwards growth. Trees are color coded with whether they germinated along high exposure (red lines) or low
exposure (blue lines) shore. Along low exposure shores with less wind and ice disturbances, growth appears to be fairly consistent between samples while in along high exposure settings growth can be quite variable. For example MI.20140817s8 grew very quickly even though it was physically adjacent MI.20140817s9, which grew very slowly. The explanation for this is that MI.20140817s8 germinated within the hollow of a decaying rootwad resulting in protection from wind and a ready supply of nutrients. We conclude that germination site greatly impacts growth trends on high exposure shores. The implication for our study is that on windy shores, the largest trees in a grove of similar aged trees may not be the oldest.

3.E. Datasets

All data files described here can be accessed at http://hdl.handle.net/10217/100436.

**Data Set S1** Field measured driftwood size, explanation of variables (see section

TranID Unique transect identifier

Dm The median diameter in meters as an average of the small and large end diameters

L The length excluding the rootwad

**Data Set S2** Driftcretion data per sampled photograph, explanation of variables

RegionID Unique identifier for each of the 11 regions

Photoname Name of the photo used

Long Longitude of photo (WGS84)

Lat Latitude of photos (WGS84)

lineardist The linear distance of the shoreline in m

weight The proportion of region shoreline covered by photo (Xs/lineardist)

shoredist The shoreline distance in m

Complexity shoredist / lineardistance

pieces of individual logs counted

lengthpiece the total length of individual logs counted (m)

avglog the average length of individual logs counted (m)

matarea the total area of mats (m²)

bermarea the total area of berms (m²)

Ri the total area per linear distance (matarea+bermarea)/lineardist
Data Set S3 Data per core, explanation of variables (See section 3.D.1 for details).
- **CoreID**: Unique identifier for 73 cores
- **TranID**: 15 levels: Transect identifier
- **Type**: 3 levels: "berm", "mat", "piece"
- **X**: Distance of core inland from shoreline in meters
- **Decay**: 5 levels for decay where 1 is least decayed and 5 is completely decayed.
- **Event**: The number of discrete driftcretion events between the core location and the shoreline
- **yrsamp**: The year the core was collected
- **h**: The height from the ground at the location of the core in cm
- **d**: The diameter of the tree at the height of the core in cm
- **age**: Age estimate
- **ageplus**: Upper bound on age estimate
- **ageminus**: Lower bound on age estimate
- **germyr**: Estimate of the year of germination (yrsamp+age)

Data Set S4 Spruce age-height dataset, explanation of variables (see section 3.D.1.3 for usage).
- **ID**: Unique identifier for 12 tree samples
- **exp**: 3 levels: "High", "Low", or "Med" shoreline exposure
- **h**: The height in cm
- **d**: The diameter in cm at a particular height
- **agech**: The cored age of a tree at a particular height
- **yrgrowth**: The year that the tree starting growing at a particular height
- **yrsbfr**: The number of years elapsed before the tree reached a particular height
- **avgring**: The average ring width in cm/yr at a particular height
- **tavgring**: The average ring width in cm/yr measured at height=0

Data Set S5 Rate dataset derived from data S3, explanation of variables (See section 3.D.2.2 for usage).
- **CorePairs**: lists which cores were compared
- **TranID**: unique transect identifier
- **type**: Three levels: "berm", "mat", "piece" based on what the tree was rooted within.
- **xperevent**: The distance accreted per event in meters.
- **yrbtwevent**: The number years between events. Calculated by taking the age between two adjacent cores divided by the number of events recored between them.
- **rate**: Average rate of driftcretion in m/yr. Calculated by taking the change in distance between two adjacent cores and dividing them by the difference in age between them.
- **ratemin**: The lower bound for rate calculated using the largest possible difference in core ages from core age bounds.
- **ratemax**: The lower bound for rate calculated using the smallest possible difference in core ages from core age bounds.
- **yrbtweventmin**: The lower bound for yrbtwevent calculated using the largest possible difference in core ages from core age bounds.
- **yrbtweventmax**: The upper bound for yrbtwevent calculated using the smallest possible difference in core ages from core age bounds.
In order to better plan for hazards associated with wood and to better model nutrient paths through river systems, we must have a better understanding of the processes which govern the magnitude of wood discharge during floods. This study presents a thorough and intriguing case study of large wood (>10 cm diameter and >1m length) transport on the great Slave River in northern Canada \((Q=10^3 \text{ m}^3\text{s}^{-1}, \text{DA}=60^5 \text{ km}^2, \text{width}>300 \text{ m})\) with the objective to better understand the variability in pulsed wood fluxes from forested catchments with continuous recruitment processes. We use field characterization of wood, historical anecdotes, repeat aerial imagery of stored wood, and time-lapse imagery of wood in transport to assess daily to decadal variability in wood flux, identify transport thresholds and processes, and estimate recurrence intervals of massive episodic large wood floods. Pulsed wood export on the Slave River is not an artefact of episodic recruitment from major up-basin disturbances, but rather reflects decadal- to half-century-scale discharge patterns that re-distribute wood continually recruited from channel migration and bank slumping. We suggest that the multi-year flow history is of paramount importance for estimating wood flux magnitude, followed in declining importance by the yearly sequence of peaks and the magnitude and characteristics of the rising limb of individual floods. This study shows that repeat monitoring of known sites of temporary storage with new or historic imagery is a very useful tool for constraining wood flux histories.

4.1. Introduction

The processes governing recruitment, storage, and transport of large wood (Wohl, 2016) are referred to as wood dynamics. The main drivers behind research into wood dynamics in rivers are: to understand the role that wood plays in the ecology and health of riparian
corridors (Harmon et al., 1986; Gurnell et al., 2005); to understand the influence wood has on shaping the morphology and sediment regime of channels (Keller et al., 1995; Iroumé et al., 2010; Wohl, 2013b); to better constrain global biogeochemical cycles by describing how large wood influences nutrient fluxes from the land to the oceans (Sedell et al., 1988; Hilton et al., 2008; Sutfin et al., 2016); and to predict and plan for hazards associated with wood clogging of engineered structures during debris flows and floods (Rigon et al., 2012; Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2014; Piton and Recking, 2015). Transport processes have arguably received the least attention by river scientists compared to recruitment and storage (Kramer and Wohl, in review; Wohl, 2016).

In this paper, we assess temporal variability in driftwood flux from the Slave River, which we characterize as a great river (Kramer and Wohl, in review), to the Great Slave Lake. By focusing on the outlet of a large basin rather than headwater catchments, we assess the cumulative patterns of wood flux from the entire basin through time. We center our paper on understanding a wood flood (atypical massive, congested, downstream transport of floating wood) that we witnessed in 2011.

Congested wood transport occurs when input rates of wood exceed some threshold (Brundick et al., 1997; Bertoldi et al., 2014) and is often directly related to episodic wood recruitment from large scale forest disturbance (Davidson et al., 2015), usually due to extreme storms, tectonic activity and/or landslides and windthrow (Phillips and Park, 2009; West et al., 2011). In large rivers, export of wood is generally assumed to occur continuously because 1. recruitment processes are continual (meandering bank failures and mortality), and 2. high discharges can easily transport all sizes of logs at a variety of flows (Jochner et al., 2015).

Despite continual recruitment processes, wide channels (>200 m) and high discharges (>10^3 m^3 s^-1), both the Slave and Mackenzie Rivers have event-driven export regimes (defined in Jochner et al. (2015) as episodic transport with continual recruitment). Although several studies allude to the importance of flow history on magnitude of wood mobilization and flux (Johnson et al., 2000; Haga et al., 2002; Bertoldi et al., 2013; Jochner et al., 2015),
this is the first study that we know of to directly address it on timescales longer than one year. There is also currently no discussion in the literature about how re-mobilization of previously recruited wood in large rivers result in congested transport. In this study we seek to answer the question: “what are the processes controlling pulsed export of large wood in rivers with continual recruitment processes?”

In order to answer this question, we explore wood transport across different timescales using a variety of methods. We use wood characterization to glean information about transport processes based on the size, type, and condition of wood. We use historical imagery and anecdotes to constrain recurrence intervals and estimate magnitude of rare, massive, wood flux events. We use repeat aerial imagery (1933-2014) of change at storage sites to assess decadal patterns of change in storage in relation to yearly peak freshets and ice jams. We use time-lapse imagery to capture wood in transport for multiple years (2012-2015) with the goal of assessing variability and defining thresholds between wood flux and discharge.

After a brief introduction to the study site (Section 4.2), we have organized this paper into four main sections: wood characterization (Section 4.3), magnitude and recurrence of wood floods (Section 4.4), decadal to seasonal patterns of wood flux (Section 4.5), and yearly to daily patterns of wood flux (Section 4.6). Detailed methods and results are included within each section. Wood characterization is presented first to provide a base understanding of wood transport and recruitment processes for the river. This is followed by progressing from our methods and results from low (decadal) to high (daily) temporal resolution and from long (half-century) to short (daily) timescales.

Unless otherwise noted, large wood is defined to be greater than 10 cm in diameter and 1 m in length. We also use the term “driftwood” as well as “large wood” (LW) because we discuss floating wood in a lake and along a very wide river that is about 15 to 30 times wider than the longest pieces of wood. In these situations, wood is drifting through the water and washing up on shorelines, thus the term driftwood is appropriate. The terms large wood and driftwood are more universally applicable to rivers and lakes than the commonly used “instream wood”.
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4.2. STUDY SITE

The Slave River drains approximately $6 \times 10^5$ km² and connects the Peace and Athabasca rivers to the Great Slave Lake (Figure 4.1) in northern Canada. The water from the Great Slave Lake flows into the Mackenzie River and eventually out to the Arctic Ocean. Study sites were located within the Slave River Rapids Corridor, which is on the 60°N parallel on the border between Alberta and the Northwest Territories. The Slave River Rapids Corridor drops 32 m of elevation in 26 km. This is a unique stretch of river characterized by split flow and powerful hydraulics around bedrock islands of polished Canadian Shield granite. Within the corridor, there are four main sets of steep rapids split by lower gradient reaches between them. We had field sites in the three sets of upstream rapids: Mountain Portage, Pelican and Cassette (Figure 4.1).

Downstream of the rapids, the river meanders for 276 km through incised Great Slave Lake deltaic deposits that date to 8000 BP at Fort Smith (downstream end of the rapids) to 1000 BP at the start of the modern delta (Vanderburgh and Smith, 1988). Upstream of the
rapids, the river is fairly straight and flows north along the contact between the Canadian Shield to the east and Interior Platform sedimentary rocks to the west. Channel widths upstream and downstream from the rapids are about 500 m, whereas widths in the rapids sections widen to as much as 2000 m. Channel gradients are distinct for the three sections. The gradient is 0.1 m/km upstream of the rapids, 1.3 m/km for the rapids corridor, and 0.04 m/km downstream of the rapids (Figure 4.1).

Just upstream of Cassette rapids, Water Survey Canada has operated the “Slave River at Fitzgerald” gauging station, 7NB001, from 1921 to present (see Figure 4.1 for location). Base flows are approximately 2000 m$^3$s$^{-1}$ and summer flows commonly reach 6000 m$^3$s$^{-1}$. The Slave River freezes every winter (November) and there are generally two hydrograph peaks: the first corresponds to ice break-up (May) and the second is a freshet peak (June-July) related to runoff from snowpack and glacier melt from the southern Canadian Rockies. The highest recorded flow of 11,200 m$^3$s$^{-1}$ was associated with an ice break-up event in May 1974. Ice break-up events do not occur in all years because they are dependent on river flows and the formation and location of ice jams. In recent years, ice break-up events appear to be less common (Beltaos et al., 2006). As the climate warms and glaciers recede, we expect that the Slave River will start to experience more mid to late summer hydrograph peaks from large rainstorms and earlier spring melt.

In the mid-1960s, the large, earthen W.A.C. Bennet Dam was built on the Peace River approximately 1000 km upstream from the Slave River Rapids Corridor (Figure 4.1). Flow regulation from operation of the dam has greatly altered river hydrology, ice processes, and flooding on the Peace River and the Peace-Athabasca delta (Beltaos et al., 2006). Impacts of flow regulation on the Slave River are buffered by discharge from the unregulated Athabasca River, but an analysis of gauge records indicates that the Slave River, since construction of the dam, has had higher baseflow, lower magnitudes for 1-20 yr recurrence intervals (Figure 4.2), decreases in break up and freshet peak magnitudes, and increases in the number of late summer secondary peaks due to releases. Several large-capacity hydropower projects are currently under negotiation and study for the Peace, Athabasca, and Slave Rivers. At the
time of this study, less than $<10\%$ of the Slave River drainage is upstream of dams. Thus, our data provide a baseline for wood dynamics in a great river prior to extensive development of the river corridor because wood is not halted by reservoirs from greater than 90\% of the basin area.

The Slave River is an ideal location to study the variability of wood flux through time because it has a rich history of river use for shipping and travel, the rapids contain many islands that temporarily, yet regularly, trap wood in transport, we could easily install readily accessible cameras to record the yearly movement of wood, and once delivered to the Great Slave Lake, wood is stored in age distinct accumulations that can be dated. We realized that at this location we could obtain snapshots of wood storage and transport through time at different temporal resolutions, enabling us to assess the variability and history of wood flux near the outlet of a great river.

4.3. Wood Characterization

4.3.1. Background. Most of the wood transported through the Slave River is sourced from the Peace River and deposited along the shores of Great Slave Lake (Kindle, 1919),
where the wood interacts with sediments and vegetation to create complex shoreline morphologies (Kramer and Wohl, 2015). The wood delivered to the Slave River from the Peace River basin is mostly sourced from bank failures along meander bends in the boreal plains rather than mountainous regions because the wood from the Canadian Rocky Mountains is likely trapped behind the W.A.C Bennet Dam before reaching the plains. Thus, wood dynamics on the Slave River reflect continual up-basin recruitment of wood by bank failures and lateral migration into riparian forests rather than episodic loading from landslides in mountainous regions.

Some wood is locally sourced from the boreal riparian forests along the banks of the Slave River. Recruitable trees are fairly small (<30 cm diameter) aspens, poplars, and birch (Populus spp.), alders (Alnus spp.), willows (Salix spp.), and white spruce (Picea glauca). Banks are easily erodible and there is active slumping of hillslopes that regularly recruit wood to the river. Based on our observations, trees that enter the river via bank failure or stranding of drift logs on banks by high flows appear to be routinely transported by ice jams and associated floods in subsequent years.

Field reports from the early 1900s of the Slave River upstream of the rapids note large amounts of wood sourced from banks that become caught up in vast driftwood piles on mid-river, small, bedrock knobs. If flows do not re-distribute these piles before vegetation establishes, then the piles form the nuclei for stable mid-channel islands and commonly grow to become interconnected (Kindle, 1919). We have seen similar driftwood-based vegetation in the steeper rapids corridor. Wood-initiated, mid-river, vegetated islands and log rafts are not unique to the Slave River. This process and resulting landforms have been well documented elsewhere on other large rivers draining forested catchments in North America, Europe, and Africa (Hickin, 1984; Triska, 1984; Jacobson et al., 1999; Gurnell and Petts, 2002; Collins et al., 2012; Boivin et al., 2015).

The 2011 wood flood completely re-organized wood and deposited fresh wood accumulations in the Slave River Rapids Corridor. Figure 4.1 shows type deposition sites including
point jam, bay, raft and racked piece accumulations. In the winter of 2013, fluvially de-
posited wood piles from 2011 were again re-organized, this time by ice push during break up. Ice-pushed jams were usually deposited on the lee side of islands and appeared to be more densely packed and randomly oriented than fluvially deposited jams. A short video about driftwood in the Slave River and Great Slave Lake is provided as a supplemental file (ms01_WoodResearchVideo.mp4) and is particularly useful for gaining an appreciation for the great scale of the place, system, and processes that we describe in this paper.

4.3.2. Wood Metrics.

4.3.2.1. Methods. Useful information can be gained about transport processes and wood provenance by characterizing wood size and condition (Moulin and Piégay, 2004). We characterized the size distribution and characteristics of wood that had been transported by the 2011 wood flood by conducting line intersect transects laid across two flood deposited point jams, one raft, one racked piece accumulation, and two bay accumulations (see Figure 4.1 for representative photos and descriptions). Along most line intersects, large wood (LW) (>10 cm in diameter on the largest end and >1 m in length) that intersected the line were measured and characterized. For a smaller subset of intersects, all pieces, no matter how small were measured. The wood accumulations measured were chosen based on accessibility. Since wood characteristics are not the focus of this paper, herein we only include basic results on wood size for ease of comparison with other studies and insights into wood provenance and transport history gleaned from wood type and condition. A more complete description of methods and thorough analysis of the data for all wood metric surveys are supplied in the Supporting information for this chapter (page 188).

4.3.2.2. Results. For ease of comparision with other studies, we summarize basic basin, river and wood characteristics in Table 4.1. Large wood measured from line intersect surveys (n=187) had a mean length of 6.1 m with a standard deviation of 4.4 m, a median of 4.7 m and a maximum of 19.4 m. Representative diameters (average of end diameters) had a mean of 0.21 m with a standard deviation of 0.11 m, a median of 0.18 m, and a maximum of 0.7 m. We found that point accumulations were enriched in shorter pieces and had a significantly
Figure 4.1. Wood accumulations in the Slave River Rapids Corridor resulting from the 2011 wood flood. Arrows denote general direction of flow. A: Photo of congested wood transport during the wood flood taken with a wide angle lens at Fort Fitzgerald; discharge=7,200 m$^3$s$^{-1}$, channel width=500 m. B: This point jam was one of the largest jams that was deposited during the three-day wood flood. By 2013, the point jam was mostly gone, scraped clean by ice break ups. C: Typically, bays collect very large rootwads and numerous small wood pieces, such as bark and small branches, whereas point jams collect more mid-size pieces. C: This photo of racked pieces shows split flow around bedrock islands typical of the river (upstream flow width=60 m) which, at this location, is just a fraction of the 1000 m wide river. D. The dashed yellow line on the raft indicates new wood delivered in 2011 to a small side channel, east of Pelican Rapids, channel width=50 m. Locations of photos are marked by letter on Figure 4.1.
Table 4.1. Site and wood characteristics summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site Characteristics</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latitude</td>
<td>60 deg N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation</td>
<td>~ 200 m asl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drainage Area</td>
<td>6x10^5 km^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient</td>
<td>0.04 – 1.3 m km^-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge</td>
<td>2000-11,200 m^3 s^-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnitude RI</td>
<td>~ 4200 m^3 s^-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LW Size: mean, sd, med, max**

| Length (m) | 7.4, 5, 6.1, 19.4 |
| Diameter (m) | 0.23, 0.12, 0.21, 0.7 |
| Coniferous V_r^b (m^3) | 1.2, 1.3, 0.8, 7 |
| Deciduous V_r^b (m^3) | 0.9, 1.2, 0.4, 5 |

**LW type and condition**

| %Coniferous: Deciduous | 58:42 |
| %Coniferous: Deciduous | 42:58 |
| %Sound:Decay | 84:16 |
| %No Bark: Bark Present | 81:19 |
| %Abraded: Limited Abrasion | 94:6 |
| %Beaver Chew | 5 |
| %Rootwads | 32 |

**a.** RI is recurrence interval. This value reflects yearly recurrence interval post-dam. See Figure 4.2

**b.** V_r^b is the air-wood rootwad volume which is the volume of a box that completely encloses the rootwad (Thevenet et al., 1998)

**c.** proportions based on all pieces surveyed.

**d.** proportions based on only pieces with rootwads and may more accurately represent recruitment because deciduous are more likely to break and contribute more large pieces per tree to overall wood loads.

Different size distribution than all other accumulation sites (Supporting section 4.A, Figures 4.A.1 and 4.A.2, Table 4.A.3). We attribute this to preferential trapping of smaller pieces on point jams. Thus, data from log rafts, bays and racked accumulations are likely more representative of the size of wood in transport than wood in point accumulations. When point jam data is extracted from the dataset, mean and median lengths increase by about 1 m and mean and median diameters by about 2 cm. Without the point jam data, mean wood length is 7.4 m with a standard deviation of 5 m and a median wood length of 6.1 m; mean diameter is 0.23 m with a standard deviation of 0.12 m and median diameter of 0.21 m.

Based on proportions of wood as bark, small wood (length <1 m or diam <10 cm), medium LW, and large LW (length ≥3 m and diam ≥0.23) measured along a complete line intersect survey in a bay, we estimate that the Slave River carries 2680 pieces of bark
per 407 pieces of small wood per six pieces of medium LW per 1 piece of large LW (see Supporting section 4.A for explanation of estimates and Supporting Figures 4.A.1-4.A.3 and Tables 4.A.3-4.A.4 for size distributions and summaries by size class). Further work should be conducted to more precisely and accurately constrain distributions of wood size that include small wood. If this is done then, it becomes possible to better understand how fluvial processes impact size distributions by comparing in stream wood size distributions to riparian tree distributions, as suggested by Turowski et al. (2013).

The bulk of LW pieces on the Slave River are smooth boles with no bark and sound wood (Supporting Section 4.A, Figure 4.A.4, Table 4.A.5). Overall, 84% of wood is sound compared to 16% decayed; 19% of wood contains bark versus 81% with no bark; and 6% of wood shows limited abrasion whereas 94% of pieces are abraded. This indicates that wood in transport has travelled long distances (highly abraded), has spent time in the water (no bark), but has not spent a long time rotting in place on floodplains (sound wood rather than decayed). A high percentage (35%) of wood contained rootwads, confirming that recruitment is likely dominated by bank erosion.

About 5% of LW wood from line intersect surveys is beaver chew. There were no large differences in wood condition between coniferous and deciduous trees. We also found that deciduous trees enrich size distributions with smaller lengths of wood, most likely because they contribute greater quantities of larger snapped off branches than coniferous trees. When all the data is considered, 58% are deciduous and 42% are coniferous. However, if we select the data to include only trunks with rootwads, the percentages reverse to 42% deciduous and 58% coniferous. Further analysis of rootwad size and shape is provided in Supporting Section 4.A, Figures 4.A.5 and 4.A.6, and Tables 4.A.6 and 4.A.7.

4.4. Magnitude and Recurrence of Wood Floods

4.4.1. The 2011 Wood Flood. The wood flood we witnessed on the Slave River in 2011 was a swath of congested wood transport about 20-100 m wide that lasted 3 days. It looked like one long, continuous snake of driftwood moving down river. Uncongested
transport continued for weeks afterward. The scale of wood movement downstream was impressive and strikingly similar (albeit smaller) to a 1919 wood flood described by E.M. Kindle (1921) on the Mackenzie River:

“The immense volume of this floating mass of travel-scarred tree trunks and forest debris greatly exceeded anything seen or imagined. In general it formed a nearly continuous mass of a mile or more in width...Walking over this driftwood was often more feasible than canoeing through it... The closely packed phase of this particular exodus occupied about four days in passing a given point. (53)”

The water discharge during the 2011 wood flood was about 7,200 m$^3$s$^{-1}$. Flow depths at the Fort Fitzgerald gauge (Figure 4.1) range from 8-12 m and channel width is close to 400 m. Using an estimate for cross-sectional area of 4000 m$^2$, the mean velocity during the flood was about 1.8 m/s. This matches well with surveyed ranges of surface velocities at lower discharges at the gauging station from 0.2 m/s at the banks to about 2 m/s in the thalweg (Water Survey Canada, pers. communication G. Lennie, July 2013). If we assume complete congestion of a 50-m-swath of logs 0.15 m thick (median diameter of all large wood measured in this study) moving at 1.8 m/s, then the wood discharge rate was 20 m$^3$/s$^{-1}$. This amounts to 5x10$^6$ m$^3$ of wood transported by the river over the three days and 2x10$^6$ m$^3$ over one day. In addition to this volume, there was also sparse transport of wood for weeks after the main body had passed. After conducting an uncertainty analysis by adjusting the width, thickness, and velocity, we consistently estimate 3-day flux volumes over 10$^6$ m$^3$. This is 10$^4$ times the 492 ± 120 m$^3$ total seasonal background flux volume estimated for same location between July 13th and August 13th in 2012 (Kramer and Wohl, 2014).

When delivered to the Slave River Delta, the wood from the 2011 event completely clogged the Nagle distributary channel and boat launch (Supporting Figure 4.B.1). Residents of Fort Resolution who regularly use this channel for travel spent several days clearing the wood. Failure to clear this channel would have likely caused avulsion and re-positioning of the channel. Much of the wood in 2011 was delivered to the delta front in massive mats and large driftwood berms (Supporting Figure 4.B.1). Succession of driftwood deposits from large wood floods like 2011 are a primary driver of outer deltaic morphology and vegetative
patterns (Kramer and Wohl, 2015). Tree core dates growing out of drift piles suggests that discrete driftwood berms are deposited every 30-50 years (Kramer and Wohl, 2015).

4.4.2. A Historical Perspective. In a write-up of a field excursion in 1917, Kindle (1919) writes “there is probably no lake in North America which receives anything like the amount of driftwood which is poured into the Great Slave Lake, chiefly through the Slave River” (pg 358).

![Figure 4.1](http://www.nwtarchives.ca/). Historic photos of wood transport. Photos are from the NWT archives http://www.nwtarchives.ca/. Left: River driftwood at Fort Fitzgerald upstream of the rapids, photo by Sam Otto Fonds, accession number N-2002-002, item number 0373. Right: River driftwood at the bottom of Mountain Portage rapids, photo by Rene Fumoleau Fonds, accession number N-1995-002-1804. Bottom: Driftwood deposits in the Slave River delta, May 29, 1972. National Air Photo Library (NAPL) Roll #A22708, photo #20

To gain a sense of the recurrence interval for wood floods, we spoke with local residents of Fort Smith and Fort Fitzgerald and searched historic archives for evidence of past wood floods. Many residents expressed that the event in 2011 was unique in their experience. Some
residents who frequent the river mentioned that driftwood is common every year, especially near ice break up, but the magnitude and late summer timing of the event in 2011 was unusual. After a search of the NWT Archives (http://www.nwtarchives.ca/), we found photographs of congested wood transport in 1933 and in 1975 (Figure 4.1-Top). Wood floods appear to be important recurring events on the Slave River. Historic air photos of the Slave River delta in 1972 show distinct new and old wood deposits on the delta front (Figure 4.1-Bottom).

4.4.3. Log Raft - Evidence for Recurring Wood Floods.

4.4.3.1. Methods. In August 2015, we visited a log raft clogging a side channel in the Slave River Rapids Corridor (located at 59.95530°N -111.65456°W and annotated on Figure 4.1). Additional photos of the raft are presented (Supporting Figure 4.C.1). This same log raft is mentioned in Alexander Mackenzie’s journals circa 1789 during his quest to find a route to the Western Ocean through Canada (Mackenzie, 1793). We hypothesized that the position of the front of the raft was migrating upstream with episodic forward growth due to additions from wood floods such as the one in 2011. To test this hypothesis, we gathered as many historic aerial photographs of the raft as possible and mapped the progression of the jam front. A photomosaic of aerial photos used in the analysis (Supporting Figure 4.C.2) and table with source information for each air photo (Supporting Table 4.C.1) are presented in the Supporting Section 4.C.

We georectified each photo in ArcGIS (v 10.3.1) to a 2004 Google Earth screen capture with first-order polynomial transformations. Residual error for tie points was <7 m. The average residual error was about 2% of the total length under study and is smaller than distance gained from episodic large additions to the front of the raft (45 to 143 m). We measured the distance along the center of the channel between two adjacent time periods. A negative distance is recession of the log front downstream and a positive distance is advancement of the log front upstream. In 1930, the log raft was split into a primary jam and a secondary jam farther upstream. Therefore for 1930, we measured from the front of the primary, downstream jam.
4.4.3.2. Results. Between 1930 and 2015, the log front progressed a total of 260 ± 5 m upstream (Figure 4.2). This progression upriver is not uniform in time. Three large advances of 98 m, 143 m, and 45 m occurred during 1930-1950, 1950-1966, and 2004-2013, respectively. One minor advance of 19 m occurred between 1982-1991. The jam advance between 2004 and 2013 was due to the 2011 wood flood. Although we do not have the temporal resolution to constrain exactly when jam advances occurred between 1930-1950 and between 1950-1966, jam progression upstream was probably caused by episodic wood floods like 2011, rather than continuous additions. Since there were three large advances in a the 82 year study period, we estimate a wood flood recurrence interval of 27 years, which is close to the 30-50 year recurrence interval estimate for wood floods based on dates of vegetated driftwood deposits along the margins of the Great Slave Lake (Kramer and Wohl, 2015).
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**Figure 4.2.** Log raft evolution from 1930 to 2015.

The newer deposits of driftwood deposited on the Slave River delta front in 1972 (Figure 4.1-Bottom) are likely associated with a wood event recorded by advance of the log raft between 1950 and 1966 (Figure 4.2). The older piles are likely associated with one or multiple wood events between 1930 and 1950. The 1933 event captured in historic imagery (Figure
4.1) could correlate with the advance of the front of the log raft between 1930 and 1950 (Figure 4.2) and the older driftwood deposits in the 1972 photo of the delta front (Figure 4.1-Bottom).

There is not a corresponding increase in the raft front related to the historic photo from 1975 (Figure 4.1). There could be at least three reasons for this. First, the wood captured on camera could be local re-mobilization of de-stabilized wood by ice push and ice jam flooding in 1974 (the highest recorded discharge on record) rather than regional transport of new wood coming from upstream. Second, we only analyzed the log raft in 1970 and again in 1979, so we may have missed changes to the log front in the middle of the decade. Third, it could be that the 1975 photo date is in error.

We have depicted a stepped progression for the jam in Figure 4.2 that is representative of the episodic process of infrequent wood events causing sudden raft progression upstream. We have placed hypothetical wood events at 1933, 1954, 1960, and 1990 and a known wood event in 2011. We placed a wood event at 1933 because a historic photo shows wood in transport during this date. We chose 1954 because this was a high water year, coupled with evidence from the Great Slave Lake that large amounts of drift piles germinated in the early 1950s (Kramer and Wohl, 2015). We chose 1960 because this was the first year of high flows after five years of a decreasing pattern of flows similar to the pattern preceding 2011 (see section 4.5). The minor jam advance in 1991 was likely caused by a wood event in 1990, which was a year with a flashy breakup preceded by lower water years.

Large raft advances are usually followed by smaller raft recession. Between 1950 and 1966, the raft grew the most and part of the front was even with the 2015 raft front. But, by 1970, just four years later, the raft front had receded downstream 41 m. This pattern of large advance followed by smaller scale recession is caused by bank erosion expanding the width of the channel as well as compaction of the raft in years following wood delivery.

In general, the average rate of raft progression was much faster prior to construction of the W.A.C Bennett Dam (7 m/yr compared to 1 m/yr). Also, the stasis of the jam from 1970 to 1990 corresponds with the period of lower wood storage noted on the Pelican Islands.
from 1983-1990 (see Section 4.5). Thus, there was less wood in transport during this time period, which may reflect blockage of wood from the mountainous regions of the catchment by the dam, or could be part of the natural variability in wood fluxes on longer timescales than covered by our data.

4.5. Decadal to Seasonal Patterns of Wood Flux

4.5.1. Methods. In order to relate wood flux to flow history, we graphically compared change in storage of wood on mid-channel islands to patterns of flow and discharge magnitudes on decadal and seasonal timeframes. We used 30 years of repeat photographs of the Pelican Sanctuary islands (59.97116°N, 111.74853°W) and records from the Fort Fitzgerald gauge (7NB001, Water Survey Canada, 59.868923°N 111.582301°W) to compare change in wood storage to highest recorded discharge between photos. We hypothesized that higher peak discharges would relate to greater changes in wood storage on the islands. Figure 4.1 annotates the general location of the islands and gauge. A more detailed inset location image with photos of the islands and gauge are provided in Supporting Figures 4.D.1 and 4.E.1.

We obtained the historical aerial photo record of the islands from the Pelican Advisory Circle, a local citizens group that has been monitoring a White Pelican colony continually since 1975 to assess number of nests and chick survival rates. Photos were taken obliquely by pointing a camera outside a window of a fixed wing aircraft two to four times each summer. Flights were, and still are, funded by Environment Natural Resources, Government of Canada. Due to a lack of overview photos that cover the entire set of islands prior to 1983, we only used photos from 1983-2014. Prior to 2005, photos were stored on slides, whereas from 2005-2014 photos were stored digitally. We were only able to obtain low resolution scans of the pre 2005 slides (<800 pixels per side). We obtained high resolution copies of the digital images (>3000 pixels per side).

The photographs were georectified using spline transformations with greater than 50 tie points per image. High resolution images were then brought into eCognition and segmented, wood was semi-manually classified, and wood polygons were exported as shapefiles. Low
resolution images did not segment well and so were brought straight into ArcGIS where polygons were drawn around wood manually using the ArcEditor toolset. A more thorough description of how the images were prepared for analysis is provided in Supporting Section 4.D. The supplemental digital file (ms02_PIanimation_2fps.avi) is an animation of the entire resulting dataset through time.

We analyzed shapefiles of wood areas in ArcGIS in two different ways; we analyzed change within the same common area between all the photos from 1983 to 2014 (Dataset 1, ds05_D1areas.csv) and we analyzed the change between adjacent photos in time from 1988-2014 (Dataset 2, ds06_D2change.csv). Dataset 2 was subset to start in 1988 rather than 1983 due to many missing adjacent timeframes from inadequate coverage of the islands prior to 1988. For Dataset 1, we simply summed the total area of wood within the common area of interest for all photos. For Dataset 2, we estimated areas of wood that overlapped in adjacent photos (“stayed”), that were present in the second photo but not the first (“came”), and that were present in the first photo but not the second (“went”). Fractions were then calculated for each time period as each category divided by the total amount of wood that passed through storage in the interval (came+went+stayed). For example, fraction of wood that stayed equals stayed/(came+went+stayed). The highest peak discharge within the time period under scrutiny was extracted from the discharge records for comparison. See Figure S11 for flow chart of methods and example datasets.

We used Dataset 1 to graphically assess the change absolute total area of wood through time, which enabled us to identify timeframes when wood was accumulating on the islands versus when it was being removed. We used Dataset 2 to investigate inter- and intra- annual variability in wood imports versus exports and to identify patterns and thresholds for wood change in relation to discharge. Because of the unique, high temporal resolution of these repeat photographs (two to four photos per summer for 30 years), we were also able to assess the relative influence of ice jam flooding compared to freshet flooding on wood storage.

4.5.2. Results. To test our hypothesis that the amount of change in storage increases with increasing discharge, we plotted the fractions of wood that came, went, or stayed from
Dataset 1 against discharge and visually assessed relationships. There is clear threshold behavior between change in storage and discharge (dashed line on Figure 4.1). Less than 50% of wood changes position below 4200 m$^3$s$^{-1}$. For discharge above this transport threshold, there is a linearly increasing threshold for maximum amount of change up to around 6800 m$^3$s$^{-1}$, when a trapping limit is reached as the islands become flooded. However, underneath the stepped upper threshold for amount of change possible (dashed line on Figure 4.1), there is great variability and higher discharges do not always equate with greater amounts of change. There are many events that experience high flows, but wood is not changing position very much. There is also evenly dispersed scatter in the amount of wood that either went or came. No pattern between discharge and type of change indicates that import and export of stored wood are equally likely at all flows.

Figure 4.1. Flow thresholds for change in storage on the Pelican Islands. High values of wood that stayed indicate little to no change on the islands.
When interpreting fraction wood values in Figure 4.1, it is important to recognize that because it was impossible to line up wood polygons exactly between years (due to the obliquity and variability in the source photographs), the dataset contains noise. For example, a piece that should be 100% stationary based on visual inspection of location on photographs will always have some portion of its area that came or went due to slight mis-alignments and slightly different shapes (see example in Supporting Figure 4.D.3). The error is greatest only for years with little to no change. To constrain this noise for years with little change, we have interpreted Figure 4.1 to include a band to indicate events that have limited impact on wood storage. The band was defined from 0.2-0.4, based on a consistent upper threshold for highest fractions stayed, the lower data limit for fractions less than the transport threshold, and visual inspections of photographs.

In order to assess how patterns in yearly and decadal hydrograph regimes might impact storage, we plotted the summer (April through September) hydrographs against total wood in storage through time (Dataset 1) and fractions of change in storage between adjacent time periods (Dataset 2) (Figure 4.2). The islands fluctuate between low, moderate, and high wood loads on a decadal time scale (6-12) years (Figure 4.2-A).

Flows between 1983 and 1990 were consistently between the transport threshold and trapping limit. Thus, despite some data gaps, we think that wood in storage was likely in equilibrium at the moderate levels, as bracketed by the 1983 and 1988 data. In 1990, water levels spiked well above the 6800 m$^3$s$^{-1}$ trapping limit, which resulted in clearing the islands of wood (Figure 4.2-B). Wood levels remained in a low equilibrium for about one decade until 2001, when late summer freshets peaked just below the trapping limit and re-loaded the islands. Flows then again hovered at or under the transport threshold for the next five years and wood slowly accumulated until 2007, when ice break up flows rose to just below the trapping limit and flushed wood from the islands, setting wood loads back to moderate levels. Rather than staying in equilibrium, wood loads from 2007 to 2014 have fluctuated.

A four-year-hydrograph sequence with each year peaking just below the year before occurred from 2007-2010. Wood loads responded by increasing each year as new wood was
Figure 4.2. Decadal patterns in wood storage. Only summer flows (April-Sept) are shown. A. Plots of volume of total wood stored within a common area (Dataset 1) from 1983 to 2014. Bars are located at photo date. All photos had wood in them except for 1996, when no wood was present. Arrows indicate general periods of wood loading. B. Lines represent the fraction of wood in storage (Dataset 2) that came (green small dashed line), went (red long dashed line) or stayed (solid blue line). Regions that are shaded with stippled green indicate periods when more wood was recruited than exported, whereas regions shaded solid red indicate periods when more wood was exported than recruited. Sharp downward spikes in fraction stayed indicate time periods with large changes in storage. There were large proportions of change between 1990 and 2001 due to the extremely low wood loads, making it possible for a few pieces to greatly impact the fractions that went, stayed, or came. Deposited at lower elevations than the prior year (Figure 4.2-A). River levels during 2010 were record setting lows. In 2011, the year of the wood flood, the levels spiked in a late summer freshet to above the trapping limit for the first time in 14 years. The combination of the prior four years of decreasing flows that loaded banks and islands with wood, along with the high flows, probably precipitated the wood flood. What is interesting is that, despite high volumes of wood moving down the river, there was only a slight increase in total wood storage after the flood (Figure 4.2-A). This is probably because high amounts of wood were already in storage on the island before the flood and the wood that was there may have simply been replaced, resulting in little net change. Supporting Figure 4.D.4 shows distribution of wood on the islands before and after the 2011 wood flood. The sharp downward spike in wood that stayed (Figure 4.2-B) in 2011 supports the idea that, while there was little net change in total stored area 4.2-A), there
were large changes in the positioning of wood, with overall net gain of new pieces in new places (Figure 4.2-B). In the two years following the wood flood, there have been ice jamming and flooding, which have flushed wood from the islands and decreased wood loads (a field observation supported by Figure 4.2).

**Figure 4.3.** Seasonal patterns in wood storage. Left: Low values of fraction stayed and separation between fraction stayed and the rest of the data indicate timeframes of greater change. Right: Flushing versus storage for ice break up and freshet events. After conducting one sample, one sided t-tests, we are 90% confident that the mean change in storage is less than zero for ice break up (n=18, pval=0.10) and greater than zero for freshet peaks (n=35, pval=0.04)

Thus, wood floods are not just associated with high magnitude flows, but are highly dependent on the magnitude of wood in storage preceding the event. This is highlighted by the fact that, although 1996 and 1997 were two years of exceptionally high flows, they occurred in years with low wood storage, and no wood floods are associated with these years in historical documents, the log raft or the memory of local people.

Whether high flows tend to reduce or build wood storage is partly dependent on the type of high flow. Patterns of change by month (Figure 4.3-Left) show that change in storage on the islands occurs either in late April to mid-May in association with ice break up, or mid-June to early July in association with spring freshet. Although there is some variability, on average, flashier ice break up events tend to flush wood, resulting in loss of wood in storage, whereas later summer freshets tend to build wood in storage (Figure 4.3-Right).
4.6. Yearly to Daily Patterns of Wood Flux

4.6.0.1. Methods. A Brinno TLC200 camera was installed next to the Slave River at Fitzgerald gauge 7NB001 (located at 59.868923°N 111.582301°W and annotated on Figure 4.1). Following methods from Kramer and Wohl (2014), we collected photos of the river every 10 minutes from April through August in 2013 and 2014. Images are stored as a video file and frames were extracted for periods when wood was present. The camera was placed on the outside of a bend and most wood was carried within 100 m of the camera (Kramer and Wohl, 2014). The extracted images were 96 dpi (1268 x 760 pixels). Images were categorized as congested transport, clumped transport, or sparse transport. Sparse transport was defined as one to several pieces of wood that could be counted at a glance. Clumped transport was defined to be more than a few pieces, commonly with groupings of two or more pieces touching. Congested transport was large amounts of wood jumbled together such that it would be very difficult to count all the pieces.

Again following methods from Kramer and Wohl (2015), we estimated the proportion of photos from one day that contained floating wood (\(\hat{p}\)). Thus, \(\hat{p} = 1\) means that there is wood floating past the camera 100% of the day, whereas as \(\hat{p} = 0\) means that no wood passed the camera that day. There are several advantages to using \(\hat{p}\) to characterize wood flux. It avoids uncertainty from wood volume estimates due to flotation depth and estimating sizes at variable distances in the frame of view. It is quick to obtain. And, it allows for an estimate of wood flux to incorporate data periods with missing samples, such as night. Although we did not estimate flux volumes, estimates of \(\hat{p}\) were proved useful for comparing basic shapes and patterns of wood flux to water discharge.

In addition to the 2013 and 2014 data, we also included in our analysis July 13-August 13, 2012 data from Kramer and Wohl (2014) as well as estimates of \(\hat{p} = 1\) for July 16-18, 2011, which correspond to the wood flood. We conducted a graphical analysis of \(\hat{p}\) relative to daily discharge and yearly hydrographs. Raw time-lapse data can be accesses at https://dspace.library.colostate.edu/handle/10217/100436. Derived datasets are provided as Supporting digital file ds07_FFwoodphyatQ.csv
4.6.0.2. Results. We compared wood flux ($\hat{p}$) to water discharge for 2011 through 2014 (Figure 4.1). Although we did not take any photos for 2011, we marked $\hat{p} = 1$ for the three-day wood flood (July 16-18). Within a year, wood peaks generally correspond with hydrograph peaks. Wood flux only reaches above $\hat{p} = 0.5$ for rapid and large changes in discharge (increases of about $2000 \text{ m}^3\text{s}^{-1}$ within a few days). Although these larger events usually occur in May due to ice jamming, as in 2013 and 2014, they can also happen later in the summer due to rapid melt of heavy snowmelt, torrential up-basin rainstorms, or large releases from the W.A.C. Bennet Dam (1996).
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**Figure 4.1.** Wood discharge compared to water discharge 2011-2014. 2012 data from (Kramer and Wohl, 2014). Horizontal guidelines drawn at $\hat{p} = 0.5$ (wood in 50% of photos for the day) and at $Q=4500 \text{ m}^3\text{s}^{-1}$, a transport threshold identified in Figure 4.2. Vertical guidelines are drawn to connect hydrograph peaks with wood graphs. Within the time period between July and August 13th, 2012, Kramer and Wohl (2014) estimated 1600 pieces $600 \pm 200 \text{ m}^3$, $1.3 \times 10^5 \text{ kg C}$.

The 2011 hydrograph is distinct due to the double-humped, late summer, steeply rising freshet peaks. In 2011, Alberta had the highest snowpack in over a decade coupled with a warmer than average summer. The wood flood occurred during the second, not the first, peak. Although there was some wood transport during the first peak (field observation), it
was not nearly the quantity during the second peak. The steeply rising second peak likely crossed some threshold above 6000 m$^3$s$^{-1}$ (about the ) that enabled access to large amounts of stored wood at higher elevations in a short enough time to instigate congested transport.

In 2012, there was no ice jamming. Instead, there was a stepped ice-off. Although there are no data at the beginning of the summer, wood movement from the second freshet was minimal, peaking around $\hat{p} = 0.2$, with most photos containing only a single log. Within the rapids corridor, the wood deposited in 2011 remained essentially undisturbed. The wood that was being transported appeared to be the wood that was stranded at the tail end of the 2011 event.

In 2013 and 2014, ice jamming was captured by the camera. Supporting movie file, \textit{ms03_FF2013051314_10min5fps_breakup.avi}, is a video time-lapse of break up and wood transport over two days in 2013. Supporting Figure 4.E.2 shows a photo time series of ice jamming using frame captures from the video. The river first thermally melts and is largely ice free. Then, quite suddenly, an ice jam moves through the site for about two hours. Wood is jumbled within the ice jam, and large clumped mats of driftwood follow in its wake. About half a day to a day behind the major ice jam, there is increased semi to congested wood transport. Wood accumulations within the rapids corridor were re-positioned from ice push (field observation). These patterns are also seen in 2014, but the ice jamming was smaller and less dramatic.

The magnitude of wood flux is not directly related to the magnitude of water discharge (Figure 4.2). For any given discharge, we found that there could be either high or low wood flux. However, there is a transport threshold at $\sim 4500$ (m$^3$s$^{-1}$). Below this threshold there is minimal wood transport, whereas above this discharge there is the potential for appreciable wood flux. Whether the potential is reached likely depends on the sequence of peaks as well as multi-year fluctuations in elevations and availability of stored wood for transport.

Further evidence for this threshold effect is the shape of the wood flux curves. Generally, wood flux (on the timescale of a day) does not gradually increase but jumps quickly to max
flux and then has a longer trailing tail (Figure 4.1). This pattern appears to be true for both the larger steeply rising events as well as smaller later summer events.

4.7. DISCUSSION

Although we did not directly evaluate fluctuations in up-basin recruitment, the characteristics of wood temporarily stored in the Slave River Rapids Corridor indicate that wood mostly originates from banks and travels long distances, moving from one temporary storage site to another. The high amount of abrasion and lack of bark suggest non-locally sourced wood, whereas the lack of appreciable decay suggests that wood in active transport does not remain long enough in one place to become decomposed by organisms. At high latitudes, more wood from up-basin may cumulatively travel longer distances in good condition because the wood decays more slowly. In an Alaska stream at similar latitude, Murphy and Koski (1989) found that the mean age for trees with bark and limbs attached was 4.5 years and that residence time for wood with solid centers but with extensive surface rot was 125 years. Since the majority of the wood on the Slave River was solid, yet lacked limbs and bark (Table 4.1), residence times are likely greater than 4.5 years and less than 100. The large proportions of trees with rootwads and the up-basin meandering stream morphology
of the Slave River suggest that the bulk of the wood originates from channel migration and localized slumping and failure of banks, rather than hillslope failures.

Wood on the Slave River is transported episodically on varying time frames and at varying magnitude, despite evidence for continual recruitment from banks. Although recruitment processes govern the total amount of wood available for transport, it is the flow regime that governs the timing and volume of wood flux as wood is transported through the fluvial system. Across diverse drainage basins, large scale recruitment events such as massive hurricanes (Phillips and Park, 2009) will increase the amount of wood available for transport, which will increase overall wood loads and fluxes. But, depending on the location and type of wood recruitment, there may be some lag time or dissipation of volumes between input and export response.

Correspondence between different lines of evidence for “return interval” of wood floods on the Slave River suggests that episodicity in wood flux is real and not an artefact of a particular dataset or method of analysis. The 2011 wood flood delivered massive new mats and piles of wood to the Slave River delta and deposited them shoreward of distinct, older vegetated deposits of varying ages (Kramer and Wohl, 2015). Using dates of germination on vegetated driftwood in the Slave River Delta and on the shores of the Great Slave Lake, Kramer and Wohl (2015) estimated a recurrence interval for large wood floods between 30-50 years. Vegetated drift piles were clumped around the 1930s, early 1950s, mid 1960s, late 1970s, and early 1990s. These dates correspond well with evidence from the Pelican Islands, log raft, and historic photos in this study. The two very large advances of the log jam front between 1930 and 1950 and again between 1950 and 1966 (Figure 4.2) correlate with the early 1950s and mid 1960s vegetated driftwood dates from the lake. Although there was no recorded change in the raft position for the mid-1970s, wood transport and delivery to the lake occurred in the early to mid-1970s based on the historic photos and dates of lake driftwood. The vegetated 1990s deposits in the lake relate well to the raft moving forward in 1991, likely from the same high flows that removed wood from the Pelican Islands (Figure 4.2) during ice break up.
Figure 4.1. Conceptual model of pulsed wood export from drainage basins

In Figure 4.1, we present a conceptual model to explain the processes by which wood is exported downstream in pulsed fluxes of varying magnitude despite conditions imposed by different recruitment regimes. This model works for explaining how both massive and continual recruitment are routed through river systems. Where and when newly recruited wood is deposited depends upon the interactions among flow, wood characteristics, and channel characteristics (*Kramer and Wohl*, in review; *Ruiz-Villanueva et al.*, 2015a): we call this the trapping function. If the wood decays or is vegetated before it can move again, then it has become laterally exported and is in permanent storage. When wood is deposited in locations that are accessible by subsequent flows, it is in temporary storage.

At some point, wood that is in temporary storage is re-mobilized when the elevation of flow surpasses the elevation of the wood (*Bertoldi et al.*, 2013), modified by an anchoring effect. We define the anchoring effect to be anything that limits mobilization when flow elevation equals wood elevation. Factors that limit wood mobilization include larger piece...
sizes, partial burial, rootwad presence, contact with other pieces, bracing against channel boundaries, protection by larger pieces, and channel irregularities (Wohl and Goode, 2008; Merten et al., 2010; Kramer and Wohl, in review). Wood is often stranded at a narrow range of elevations from a flood (Bertoldi et al., 2013), therefore the mobilization threshold for one piece of wood is also the mobilization for many, resulting in a rapid increase in wood flux over some reach-scale discharge threshold. After the threshold is crossed, we suggest that the magnitude of the wood flux is mostly a function of three nested processes operating on three different timescales (Figure 4.1): 1. the characteristics of the rising limb during one flood, 2. the sequence of flows during run-off season and 3. multi-year to multi-decadal flow history.

On the rising limb of wood-transporting floods, wood transport increases rapidly, peaks with water discharge (on a day-averaged timescale) and then decays more slowly as flows recede, resulting in a skewed distribution with a heavy positive, or right tail (Figure 4.1). Studies that have examined wood fluxes on timescales of minutes or less have found that wood flux peaks before water discharge (MacVicar and Piégay, 2012; Kramer and Wohl, 2014). Flashier hydrographs are known to mobilize and transport more wood (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2016a). We also found that large changes of magnitude in short amounts of time (steep rising limbs) associated with ice jamming or flashy freshet peaks create larger magnitude wood fluxes that are more likely to have congested transport. This finding is supported by flume experiments which indicated that the rate at which dowels were introduced is the dominant explanatory variable behind whether the dowels were transported as congested, semi-congested, or uncongested (Braudrick et al., 1997).

The discharge magnitude of an event specific wood transport threshold can vary between floods because it is highly dependent on the elevation at which the preceding flood deposited wood (Haga et al., 2002; Bertoldi et al., 2013). If the rise in water levels does not sufficiently increase enough to access wood on the banks, no wood will be transported, no matter how steep the rise. Thus, the sequence of peaks within a year governs the location and availability of wood, whereas the rising limb dictates whether the wood is accessed. We have shown
that the highest wood fluxes occur as infrequent, episodic congested wood floods within the context of flow history. The largest wood floods happen when there are multiple years of decreasing peak discharges that strand wood at successively lower elevations, followed by an exceptional year with a flashy peak that is of sufficient magnitude to quickly recruit wood stranded from multiple years.

Over time for a given flow regime, consistent thresholds can be identified below which wood transport is almost always negligible (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2016a). MacVicar and Piégay (2012) found that a transport threshold is reached at 3/4 bankfull depth. Ravazzolo et al. (2015a) found that wood was transported when flow was above a 10-20% exceedance probability. Ruiz-Villanueva et al. (2015a) found different threshold responses in wood transport related to bankfull discharge between headwater multi-thread and single thread channels. In this study, using multiple methods, we found a consistent Slave River threshold for transport between 4,200 and 4,500 m$^3$/s which is between a 1 and 2 year recurrence interval.

For the Slave River, we found a sharp inflection in post-dam discharges at a recurrence interval of $\sim$1.2 yr. This inflection occurs at 4200 m$^3$/s$^{-1}$ which is the same as the transport threshold identified using data from the Pelican Sanctuary Islands in Section 4.5, and is close to the transport threshold we identified monitoring wood in transport with time-lapse cameras in Section 4.6. Although recurrence intervals converge between pre- and post-dam data for infrequent (>20 year) floods, events with less than <10 year recurrence were 1.5 times higher before construction of the dam (Figure 4.2). Thus, wood transport thresholds could have been higher pre-dam when the flow regime had higher peak magnitudes and more frequent ice jamming. Interestingly, just upstream on the Peace River, Beltaos et al. (2006) found that a minimum of 4000 m$^3$/s$^{-1}$, which is strikingly similar to our wood transport threshold, is needed in the Spring for mechanical, rather than thermal, icebreak up to occur.

Although we have shown the re-mobilization of wood occurs as a threshold response to discharge of common rather than rare floods, it is important to recognize that this is a time averaged threshold below which wood transport is typically negligible, it is not a threshold above which wood transport always occurs. In Figures 4.2 and 4.1, we have shown that not
all years or events that exceed the identified threshold result in wood transport, thus crossing the discharge threshold does not imply that there will be transport, only that transport is possible. Whether transport happens and the magnitude of the wood flux depends on the flow history.

4.8. Conclusion

We found that the magnitude of wood flux is strongly influenced by the shape and patterns of water discharge at varying timescales: 1. the rate of rise on the rising limb, 2. the sequence of peaks within a year and 3. flow history that sets decadal patterns of wood storage. Within the framework of recruitment and wood availability, we argue that flow history is the most important variable for prediction of the magnitude of wood flux, followed by decadal patterns and the rate of change during the rising limb.

Previous studies that have examined change in wood storage have focused on mobilization only from single events or a run-off season along a reach (Berg et al., 1998; Cadol and Wohl, 2010; Dixon and Sear, 2014; Iroumé et al., 2015; Young, 1994). Generally, all wood is counted and then after a year (or one flood), wood is tagged and counted again. Although this approach provides a general sense for average percentage of wood that moves in one year or one flood, it is inherently limited for understanding variability of wood export and transport thresholds as it does not account for change in thresholds due to sequence of flows or flow history.

Known temporary trapping sites that have high turnover of wood, such as channel constrictions, channel spanning jams, and mid channel bars and islands, are ideal locations to study wood transport through time and can be analyzed with historic imagery or actively monitored with time-lapse cameras. Other ideal locations are sites of continued and permanent deposition such as log rafts (Boivin et al., 2015), lakes and reservoirs (Moulin and Piégay, 2004; Seo and Nakamura, 2009), and delta fronts (Kramer and Wohl, 2015).

We suggest replication of our approach of monitoring known sites of temporary or permanent storage through using repeat imagery or surveys coupled with active monitoring of wood
in transport with video or time-lapse photography. This would facilitate further exploration of the relative importance of discharge/transport thresholds, sequences of flows, influence of wood trapping sites, and influence of wood recruitment in natural rivers of differing size and type.

Mapping or surveying relative abundance of wood volumes at varying elevations at chosen monitoring sites could be used as a hazard management tool to understand when banks are becoming loaded with wood versus when they are losing wood. Similar to earthquake hazards, risk increases when more time elapses between wood flushing events because banks may become more heavily loaded with wood. Picking monitoring plots through drainage networks could also help to understand how waves of wood from mass recruitments propagate downstream.
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Introduction. This supporting information includes an extended presentation of methods and results from surveys of wood size and condition in the Slave River Rapids Corridor as well as extended methods for image conditioning of oblique aerial photos of the Pelican Sanctuary prior to analysis. Also, in order to better orient the reader to field sites, we provide several detailed location figures for our repeat photographic analyses at the log raft, Pelican Island Sanctuary and at the Fort Fitzgerald timelapse camera. Geodatabase of feature datasets from analysis of the Pelican Sanctuary including: wood, land and image footprints as well as the ruleset used in eCognition to segment images can be accessed via http://hdl.handle.net/10217/100436.

Herein, we also provide full descriptions of variables in uploaded datasets (.csv files) and captions for the three uploaded supporting video files. All datasets presented here can also be accessed via the Colorado State Digital data repository under Research Project “Big River Driftwood in Northern Canada” (http://hdl.handle.net/10217/100436).

4.A. Wood Metrics

4.A.1. Text S1. Wood Metric Data Collection. We measured wood accumulations in the Slave River rapids at several sites, chosen by accessibility. We analyzed the data using exploratory data analysis, graphical analysis, and basic summary statistics to provide estimates of wood size classes and to provide insights into wood provenance and transport history. We characterized the size distribution and characteristics of wood that had been transported by the 2011 wood flood by conducting line intersect transects laid across two flood deposited point jams, one raft, one racked piece accumulation, and two bay accumulations. Along most line intersects, large wood (LW) (>10 cm in diameter on the largest end and >1 m in length) that intersected the line were measured and characterized. For a subset of the line intersects (two point jams and one bay transect), all pieces, regardless of size, were measured. For these complete surveys, the line was spray painted and all pieces that
Table 4.A.1. Table of location and dates of wood metric surveys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SiteID</th>
<th>Survey Date</th>
<th>Lat°, Long° (WGS84)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Src1</td>
<td>Aug 10, 2012</td>
<td>59.88975°N -111.61385°W</td>
<td>Line intersect survey of just LW at main jam on Rollercoaster island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src2</td>
<td>Aug 15, 2012</td>
<td>59.88991°N -111.61349°W</td>
<td>Line intersect survey of all wood sizes across secondary smaller point jam on Rollercoaster island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src3</td>
<td>Aug 16, 2012</td>
<td>59.88998°N -111.61401°W</td>
<td>Survey of all scattered large pieces with rootwads on main Rollercoaster Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src4</td>
<td>Aug 15, 2012</td>
<td>59.88991°N -111.61349°W</td>
<td>Survey of all scattered large pieces on the smaller Rollercoaster Island near Src2 jam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src5</td>
<td>Aug 7, 2013</td>
<td>59.88998°N -111.61401°W</td>
<td>Survey of all scattered large pieces with rootwads on Rollercoaster Island different than 2012.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smn1</td>
<td>Aug 8, 2012</td>
<td>59.97399°N -111.72672°W</td>
<td>Line intersect survey of all wood sizes at the main point jam on portage island at “Molly’s Nipple” rapid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smn2</td>
<td>July 27, 2013</td>
<td>59.97419°N -111.72638°W</td>
<td>Survey of all scattered large pieces with rootwads on the chutes and shore to the right of the portage island at “Molly’s Nipple” rapid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sei1</td>
<td>Aug 28, 2012</td>
<td>59.96904°N -111.74867°W</td>
<td>Line intersect survey of just LW across racked pieces on the upstream end of “The Edge” kayaker viewing island river right.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec1</td>
<td>Aug 14, 2012</td>
<td>59.96747°N -111.74003°W</td>
<td>Line intersect survey of just LW across accumulated pieces in “English Channel” Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec2</td>
<td>Aug 14, 2012</td>
<td>59.96747°N -111.74003°W</td>
<td>Line intersect survey of all wood sizes across accumulated wood in “English Channel” Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spi1</td>
<td>Sep 14, 2012</td>
<td>59.97116°N -111.74853°W</td>
<td>Survey of large identifiable pieces for size calibration with aerial images on the “Pelican Islands”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slr1</td>
<td>Aug 10, 2015</td>
<td>59.95530°N -111.65456°W</td>
<td>Line intersect survey along at the front end of a channel spanning raft. Due to difficulty walking on the raft, the short and end diameters were not measured, just the middle diameter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

had paint on them were used in the sample. The line intersects did not have a set length but extended the entire length of the accumulation, oriented perpendicular to most logs. Table 4.A.1 summarizes location, dates and codes for field locations. Table 4.A.2 summarizes and provides detail on the wood metrics measured for each piece during wood metric surveys. Accessory files ds01_Largewood.csv, ds02_Smallwood.csv, and ds03_Rootwads.csv, described later in this file, are the resulting datasets from this fieldwork.

A summary of variables measured for each piece of large wood is provided in Table 4.A.2. The length \( (L) \) and end diameters \( (D) \) of each piece were measured. A representative diameter \( (D_m) \) was calculated as the average of the small and large end diameters. \( D_m \) could be less than 10 cm because only the largest end needed to be greater than 10 cm to be counted. Volumes of boles \( (V) \) were estimated assuming a cylindrical shape \( (L \times \pi(D_m/2)^2) \). If rootwads were present, the length of the rootwad \( (L_r) \) from the top of the flare in the bole
to the longest down-growing root was measured, as well as the widest basal diameter \((W_{1r})\) and the basal diameter perpendicular to \(W_{1r}\) \((W_{2r})\). Following methods from (Thevenet et al., 1998), air-wood volumes for rootwads \((V_{*r})\) were calculated as \(L_{r}W_{2r}W_{3r}\), which represents the box that completely encloses the rootwad. To increase the sample size of rootwads, additional surveys were conducted on large logs scattered on or near Molly’s Nipple island, Rollercoaster island, and the Pelican Sanctuary islands (see Figure 1 in the main document).

Additional categorical variables were also measured to describe the condition and type of wood. Wood was categorized by type (coniferous or deciduous), type of end (snapped, beaver chew, anthropogenic, root, and unbroken tip), amount of bark present, and four levels of amount of bark, decay, and abrasion (see explanation of dataset ds01_Largewood and Table 4.A.2). Many studies use one category for decay that incorporates aspects of abrasion and amount of bark present. We found that it was too difficult to accurately describe the condition of wood with just one variable. Most wood was sound (not decayed), but had high amounts of abrasion. On some pieces, all the bark was removed, but the tree still had most of its small twigs and branches. This occurs wherever riparian trees fall into slow current but remain attached to the bank. Over time, the bark falls off and the rest of the tree remains intact. Similar separation of decay from abrasion was recommended by (King et al., 2013). Because most wood did not have bark, we did not attempt to identify tree species. Conifers were easily distinguishable from deciduous trees by the branching patterns, wood grain, general shape, and rootwad appearance.
Table 4.A.2. Descriptions of wood metric data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Large wood bole dimensions and categorical variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>L</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D_l</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D_s</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D_m</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Wood Type**
- D Deciduous
- C Coniferous

**End Types**
- S snapped
- T un-snapped tip
- R rootwad
- B beaver chew
- A anthropogenic, such as saw cuts

**Decay Classes**
- 1 Sound
- 2 Heartwood sound, sapwood decayed but cannot be pulled apart
- 3 Sapwood can easily be pulled off
- 4 Log cannot support weight but retains shape

**Bark Classes**
- 1 Most or all bark remains
- 2 Partial bark retained
- 3 Remnants of bark
- 4 No bark present

**Abrasion Classes**
- 1 Most branches present, including smaller ones
- 2 Most branches snapped off
- 3 Branch stubs
- 4 Smooth

**Rootwad dimensions**
- **L_r** Length of rootwad measured from top of flare along the axis of the bole
- **W_1_r** Widest basal footprint width
- **W_2_r** Width of basal footprint perpendicular to \(W_1_r\)
- **V_r** Air-wood volume of rootwad modeled as \(L_r \times W_1_r \times W_1_r\)

**Small wood dimensions**
- **L_sw** Length of the small piece
- **D_sw** Middle diameter of the small piece
- **V_sw** Volume modeled as \(L_sw \times \pi(D_sw/2)^2\)
- **L bk** Longest length of a piece of bark
- **W bk** Width, or intermediate length of a piece of bark
- **H bk** Height, or shortest length of a piece of bark
- **V bk** Volume modeled as \(L bk \times W bk \times H bk\)
4.A.2. **Text S2. Size distributions of Slave River Driftwood.** Distributions of large wood size were similar for accumulations sampled from racked pieces, bays, and rafts, whereas point jams were enriched with large wood < 5 m in length compared to all other trapping sites (Figure 4.A.1, see Figure 2 in main article for images of accumulation types). Based on the density functions and cumulative distributions presented in Figure 4.A.1, we hypothesized that the two point jam surveys represent one population and that the other surveys represent another population. We used the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum to test the null hypotheses that 1) length and diameters of wood from the two point jams come from the same distribution and 2) all other sites come from the same distribution but separate from the point jams. In both cases, we did not reject the null hypothesis, so we grouped all the point jam data into one dataset and all the other sites into another dataset that we call “other”. Wilcox rank sum tests were performed on the untransformed data and t-tests on the \( \log_2 \) transformed data (to normalize the distributions) to determine whether these two data groups were significantly different from each other. Both tests resulted in rejection of the null hypothesis with 95% percent confidence. There was a very significant difference between point jams and the other sites (p < 0.001 in all cases).

**Table 4.A.3.** Summary statistics for large wood >10 cm in diameter and >1 m in length.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>1st Qu.</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>3rd Qu.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>sd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wood Length (L) in meters</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wood Length in ( \phi = \log_2(L) )</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wood Representative Diameter (( D_m )) in meters</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data were separated into “Point” (n=86) and “Other” (n=100) as a result of analyses presented in section 4.A.2 and Figure 4.A.1. “Point” (n=86) includes line intersect surveys from transects from two different point jams. “Other” (n=100) includes line intersect surveys from one racked accumulation (n=25), two bay transects (n=35), and one raft accumulation (n=41). “All” combines the data (n=187).
Thus, wood pieces deposited in point jams are likely less representative of the size distributions of floating wood downstream. This may be because point jams are efficient at capturing and entrapping smaller floating pieces and/or because large pieces are less likely to become entrapped in point jams: when large pieces hit the point jam, more of the large piece is extended into the current and it is less likely to stay in place.

Table 4.A.3 summarizes the untransformed data for length and diameter as well as the $\log_2$ transformed wood length, $\phi$, recommended by MacVicar and Piégay (2012). Histograms

![Figure 4.A.1](image_url)

**Figure 4.A.1.** Size distributions of LW from study sites. Columns from left to right show size distributions for length ($L$), representative diameter ($D_m$), and estimated volume ($V$). Rows from top to bottom show boxplots, density functions, and cumulative distributions by collection site type. Summary statistics are provided in Table 4.A.3.
Figure 4.A.2. Size distributions of LW from study sites. Rows from top to bottom show size distributions for length ($L$) in meters, length in $\phi$ and representative diameter ($D_m$). Columns from left to right present data for all sites, point jams, and non-point jams (other). Summary statistics are provided in Table 4.A.3 in the main text.

Figure 4.A.3. Histograms of LW by size categories. Rows from top to bottom show size distributions for length ($L$) in meters, length in $\phi$ and estimated volume ($V$). Columns from left to right present data for each size class. Summary statistics are provided in Table 4.A.4 in the main text.
of these data are provided in Figure 4.A.2. Reporting lengths on a $\log_2$ scale, as done in sedimentology, is advantageous because this normalizes and linearizes wood lengths. It is also particularly useful for LW studies that define the lower length threshold at 1 m, which is zero on the $\log_2$ scale. Any lengths longer than 1 m will be positive.

Many studies on larger rivers, only measure the largest logs (Schenk et al., 2014), rather than the 10 cm diameter, 1 m length threshold for large wood (LW) common for reach-scale studies in smaller rivers and streams. Thus, knowing the ratio of medium to large logs is important for connecting wood dynamics from the headwaters to large rivers and for estimating mass wood budgets from remote sensing of only the largest logs. Also, Turowski et al. (2013) have recently shown that there may be consistent relationships between the proportions of small wood smaller than 1 m length and 10 cm in diameter to large wood that could prove useful for estimating wood fluxes in rivers. We provide a summary of the length and volume for each size category: bark, small wood, medium LW and large LW in Table 4.A.4 and histograms by these size classes are provided in Figure 4.A.3.

In a preliminary analysis of the same point jam data presented here, Kramer and Wohl (2014) found that the relative proportions of medium to large LW were fairly similar between point jam line intersect surveys (4:1) and observed floating wood (3:1). Kramer and Wohl (2014) used a cutoff of $D_m = 0.23$ m and $L = 3$ m between medium and large LW based on a natural break in the data. We confirm that the medium LW:large LW ratio for point jams is 4:1 and for the other accumulation sites we estimate a ratio of 2:1. Some LW studies in big rivers use a cutoff of 0.20 m and 3 m (Schenk et al., 2014, e.g). Following these criteria, the ratio of medium to large LW is 2.7:1 for point jams and 1.2:1 for the other accumulations.

Kramer and Wohl (2014) also characterized the proportions of bark:small wood:medium LW:large LW as 6:25:4:1 based on two complete point jam line intersect surveys that measured all wood. For comparison, we calculated the bark:small wood: medium LW: large LW ratio for one complete survey in a bay to be 20:11:2:1. Most notably, the bay accumulation was enriched in bark and contained smaller amounts of small wood compared to the point jam. However, it is important to note that these data were collected along a line intersect
only the width of a spray-painted stripe and may not represent actual ratios of wood loads because large logs are much longer than small pieces of wood.

Table 4.A.4. Length and volume summary statistics by size category from line intersect surveys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>1st Qu.</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>3rd Qu.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>sd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wood Length (L)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bark</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Wood</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium LW</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large LW</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wood Length in φ = log₂(L)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bark</td>
<td>-5.64</td>
<td>-4.64</td>
<td>-3.70</td>
<td>-3.74</td>
<td>-3.09</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Wood</td>
<td>-6.80</td>
<td>-2.74</td>
<td>-1.79</td>
<td>-1.80</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium LW</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large LW</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Volume in cubic meters</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bark</td>
<td>4.9e⁷</td>
<td>3.3e⁻⁶</td>
<td>1.4e⁻⁵</td>
<td>1.6e⁻⁴</td>
<td>6.0e⁻⁵</td>
<td>9.8e⁻³</td>
<td>9.2e⁻⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Wood</td>
<td>7.1e⁻⁸</td>
<td>2.0e⁻⁵</td>
<td>6.8e⁻⁵</td>
<td>7.8e⁻⁴</td>
<td>4.9e⁻⁴</td>
<td>2.0e⁻²</td>
<td>2.1e⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium LW</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large LW</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Volumes is estimated using representative diameter and length assuming a cylinder. φ is a log₂ transform of the data. Sample sizes are: n=119 for bark, n=312 for small wood, n=133 for medium LW, n=54. To qualify for large LW, wood had to be both ≥ 0.23 m in diameter and ≥ 3 m in length.

We suggest that the true ratios of wood sizes can be estimated by taking the line intersect ratios and multiplying each category by the number of pieces in that category necessary to equal the average length of large LW. For example, using median lengths in Table 4.A.4, 134 pieces of bark, 37 pieces of small wood, and 3 pieces of medium LW would be the equivalent length of 1 piece of large wood. Thus, the ratio 20:11:2:1 that we measured along a line intersect in a bay becomes 2680:407:6:1. If we multiply each category by the median volumes from Table 4.A.4, then the ratio of total wood volume per size class becomes 25:19:0.3:0.9. Following this procedure for point jams, the ratio of pieces 6:25:4:1 becomes 612:925:12:1, with a volume ratio of 6:42:0.6:0.9. We used the median instead of the mean because the median provides a better estimate of the central tendency data that are not normally distributed.

We recognize that these represent first-order approximations and that the accuracy and validity of this thought experiment could be tested by comparing this method to a complete
survey of an accumulation. We suggest this as a future endeavor. However, these values suggest that small wood and bark likely contribute >30 times the volume of large wood to wood loads in great rivers. These comparisons do not include the volumes from rootwads, but rather only the boles, loose sticks, and bark. In the next section, we examine rootwad sizes and types more closely.

4.A.3. Text S3. Condition and Type of Slave River Driftwood. We summarize the results of the categorical variables in Table 4.A.5. Of all the wood from LW line intersect surveys, 58% is deciduous and 42% is coniferous. However, if we select the data to include only trunks with rootwads, the percentages reverse to 42% deciduous and 58% coniferous. Deciduous trees are more likely to have forks, split trunks, and larger branches. These branches break off, thus increasing the overall number of pieces that are deciduous. If only pieces without rootwads are calculated, this effect is quite apparent. Under this scenario, the percentage of deciduous increases to 67%, with coniferous dropping to 33%.

Figure 4.A.4. Jittered scatterplot of wood condition classes. See Table 4.A.2 for a description of classes. Higher numbers indicate longer amounts of time in the river or floodplain. The bulk of wood is located at (4,4,1), which corresponds to no bark, smooth boles, and sound wood.
Table 4.A.5. Wood characteristics summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>#:#</th>
<th>%:%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>deciduous:coniferous</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>98:71</td>
<td>58:42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rootwads yes:no rootwads</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>65:122</td>
<td>35:65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beaver chew yes:no</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>7:137</td>
<td>5:95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anthropogenic yes:no</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>1:144</td>
<td>&lt;1:100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not snapped:snapped top</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>7:137</td>
<td>5:95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sound:decayed</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>156:29</td>
<td>84:16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bark present:bark absent</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>35:150</td>
<td>19:81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limited abrasion: abraded</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>11:74</td>
<td>6:94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pieces with rootwads</th>
<th>Pieces without rootwads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>deciduous:coniferous</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not snapped:snapped top</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sound:decayed</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bark present:bark absent</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limited abrasion: abraded</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deciduous</th>
<th>Coniferous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>not snapped:snapped top</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sound:decayed</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bark present:bark absent</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limited abrasion: abraded</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The counts do not always add up to the full 187 count dataset because of missing values. The "All" dataset from the line intersect surveys was used (n=187). The raft line intersect survey did not include information on beaver chew or anthropogenic markings on wood so overall percentages calculated for those categories is based off of a sample of n=145.

We plot condition classes in Figure 4.A.4. To simplify dimensions for reporting and to compare condition characteristics between coniferous and deciduous LW, we collapsed each condition class (see Table 4.A.2) into only two classes: bark present (B=1,2 or 3) versus bark absent (B=4), sound (D=1 or 2) versus decayed (D=3 or 4), and limited abrasion (A=1 or 2) versus abraded (A=3 or 4). The summary of percentages for each class is presented in Table 4.A.5. There are no large differences in deciduous and coniferous wood conditions. Overall, 84% of wood is sound compared to 16% decayed; 19% of wood contains some bark versus 81% with no bark; and 6% of wood shows limited abrasion whereas 94% of pieces are abraded.

Because of this snapped branch effect, the size distribution of LW with rootwads may be more representative of the sizes of trees being recruited from banks rather than the larger population of all measured wood. Even though ranges were about the same, mean and medians lengths for pieces with rootwads were approximately double those of pieces without
rootwads, and diameters were just over 1.5 times wider (Table 4.A.5). One sided t-tests of the log transformed data confirm that the trunks without rootwads are very significantly ($\alpha = .05$) shorter and have smaller girth than trunks with rootwads (both $p$ values <.001).

A one-sided t-test of transformed data indicates that deciduous LW is slightly smaller than coniferous LW in length ($p$-value =0.02) and diameter ($p$-value=0.06) (see Table 4.A.6 for summary of sizes by rootwad and tree type). However, when the data are subdivided to compare only deciduous and coniferous LW with rootwads, we found that, with 95% confidence, deciduous trees are not significantly smaller than coniferous trees in either length ($p$-value=0.5) or diameter ($p$=value 0.95). This supports the idea that, as a result of snapping of branches and trunks, deciduous trees are contributing greater proportions of smaller sized large wood than coniferous trees.

Table 4.A.6. Summary of trunk sizes with and without rootwads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>1st Qu.</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>3rd Qu.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>sd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>with rootwads</strong> (n=65)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$ (m)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_m$ (m)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>without rootwads</strong> (n=122)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$ (m)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_m$ (m)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deciduous</strong> (n=98)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_m$ (m)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_m$ (m)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coniferous</strong> (n=71)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_m$ (m)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_m$ (m)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explanation for variables is provided in the supplemental and main document text.

About 5% of LW wood from line intersect surveys is beaver chew. However, the impacts of beaver to wood loads may be greater because most beaver-chewed wood was close to or less than the cutoff for large wood. We suggest a future study to more fully investigate proportions of beaver chew in log accumulations at this site. There was minimal evidence (<1%) of humans introducing wood to the river either as construction waste or sawed logs. Almost all logs (95%) were snapped at one end.
4.A.4. TEXT S4. CHARACTERIZATION OF SLAVE RIVER ROOTWADS. We report the dimensions for coniferous and deciduous rootwads in Table 4.A.7. Air-wood volumes for deciduous and coniferous wood are similar despite differences in shape (Figure 4.A.5). This reflects the fact that, although deciduous rootwads are longer, coniferous rootwads are wider. Comparing basal asymmetry ratios \((W_{1r}/W_{2r})\) to elongation ratios \((L_r/\bar{W}, \bar{W} = (W_{1r} + W_{2r})/2)\) reveals striking patterns (Figure 4.A.5). Conifers have a threshold elongation ratio

![Figure 4.A.5](image)

**Figure 4.A.5.** Rootwad shape and size between deciduous and coniferous LW. Left: Comparison of rootwad lengths and representative widths \((\bar{W})\). Right: Comparison of root elongation and basal asymmetry. Boxplots on the right and top sides of the graph show distribution of data by type per axis; scale is the same as the left and bottom axes.

![Figure 4.A.6](image)

**Figure 4.A.6.** Comparison of rootwad air-wood volumes. Using a two-sided t-test for differences in means after \(\log_2\) transformation, p-value=0.12.
Table 4.A.7. Summary statistics for rootwads by tree type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>1st Qu.</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>3rd Qu.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>sd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rootwad dimensions for Conifers n=52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_r$ (m)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{1r}$ (m)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{2r}$ (m)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V^*_{r}$ (m$^3$)</td>
<td>1.2e$^{-2}$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rootwad dimensions for Deciduous n=40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_r$ (m)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{1r}$ (m)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{2r}$ (m)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V^*_{r}$ (m$^3$)</td>
<td>3.6e$^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explanation for variables is provided in the supplemental and main document text. Rootwad dimensions utilize an extended dataset of additional rootwads beyond those measured in the line intersect surveys.

around 1.5, with a maximum basal asymmetry of $> 5$, whereas deciduous rootwads have a threshold basal asymmetry around 2.5, with maximum elongation $> 4$. After reviewing field photos, it became apparent that as rootwads abrade in transport, conifers become asymmetrical about the base, whereas deciduous rootwads elongate. This reflects the fact that deciduous trees tend to have their longest and strongest root growing downward as a taproot, whereas conifers create a strong base by growing their strongest roots outward.

4.B. Anecdotes

![Figure 4.B.1. Wood in the Great Slave Lake delta. A: Wood from the 2011 wood flood completely clogs the Nagle channel in one day (photo by Eric Beck). B: Inactive distributary channel with wood clogging the outlet. C: Massive wood delivery from the Slave River is a central process regulating delta progradation and vegetation establishment. photo taken in August 2014. The bright white wood is from 2011 and the older, slightly vegetated wood marks the position of a shoreline and deposits from a past wood flood.](image-url)
4.C. Log Raft

![Location map for log raft. 59.95530°N 111.65456°W](image)

**Figure 4.C.1.** Location map for log raft. 59.95530°N 111.65456°W

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Photo Year</th>
<th>Photo Date</th>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Roll#-photo#</th>
<th>Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>July 11</td>
<td>NAPL</td>
<td>A-2535-74</td>
<td>1:12000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>APDR</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1:40000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Sept 16</td>
<td>NAPL</td>
<td>A-30020-57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Sept 13</td>
<td>APDR</td>
<td>AS-1088-252</td>
<td>1:24000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>July 10</td>
<td>NAPL</td>
<td>A-24075-6</td>
<td>1:50000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>APDR</td>
<td>AS-2794-125</td>
<td>1:10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>APDR</td>
<td>AS-2618-198</td>
<td>1:60000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Aug 4</td>
<td>NAPL</td>
<td>A-27748-74</td>
<td>1:15000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ENR</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>July 22</td>
<td>APDR</td>
<td>AS-2618-198</td>
<td>1:20000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>July 1</td>
<td>GE</td>
<td>DigitalGlobe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>SPOT6</td>
<td>1.5m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>SPOT6</td>
<td>1.5m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Aug 10</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Phantom3Drone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NAPL is for National Air Photo Library in Ottawa, Canada (http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/earth-sciences/geomatics/satellite-imagery-air-photos). APDR is for Air Photo Data Repository in Edmonton, Alberta (http://esrd.alberta.ca/forms-maps-services/air-photos). GE is Google Earth and GA is for Geospatial Alberta (http://geodiscover.alberta.ca/Viewer)
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4.D. Pelican Sanctuary

4.D.1. Text S5. Extended methods on preparing Pelican Island photographs for analysis. Figure 4.D.2 shows a flow chart of methods used to process and analyse the oblique aerial photos of the Pelican Island Sanctuary. First, we obtained a screenshot of the Pelican Sanctuary from a 2002 satellite image by Digital Globe on Google Earth. We georeferenced this image to known tagged coordinates in each corner and projected into Lambert
Figure 4.D.1. Location map for Pelican Island repeat photography. Islands located at 59.97116°N, 111.74853°W.

Figure 4.D.2. Flow chart of methods produce datasets from Pelican Sanctuary images

Conformal Conic for Canada. We then georeferenced the August 2011 oblique photo to the projected satellite image based on identifiable features. We used the high resolution August
2011 image as a base to which all other images were georeferenced. We chose the August 2011 image as our base image because it had good overall coverage of the islands and was at a flow typical for most photos, making identifying tie points easier.

We used a spline transformation with more than 50 tie points when rectifying images. It was most important to honor points near wood on the islands rather than emphasizing overall reduction of error across the entire image. By using a spline, we ensured that wood deposits lined up as much as possible by placing more tie points near wood. We were not concerned about the accuracy of the georeferencing in the water sections where there was no wood and few to no identifiable tie points. The georeferencing for most of the digital images was conducted in GlobalMapper v.13. Due to loss of software access partway through the work, the scanned slides and 2012-2014 digital images were georectified using ESRI ArcGIS (v. 10.2) geospatial analyst toolset.

Geodatabase of feature datasets from analysis of the Pelican Sanctuary including: wood, land and image footprints as well as the ruleset used in eCognition to segment images can be

Figure 4.D.3. Example of subtle alignment of wood in editing phase
accessed via http://hdl.handle.net/10217/100436. Supporting movie file (ms02_PIanimation.avi) is an animation of the data layers through time. Figure 4.D.4 shows screenshots of two frames of the animated video from before and after the wood flood in 2011.

![Figure 4.D.4](image)

**Figure 4.D.4.** Screenshots of the animated data before and after the 2011 wood flood. Water is shaded only for regions within the footprint of the georeferenced source image. Hydrographs show months April through September for each year of the data record. Solid line in hydrograph series indicates date of source photo. For scale, the oblong island in the upper right is about 120 m along the long axis.

The elevations, orientations, and lighting between photographs differed greatly, making automatic analysis and processing routines of the dataset impractical. We were able to use some automatic routines in eCognition to segment the high resolution 2005-2014 images. After segmentation, we manually merged, classified, and exported wood polygons as shapefiles. The automated segmentation did a poor job extracting wood on the low resolution 1983-2004 photographs, so we simply brought these photos into ESRI ArGIS (v 10.2) and manually traced wood using the ArcEditor toolset. We also created tracings of the image footprints and outlines of the islands. Prior to analysis, wood polygons were edited in ArcGIS. We edited the files by adding polygons of wood that were missed by the segmentation process,
trimming polygons that extended beyond wood, and making slight corrections in placement in order to align wood polygons that were subtly displaced (Figure 4.D.3).

We analyzed the wood shapefiles in ArcGIS in two different ways (Supporting Figure 4.D.2), we analyzed change within the same common area between all the photos from 1983 to 2014 (Dataset 1, Supporting Figure 4.D.2) and we analyzed the change between adjacent photos in time from 1988-2014 (Dataset 2, Supporting Figure S10). Dataset 2 was subsetted to 1988 due to many missing adjacent timeframes with adequate coverage of the islands prior to this date. To create Dataset 1, we simply summed up the area of wood for each date contained within the common area. To create Dataset 2, we first intersected the footprints for photographs adjacent in time, and then subtracted the polygons within the shared footprint to create a resulting shapefile that showed areas of wood that “stayed”, ”came”, or ”went” (Figure 4.D.2).

4.E. Timelapse

![Figure 4.E.1. Location map for timelapse photography. Gauge and camera located at 59.872222° N, 111.583333° W.](image)
Figure 4.E.2. Photo sequence of ice jamming with wood.

4.F. Datasets

The following datasets and files can be accessed via the Colorado State Digital data repository under Research Project “Big River Driftwood in Northern Canada” (http://hdl.handle.net/10217/100436).

Data Set S1. Dataset of all measurements of wood sizes from study sites in attached file “ds01_Largewood.csv”

- **L**: Length of the bole from small end to bottom end or top of flare in rootwad in meters
- **Dl**: Diameter of the large end. Measured at the top of the flare if rootwad present in meters
- **Ds**: Diameter of the small end in meters.
- **Dm**: Representative diameter \((Dl + Ds)/2\) in meters
- **V**: Volume modeled as \(L \times \pi (Dm/2)^2\) in cubic meters
- **Type**: D=Deciduous, C=Coniferous
- **Top or Bottom**: denotes type of end of the log as: S=snapped, T=un-snapped tip, R=rootwad, B=beaver chew, A=anthropogenic, such as saw cuts
- **D**: Decay Classes: 1=Sound, 2=Heartwood sound, sapwood decayed but can not be pulled apart, 3=Sapwood can easily be pulled off, 4=Log cannot support weight but retains shape
- **B**: Bark Classes: 1=Most or all bark remains, 2=Partial bark retained, 3=Remnants of bark, 4=No bark present
- **A**: Abrasion Classes: 1=Most branches present, including smaller ones, 2=Most branches snapped off, 3=Branch stubs, 4=Smooth
- **Site**: Unique site identifier
- **RootID**: Unique rootwad ID
**Data Set S2.** Dataset of small wood pieces less than 1 meter in length and 10 cm in diameter. Attached file *ds02_Smallwood.csv*
- **L:** Longest side of the small piece in meters
- **W:** Diameter or second longest side of the piece depending on shape in meters
- **H:** Shortest side of the piece in meters
- **V:** Volume of the piece in cubic meters. Estimated assuming either a cylinder \((L \times \pi(W^2))\) or a cube \((L \times H \times W)\) depending on shape.
- **type:** Categorical identifying the piece as bark or stick. Beaver chew and root pieces were identified.
- **site:** Unique site ID.

**Data Set S3.** Dataset of Rootwad measurements. Attached file *ds03_Rootwads.csv*
- **RootID:** Unique root identifier
- **Lr:** Length of rootwad measured from top of flare along the axis of the bole in meters
- **W1r:** Widest basal footprint width in meters
- **W2r:** Width of basal footprint perpendicular to W1r in meters
- **type:** D=Deciduous, C=Coniferous, U=Unknown
- **Elong:** Elongation Factor. L divided by the average of W1 and W2
- **Symm:** Base Symmetry Factor. \(W_{1r}/W_{2r}\)

**Data Set S4.** Data on log raft progression upstream. Attached file *ds04_lograftposition.csv*
- **Year:** Photo Year
- **yrchng:** number of years passed since previous photograph
- **distchng:** meters upstream (or downstream if negative) jam front is with respect from previous photograph
- **Position:** upstream position of jam front in meters with respect to 1933.

**Data Set S5.** This is total wood storage in shared sub area from the Pelican Island Sanctuary. Data extracted from georeferenced oblique aerial photos provided by the Pelican Advisory Circle of Fort Smith. Data limited to shared area where all photos intersect. Supporting data file: *ds05_D1areas.csv*
- **Date:** Date, format: “year-month-day”
- **Area_m2:** Wood area footprint in square meters as seen from above.
**Data Set S6.** Change in wood storage between adjacent time periods in the Pelican Island Sanctuary. Data extracted from georeferenced oblique aerial photos provided by the Pelican Advisory Circle of Fort Smith. Attached file: `ds06_D2change.csv`

- **Start:** Date “Year-month-day” of first photograph
- **End:** Date “Year-month-day” of second photograph
- **QDate:** Date “Year-month-day” of highest discharge between photographs
- **Qcms:** Highest averaged daily discharge between photographs in cubic meters per second.
- **Icejam:** Factor w/ 2 levels “n”, “y” specifying if large peak discharge between events was an ice break up event.
- **Fraction:** num fraction of wood area within the time period that either came (IDnum=1), went (IDnum=-1) or stayed (IDnum=0) as identified in IDnum. For example fraction for came was calculated as came/(came + went + stayed). Shapefiles of wood are provided separately.
- **IDnum:** factor w/3 levels “-1”, “0”, “1” specifying whether the entry specifies wood that went (-1), stayed (0) or came (1)
- **Summerindex:** day of summer with April 1=1

**Data Set S7.** Dataset of wood flux data derived from timelapse photos taken of the river near the Fort Fitzgerald Gauge, Slave River Slave River Rapids Corridor, Northwest Territories. The raw timelapse Photos can be accessed via [http://hdl.handle.net/10217/100436](http://hdl.handle.net/10217/100436). The derived dataset is supplied as supporting file “ds07_FFwoodphatQ.csv”

- **Date:** Year-Month-Day
- **Phat:** proportion of photos taken in that day with wood present
- **Summerindex:** Day of summer with April 1st=1
- **Q:** Average daily discharge value in cubic meters per second from Fort Fitzgerald water gauge 7NB001 operated by Water Survey Canada.

### 4.G. Video Captions

**Movie S1.** Promotional research video about driftwood research in the Slave River- Great Slave Lake system, northern Canada. Attached file is `ms01_WoodResearchVideo.mp4`.

**Movie S2.** Animation of wood loads on the Pelican Island Sanctuary from 1980 to 2015. Location is 59.97116°N, 111.74853°W. Attached file is `ms02_PIanimation_2fps.avi`.

**Movie S3.** Timelapse of mechanical ice break up at Fort Fitzgerald with wood transport May 13th and 14th 2013. Location is 59.868923°ircN 111.582301°ircW. Attached file is `ms03_FF2013051314_10min5fps_breakup.avi`. 
CONCLUSIONS

The impacts of large amounts of driftwood on waterscapes - ecological and physical - are absolutely stunning both in scale and in aesthetics. In rivers draining the mostly undammed Mackenzie basin in Canada, landscape features associated with wood are abundant and reflect conditions that were likely more common in northern latitudes world-wide for the last 10,000 years up to about 200 years ago. As the world’s last free flowing rivers are rapidly dammed for hydropower, I wonder: how will diminishing transport of driftwood impact the biodiversity of river corridors and marine environments? How much more at risk are wood-depleted coastlines from erosion associated with sea level rise and extreme weather? And, what impact will wood depletion have on freshwater and marine fisheries?

This dissertation is the first step in a journey to uncover the answers in that it provides new conceptual models for thinking about wood flux delivery from large basins, challenges existing assumptions, and develops new methods and approaches to quantifying wood flux. The most valuable contribution of this dissertation is the multi-temporal approach to understanding the variability of wood flux through time and linkages between transport and flow history. This research has led me to the conclusion that it is the stop and go, the jamming and unjamming, the discontinuity of wood flux, rather than wood stability, that is the most important aspect of the wood regime for river morphology, dynamics and biota.

I suggest that future studies focus on:

i. continuous or high-frequency monitoring of wood mobility;
ii. monitoring changes in wood storage at known retention sites at varying time scales;
iii. using wood characteristics to fingerprint wood sources;
iv. quantifying volumes of wood buried within channels and floodplains;
v. using remote sensing to assess changes in wood storage over large spatial scales;
vi. obtaining data from unconventional sources, such as citizen science initiatives;
vii. creating online interactive data platforms for facilitation of data synthesis; and
vii. using field and modelling data to test conceptual models and constrain transport thresholds.
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